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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research was to advance physical
distribution theory by demonstrating a method for classify
ing cities.

The cities' respective patterns of physical

distribution activity were the basis for classification.

It

was hypothesized that physical distribution activity was the
basis for a meaningful classification of cities.
The methodology of the research consisted of three
stages.

First, relevant physical distribution characteris

tics were selected from published data.

The types of

activity chosen for study were wholesaling, storage, and
transportation.

Next, a sample of cities was taken.

The

sample cities were the 100 largest Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas as defined in the 1960 Census of Popula
tion.

Finally, taxonomic and non-taxonomic classification

schemes were analyzed for suitability.

Existing non-taxo

nomic classifications of cities were compared to the postu
lates of m o d e m classification theory.

A taxonomic clustering

procedure was applied to the empirical data for the sample
cities.

The taxonomic method used a computer algorithm that

minimized the sum of within class variance for a given number
of classes.
The following conclusions were reached in the research!
xiii

1.

The conventional classification approaches of

several urban geographers were found to be inadequate for a
physical distribution classification system.

These conven

tional approaches had several practical advantages, but did
not meet several of the requirements of modern classification
theory.
2.

The methods of numerical taxonomy were found to

fulfill the postulates of modern classification theory.

In

particular, the theoretical requisites of objectivity,
repeatability, and capacity to identify natural groups were
met by the methods of numerical taxonomy.
3.

Numerical taxonomy was shown to be suitable for a

physical distribution classification of cities.

The method

was a successful means of grouping the sample cities at
progressively higher levels of classification.

Also, the

logic of the resulting classes was apparent when the taxo
nomic classes were represented by phenograms and the values
of the centroids associated with the variables of each class.
On the basis of these three conclusions, the major
hypothesis of the research was accepted.

Physical distribu

tion activity is a useful basis for a classification of cities.
This finding had several implications for the advancement of
marketing theory.

The research was a demonstration that

numerical taxonomy was useful in forming relatively homo
geneous groups of cities on the basis of readily available
published data.

Also, the clustering method produced classes

of cities characterized by physical distribution activity
patterns so complex that a researcher working without machine
assistance could scarcely have recognized them.

However,

because it is now known that these patterns exist, research
can be directed toward determining the causes of the patterns.
Specifically, it was suggested that factor analysis be used
to determine the socioeconomic factors that contributed to
the differences in physical distribution structure among the
classes.

Taxonomic analysis is a potentially valuable tool

in the development of marketing theory.

xv

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The development of marketing theory is often retarded
by the difficulty of producing classification schemes which
are both conceptually sound and empirically based.

The

manner in which we characterize physical distribution activ
ities among our cities is an example.

Cities have been

labeled variously as "distribution hubs," "wholesaling
centers," "railheads," and so on.
extreme simplifications.

These terms represent

They hide the real complexity of

the physical distribution tasks carried out in the cities
and, in so doing, deter comparison and contrast among cities.
More importantly, they are a symptom of our limited under
standing of forces which influence the location of physical
distribution activities.

We have oversimplified by not con

sidering the many types of wholesalers, transportation
agencies and storage establishments.

As well, we have not

produced a classification scheme which would permit the
study of barriers and incentives to the development of
physical distribution activities in specific localities.
With regard to physical distribution, is Buffalo more
like Seattle— or Topeka— or Minneapolis?

Why?

If Los

Angeles, Boston and Minneapolis are relatively homogeneous
in distribution characteristics, in which ways do they differ
from a group of, say, Houston, Chicago and Kansas City?
There is no procedure to group similar cities or to explain
conceptually the naturally occurring differences in the
character of their distribution activity patterns.
The theoretical study of the influence that physical
distribution management has on the location of distribution
activities and the structure of distribution itself has not
developed rapidly.

We know that all cities have physical

distribution activities, but we see them as an unrelated set
of random occurrences.

The variety of structures and

functions has never been compared, contrasted or any basis
given for orderly study of these activities.

Each city is

viewed as a unique entity, wholly unlike any other.

Before

we can understand the forces which influence the development
and location of physical activity, we must provide a
standard basis for study.

Such a basis is found in a

generalized classification process.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES
OF THE RESEARCH
There is limited understanding of the development of
physical distribution activities among cities.

A classifica

tion scheme for cities is needed which is empirically based
on physical distribution characteristics and which assists
our conceptual understanding of the structure of physical

distribution activity.
several ways:

Past attempts have been hindered in

(1) mediocre, limited data;

(2) limitations

in handling data; and (3) mathematical techniques applicable
to classification.
least partly.

All these factors have been remedied, at

The Census of Business has been expanded to a

useful degree, computers are widely available and mathe
maticians have increasingly turned their attention to the
problems of classification.
The problem investigated by this thesis was that no
conceptually sound scheme existed for classifying cities
according to the physical distribution activities carried on
within them.

The research into this problem was guided by

the major hypothesis:
Physical distribution activity can provide the
basis of a meaningful classification scheme for
cities through the use of taxonomic or non-taxonomic
procedures.
The major hypothesis stipulated that a useful basis
for classifying cities can be found in their physical
distribution activities.

This hypothesis was tested by

attempting the development of a physical distribution
classification system through use of two types of classifi
cation procedures, taxonomic and non-taxonomic.

Several

subordinate hypotheses were developed from the major
hypothesis.
Sub-Hypothesis 1:

Numerical taxonomy based on physical
distribution data can identify natural
groupings of cities.

Sub-Hypothesis 2:

The natural groupings of cities

provided by numerical taxonomy are
a suitable basis for a physical dis
tribution classification scheme.
The first and second sub-hypotheses postulated that
numerical taxonomy can develop a suitable classification by
identifying natural groupings of cities and attempting to
explain the reasons that the natural groups occurred.
Sub-Hypothesis 3:

Existing non-taxonomic urban classifi
cation procedures, when adapted to the
use of physical distribution data,
can provide a useful classification
scheme for cities.

Sub-Hypothesis 4:

Standard measures of statistical '
location and dispersion as presently
applied to the functional classifica
tion of cities by urban geographers
are adequate for physical distribu
tion classification purposes.

Sub-Hypothesis 5;

The determination of class boundaries
and subsequent fitting of cities into
the predetermined classes is an
acceptable method of constructing a
physical distribution classification
scheme.

The third, fourth, and fifth sub-hypotheses postulated
that non-taxonomic procedures, which are presently practiced
by urban geographers, can provide a useful classification
scheme.

The non-taxonomic procedures, in contrast to taxo

nomic procedures, begin by defining classes in commonly
accepted w a y s .
classes.

Then cities are fitted into the predetermined

Tests of the sub-hypotheses made possible a

subsequent test of the major hypothesis.

These hypotheses

were the objectives and boundaries of the research.

5
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Some terms used in the research have more than one
meaning in common usage.

In this research, each of these

had a specific, technical definition.

The reader must clearly

understand these terras before the findings of the research
can be usefully applied.

For this reason, these terms are

defined here.
Physical Distribution
In recent years , it has been increasingly argued that
the activities of controlling finished goods through trans
portation, storage and materials handling were all parts of
1

a larger task, rather than separate entities.

The larger

task, physical distribution, has the creation of place and
time utilities as its major economic mission.

Physical

distribution was defined in this thesis as the placement and
timing of goods from the point of production or manufacture
to the point of physical delivery to users and consumers.
The research used macroeconomic data in three categories as
measures of physical distribution activity.

They are whole

saling, transportation, and storage-warehousing.
Whole salincr
The definition of wholesaling used throughout this
research is that of the 1957 supplement to the Standard

-*-J. L. Heskett, "Ferment in Marketing's Oldest Area,"
Journal of Marketing, XXVI, No. 4 (October, 1962), 41.

Industrial Classification Manual
Business.

2

and the 1963 Census of

Wholesale trade included " . . .

establishments

primarily engaged in selling merchandise to retailers; to
institutional, industrial, commercial, and professional
users; or to other wholesalers; or in negotiating as agents
in buying merchandise for or selling merchandise at whole
sale in the U. S. market and exporters are included in
wholesale trade.
Under this definition, wholesalers were, in turn,
classified into five types of operations:

merchant whole

salers? manufacturers' sales branches and sales offices;
petroleum bulk plants, terminals and liquified petroleum gas
facilities; merchandise agents and brokers; and assemblers
of farm products.
Warehousing
Warehousing is an activity that involves the storage
and transshipment of goods or materials.4

Indicators of

warehousing activity used in this research were drawn from
Census of Business data on household goods warehouses as

^Bureau of the Budget, Standard Industrial Classifica
tion Manual (Washington: United States Government Printing
Office, 1957).
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Business, 1963,
Vol. 4, Wholesale Trade— Summary Statistics. Part 1 (Washing
ton: United States Government Printing Office, 1965),
Appendix 8.
4For an extensive discussion, see J. L. Heskett et al.,
Business Logistics (New York: The Ronald Press Company,
1964), Chapter 3.

defined in SIC classes 4214 and 4224 and general goods ware5
houses of SIC class 4225.
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area

(SMSA)

The boundaries of these standard areas were defined by
an interagency committee under the direction of the Federal
Bureau of the Budget.

The SMSA's provided uniform areas for

a wide variety of statistical purposes.

The definitions used

in the 1963 Census of Business were based on the Bureau of
the Budget report of August 4, 1964.

"The definition of an

individual SMSA involves two considerations;

first, a city

of cities of specified population to constitute the central
city and to identify the county in which it is located as
the central county; and, second, economic and social rela
tionships with contiguous counties which are metropolitan in
character, so that the periphery of the specific metropol
itan area may be determined.

SMSA's may cross state lines."®

Of the 217 SMSA's defined by this report, exactly 100 had
1960 populations of 250,000 or more.

These 100 were the

cities studied in this research.

5See SIC Manual for detailed definitions of these
groups.
^Reported in Census of Population, 1960. V o l . _1,
Characteristics of the Population (Washington: United States
Government Printing Office, 1963), Introduction. This
reference also contains a lengthy elaboration of the criteria
used for selecting and naming SMSA's.

Classification
If the structure of physical distribution activity in
a nation is to be understood, it must be viewed as a set of
related components— a system.

To do this, ways must be found

to define the components and to relate, compare or contrast
them.

Entities must be ordered into groups on the basis of

chosen relationships.
classification process.

The ordering of entities is the
Classification was here defined as

the ordering of items or entities into groups

(or sets) on

the basis of chosen relationships, such as associations by
similarity, continguity or other means.

Q

Classification not

only denoted a process, but the term was also used to name
the end product of the process.

The result of the process

of classification is^ a classification.

The classification

process does not imply any specific procedure.

Taxonomic

procedures and non-taxonomic procedures both have their
,adherents.

Both methods are used in this research.

Taxonomy
In practice, the term "taxonomy" is often used
erroneously as a synonym for "classification."

The two are

similar in meaning, but there are differences.

Like

^In this thesis, the chosen relationships were
similarities among the physical distribution activities of
cities.
^Adapted from R. R. Sokal and P. H. A. Sneath,
Principles of Numerical Taxonomy (San Francisco: W. H.
Freeman and Company, 1963), p. 3.

classification, taxonomy is both a process and the end
product of that process.®
is a taxonomy.

The result of taxonomic analysis

However, the taxonomic process is a specific

kind of classification process and can be distinguished as
such.

The purpose of taxonomic procedures is to describe the

natural groupings'*'0 that occur in large masses of data.
Taxonomy attempts to assign items or entities to groups so
there is as much likeness within groups and as much differI 1

ence among groups as possible. x

For these natural groupings,

it is sometimes possible to develop a conceptual framework
for classification.

Thus, a classification process using

taxonomic analysis typically begins with the identification
of the items to be grouped.

Data characteristics of the

items are then chosen and measured.

Measures of similarity

between items are calculated and used to derive a conceptual
rationale and classification scheme.

Taxonomy was used in

this research to mean the process of forming classifications
from natural g r o u p s ^ as well as the classifications them
selves derived by the process.
Conversely, non-taxonomic procedures are those classi
fication methods which first define group boundaries and then

9Ibid.
^°The concept of natural groups and the theory of
classification are discussed at length in Chapter II.
E. Frank and P. E. Green, "Numerical Taxonomy in
Marketing Analysis," Journal of Marketincr Research (February,
1968), p. 85.
A natural group is termed a taxon, plural taxa.

10
place items or entities in the predefined group's boundaries.
Numerical taxonomy is merely a taxonomic process using
numerical data as the basis for the natural groups.

As

Sokal and Sneath define it, numerical taxonomy is ". . . the
numerical evaluation of the affinity or similarity between
taxonomic units and the ordering of these units into taxa on
the basis of their affinities.
LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH
This research was designed to explore the possibility
that a classification scheme for cities could be constructed,
utilizing numerous indicators of physical distribution
activity.

The identification of physical distribution as a

related group of functions has only recently occurred in the
literature of marketing and logistics .^

The use of this

concept was one of the main foundations of the research.
The research used this concept as a unifying theme, but the
recency of the idea precluded the availability of any data
collected expressly for the study of physical distribution.
Instead, data were used from the areas of wholesaling;
transportation; and sto rage-warehousing.

These data limited

the research in several w a y s .
The data were not available from a single source.

JSokal and Sneath, op. pit., p. 48.
l^Heskett, Business Logistics, o p . cit., Chapter 1.

11
The most comprehensive data on wholesaling and storage
activities are in the various Censuses of Business.

Trans

portation data were drawn from the 1960 Census of Population.
Efforts were made to ensure comparability of data.
The data were limited in time span.

Even in the

Census of Business, data showing the total sales of whole
salers by Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area were not
available before 1958.

The data were not available for all

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas.

This fact resulted

in the investigation being limited to those cities with 1960
populations of 250,000 or more.
these cities.

There were, however, 100 of

This number was sufficient for the research.

The comparative lack of detailed, homogeneous data
did not detract from the primary thrust of the research.

The

procedures were so designed that more detailed data can
easily be inserted as the data become available.

It was

almost a certainty that more detailed data would become
available, since the Census of Business had expanded its
scope in every new census year.
The research design successfully tested the main
hypothesis and sub-hypotheses.

The hypotheses emphasized

the potential use of taxonomic and non-taxonomic procedures
in the generalized problem of city classification on the
basis of physical distribution activities.

The procedures

were so structured that the potential number of factors which
can be used in the methods is theoretically limited only by
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the capacity of available computers.
was

A great amount of data

used here, but it was possible to use even more data as

the amount and detail increase.
The flexibility in handling data was emphasized by
allowing the natural characteristics of the cities to form
the basis of a classification scheme and by using abstract
statistical measures.

The natural groups were formed from

multidimensional distance measures based on physical dis
tribution data.

The abstract measures were standard

statistical location and dispersion measures.

The process

allowed the consideration of many factors instead of only a
few.

The next section describes the methodology of this

analysis.
METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
Research methodology is the means by which primary or
secondary data are analyzed to provide generalizations,
abstractions or conclusions.

The methodology of each research

is unique because each research seeks a different goal.

This

section describes the methodology used in the present
research.
Selection of Relevant Physical
Distribution Characteristics
Classification procedures are all based on the use of
measures by which each type of entity can be distinguished
from other types.

There were no direct measures of physical
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distribution activity as such.

A literature search was made

to determine those areas most frequently mentioned as
physical distribution activities.
for these areas.

Data were then developed

Smykay, Bowersox and Mossman listed trans

portation, inventory, distribution, warehousing, forecasting
and plant location.^

Heskett, Ivie and Glaskowsky itemized

fixed facilities, transport facilities, inventory, pricing,
scheduling, warehousing and traffic.

The American Manage

ment Association stated the major elements of the physical
distribution function as finished goods inventory; trans
portation and traffic; warehouse location and operation?
administrative functions

(particularly in a branch-warehouse

system) ; customer service; finished goods materials handling?
and design of special packing.
somewhat different.
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*

Each of these listings is

However, three types of data were

chosen to indicate the core tasks of physical distribution.
The types of data were transportation, wholesaling, and
storage-warehousing.18
A search for data in these three areas was made.

The

15e . W. Smykay, et al., Physical Pistribution Management
(New York: The Macmillan company, 1961).
l^Heskett, op., cit., Chapter 1.
■^American Management Association, Management of the
Physical Distribution Function, Management Report 49 (New
York: American Management Association, 1960).
18The latter area was intended to encompass inventory
management.
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literature and correspondence with several trade associations
produced a substantial amount of available data in the three
physical distribution areas for cities.

The quantitative

measures for this research were chosen from the available
data in these three sub-areas of physical distribution.
The data in each sub-area were of varying detail.
The exact title and source of each item are shown in Table
1:1.

Wholesaling activity was well documented in the Census

of Business, with revenue detail given for 17 SIC classes,
by SMSA.
analysis.

Sixteen of these SIC classes were used in the
SIC group 5099 was excluded because its products

were so diverse as to be of little meaning for the purposes
of the analysis.

Also, sixteen variables were the limit of

the computer program used.
Warehousing and storage data were also drawn entirely
from the Census of Business.

Data in this sub-area were

collected on eight warehousing and storage indicators.

No

other usable storage data items were found.
Transportation revenue or volume data by SMSA were not
available for the four modes of transportation, air, water,
rail and truck.

Employment data for 1960, by mode and SMSA,

were available in the 1960 Census of Population.

These data

were used as a compromise and for conceptual reasons
explained in Chapter II.

These data permitted analysis on

homogeneous data, but prevented direct comparison with this
sub—area for the two study years.

The year 1960 lies

TABLE 1:1
CITY CHARACTERISTICS USED IN CLASSIFICATORY ANALYSES

Description of Characteristic

Measurement Unit

Data Source

Wholesaling Data
Total Revenue of Motor Vehicles and Automotive Equip. Wholesalers (SIC 501)
Total Revenue of Drugs, Chemicals, and Allied Products Wholesalers (SIC 502)
Total Revenue of Piece Goods, Notions, Apparel Wholesalers (SIC 503)
Total Revenue of Groceries and Related Products Wholesalers (SIC 504)
Total Revenue of Farm Product— Raw Materials Wholesalers (SIC 505)
Total Revenue of Electrical Goods Wholesalers (SIC 506)
Total Revenue of Hardware, and Plumbing and Heating Equipment
Supplies Wholesalers (SIC 507)
Total Revenue of Machinery, Equipment, and Supplies Wholesalers (SIC 508)
Total Revenue of Metals and Mineral Wholesalers, N.E.C. (SIC 5091)
Total Revenue of Petroleum and Petroleum Products Wholesalers (SIC 5092)
Total Revenue of Scrap and Waste Materials Wholesalers (SIC 5093)
Total Revenue of Tobacco and Its Products Wholesalers (SIC 5094)
Total Revenue of Beer, Wine, and Distilled Alcoholic Beverages
Wholesalers (SIC 5095)
Total Revenue of Paper and Its Products Wholesalers (SIC 5096)
Total Revenue of Furniture and Home Furnishings Wholesalers (SIC 5097)
Total Revenue of Lumber and Construction Materials Wholesalers (SIC 5098)

Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Census
Census
Census
Census
Census
Census

of
of
of
of
of
of

Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business

Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Census
Census
Census
Census
Census
Census

of
of
of
of
of
of

business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business

Dollars
Dollars
Dollars
Dollars

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Census
Census
Census
Census

of
of
of
of

Business
Business
Business
Business

Establishments
Dollars
Square Feet
E stablishroents
Dollars
Square Feet
Dollars
Square Feet

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
U.S.

Census
Census
Census
Census
Census
Census
Census
Census

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business
Business

Storage-Warehousing Data
Number of Household Goods Warehouses
Total Revenues of Household Goods Warehouses
Square Footage of Household Goads Warehouses
Number of General Goods Warehouses
Total Revenues of General Goods Warehouses
Square Footage of General Goods Warehouses
End of Year Wholesale Inventories (1963 only)
Square Footage-of Wholesale Storage Space (1963 only)
Transportation Data
Total
Total
Total
Total

1960
1960
1960
1960

Employment
Employment
Employment
Employment

by
by
by
by

Railroads and R.E.A.
Truck Firms
Air Transport Firms
Water Transport Firms

Total
Total
Total
Total

Employment U.S. Census of Population
Eng>loyment U.S. Census of Population
Employment U.S. Census of Population
Employment U.S. Census of Population

Oi
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between the two basic study years, so that an indirect com
parison is possible.
All these data, except transportation data, were
collected for a sample of United States cities, and for the
study years, 1958 and 1963.

In the next section, the sample

of cities is described.
The Sample of Cities
The objectives of the research made it desirable to
acquire data from two different years for comparison pur
poses and to have enough cities in the sample to allow
several classes of cities to be constructed.

The structure

of census data was fortunate for both these purposes.
In 1960, a Census of Population was taken.

The popu

lation count of this census was the basis for Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area population size measures in
both the 1958 and 1963 Census of Business.

Comprehensive,

detailed data for cities having 1960 populations of 250,000
or over are available in both Censuses of Business for the
physical distribution sub-areas of wholesaling and storage.
The wholesaling and storage data of the 1958 and 1963
Censuses of Business met both criteria.

First, there were

exactly 100 cities included in the population size range
above 250,000.

This number of cities was sufficient for the

purposes of this research.

Secondly, the two Census of

Business not only gave data on 100 cities, but were for two
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different time periods.

These 100 cities were chosen as the

"I Q

sample for the study. 3
The sample cities were geographically dispersed and
represented all sections of the nation.

The geographic

locations of the cities are illustrated in Figure 1:1.
Though smaller towns are not included, the cities studied
ranged in 1960 population from 10 million downward to 250,000.
This range defined the scope of urban activity studied in
this thesis.

Though the data were basically adequate for

this research, some adjustments were made.

These adjustments

are discussed in the following section.
Adjustments of Data Used in the Analysis
The Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area was used
as the basic geographic unit for the research.

An attempt

was made to have all data reflect physical distribution
activity that occurred within the geographic boundaries of
the one hundred SMSA's of the study.

This was not basically

a difficult task, as most data were reported for the SMSA's.
However, one major adjustment was necessary.

The Bureau of

the Budget definitions of some SMSA's changed between the
two study years of 1958 and 1963.

Some SMSA's were expanded

and some were made smaller.
To adjust the data so that comparable areas were

l^The geographical boundaries of the 100 sample SMSA's
are described in Appendix A.
t

l o c a t io n

of

sam ple

FIGURE 1:1

c it ie s

studied, 1963 was taken as the base year.

The definitions

of 1958 were compared with those of 1963 for each SMSA
studied.

Where counties were added or deleted, and the county

detailed data were available, they were used as the standard
for adjustment.

Where the county detailed data were not

available, the total county data was used as the basis and
allocated on the same percentage basis as the entire SMSA.
Some adjustment was necessary in 35 of the 100 cities studied,
but in no case did the adjustments represent more than 10
percent of the total amounts of revenues or establishments
reported.

Some towns, as distinct from counties, were

reported as added or deleted during the definition change.
In each case, the totals for each town were not specifically
reported.

Examination of population statistics showed these

towns to be small, new developments and no adjustments were
made for them.
Finally, census disclosure rules prevented the
reporting of revenues where the number of firms in a category
was small— usually one or two.
were estimated in varying ways.

In these cases, the revenues
Where possible, the

revenues could be computed from the difference between the
total revenues reported for the city and the sum of the
other groups.

In other cases, revenues were reported for

the other study year and this, when combined with a compari
son of the other statistics for the city, allowed an
estimate to be made.

These disclosure cases were also not
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over about five percent of the total amounts reported.
Plan of Analysis
Existing classification schemes, modern classification
theory and the quantitative measures of physical distribu
tion activity were all used to test the hypotheses.

Taxo

nomic (or conventional) classification procedures were
analyzed.

The results of these analyses were used to select

the final classification scheme.
Non-taxonomic

(conventional) analysis.— The desire to

classify cities is not unique to marketing theory.

In par

ticular, urban geographers have attempted to establish
classification methods for cities.

The type of classifica

tion most common among their efforts is a system based on
the functions of cities, using predetermined class boundaries.
An example of a functional classification based on a single
On
function is the work of Chauncy D. Harris. u Harris noted
that people ordinarily class cities on the basis of their
dominant function.

We hear frequently of resort cities,

industrial cities or mining cities.

Harris attempted to

quantify the dominance of functions and used these dominant
functions as the names of his classes.
Howard Nelson later expanded the functional classifi
cation method of Harris by using the percent of total labor

20c. D. Harris, "A Functional Classification of Cities
in the United States," Geographical Review, XXXIII (1943),
86-99.

force in each of nine major industry groups as the basic
1
data in a multifunctional classification system.
Nelson
reasoned that the standard deviation was the simplest and
most widely used of all statistical measures of variation.
He believed that the degree of variation from the mean of all
cities could be adequately compared if the data were large or
small numbers.

Unlike Harris' work. Nelson's approach showed

that a city could be specialized in more than one activity
and to varying degrees.

He showed for each city all

activities that qualified by scores of one, two and three
standard deviations above the mean for each of the nine
activities considered.
were non-taxonomic.

Both Harris' and Nelson's methods

They used predetermined class boundaries

into which cities were fitted.

They were typical of the

approaches used by urban geographers to functional classifi
cation of cities.
The research reported in this volume analyzed the
existing methods of urban geographers for application to the
physical distribution classification of cities.

This made

possible comparison of the methods and results of taxonomic
and non-taxonomic analyses. The analysis of non-taxonomic
methods used the following procedure:
1.
The objectives of a physical distribution
classification system were defined.

2^-H. j . Nelson, "A Service Classification of American
Cities," Economic Geography. XXXI (1955), 189-210.
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2. Five conventional urban classification systems
were selected for analysis. These five systems were
well known examples of the techniques employed by
urban geographers. The conceptual bases, research
procedure and empirical results of all five methods
had been reported in the literature of urban
geography.
3. The methodology of each of the five conventional
systems was compared with the postulates of modern
classification theory and the objectives of a physical
distribution classification system to determine each
method's suitability for use in a physical distribution
classification system.
Non-taxonomic procedures were not, however, the only
method of deriving classification schemes.
taxonomic method was also m a d e .

Analysis of a

This additional analysis

allowed a comparison of the suitability of the two methods.
Numerical taxonomic analysis.— Comprehensive examples
of taxonomic classifications of cities were not in the
literature.

Consequently, it was necessary to develop a

taxonomic procedure, collect data, and test the procedure
empirically.

The empirical objective of the taxonomic pro

cedure was to assign cities to groups on the basis of their
physical distribution characteristics so that there was as
much likeness within groups and as much difference among
groups as possible.

The groups themselves were the classes,

or taxa, of the desired scheme.
The entities of interest were cities.

As an example,

suppose two physical distribution characteristics of each
city are chosen, say, total wholesale sales and air freight
volume.

There are methods for grouping cities by their
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similarity on these two characteristics.

These character

istics can be represented by points of coordinates
for each city.

(X^, X 2)

The computation begins by calculating the
OH

Euclidean distance of each point from every other point. A
In this example, however, only two characteristics
were considered.

The research for this thesis required con

sideration of about 20 characteristics.

The Euclidean

distances are easily generalized to more than two
dimensions.23
This generalized distance calculation was the basic
concept for the taxonomic analyses which consisted of the
following steps:
1. Physical distribution characteristics for each
city were read into computer memory.
2. In the wholesaling and storage analyses, each
set of physical distribution variables was converted
to standardized variates with zero mean and unit
standare deviation. The transportation data were
not standardized.
3.

All cities were placed in one cluster.

4. Cities were then combined to form a second,
third, etc., cluster. The criterion under which the

22Euclidean distance in two dimensions is measured by
the formula:

= [(Xlj - Xlk)2 + (X2j - X ^ ) 2]^
22The generalized Euclidean distances for "n" dimen
sions are given by the formula:
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clusters were formed was that the set of clusters
at each level of clustering (i.e., for a specified
number of clusters) minimize the total within
cluster variance.24
5. The generalized Euclidean distance to the
cluster centroids was calculated for each city within
each cluster as a measure of closeness.
6. The procedure was repeated for two through
nineteen clusters and for the various types of
physical distribution data.
Selection of the classification scheme.— The taxonomic
analysis provided groups of cities according to their
statistical homogeneity.

It did not explain the groups or

provide a conceptual rationale for them.

The conventional

analyses grouped cities according to predetermined criteria,
and did not show justification or conceptual bases for these
criteria other than acceptance of the methods by profes
sionals in the field.

2^The total within cluster variance for all observa
tions and all clusters is:
K
V nk
S
2 S
k=l i=l j<L

„ - o
<Yiik " Y i k>
J nk

w here:
^i jk

the value of variable "i" for city "j" in cluster
"k."
the mean of variable "i" for cities in cluster "k."
It is defined as the centroid of variable “i" in
cluster "k."
number of cities in cluster "k."

nk
K

number of clusters.

V

number of variables.
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Comparison of the results of these two methods with
the tenets of classification theory provided the insights
necessary for selection of the classification system.

The

method was so selected and generalized as to be of use in
later research, as well as meeting present requirements of a
physical distribution classification system.
PREVIEW OP THE RESEARCH
Chapter II provided the conceptual basis for the
research.

The need for a physical distribution classifica

tion of cities and its theoretical development were discussed
in this chapter.

The nature of numerical taxonomy, its

relationship to other classification methods, and its
advantages and disadvantages were outlined.

The application

of classification theory to physical distribution activity
was discussed.

The suitability of the conventional classifi

cation approaches was examined in Chapter III.

Five exist

ing classification schemes were described and compared with
the postulates of modern classification theory.

The results

of the taxonomic analysis were reported in Chapters IV and
V.

The natural groups produced by the analysis were listed

and an analysis of the method was made.
The implications of the research findings for physical
distribution decisions in the future were discussed in
Chapter VI.

The findings were related to the future of the

economy and several hypotheses for future research were
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given.

In Chapter VII, the report was concluded and the

findings were summarized.

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPING A PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION
CLASSIFICATION OF CITIES
The problem has been stated, basic terms defined, and
the research methodology outlined.

Emphasis can now be

given to the conceptual foundations of the research.

These

concepts were the basis for the hypotheses of this research
and the basis of the methodology used to test these
hypotheses.
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the concepts
and techniques that are fundamental to the development of a
physical distribution classification of cities.

The theme

of this chapter was that classification theory and the
physical distribution concept were both sufficiently advanced
to allow the construction of a useful classification scheme
for cities.
The three-step sequence of logic by which the physical
distribution concept and classification theory were combined
to develop this classification scheme was illustrated in the
three main sections of this chapter.

In the first section

of the chapter, the historical development and current
interpretation of the physical distribution concept were
27
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explained.

This section also contained a discussion of

existing location theory and the need for additional theory.
In the second section, an overview of the present status of
the theory of classification was presented.

The goals of

classification were stated and various classification tech
niques were discussed.

The third section contained a pro

cedure for applying presently available classification theory
to published data that measures physical distribution
activity in cities.

This procedure was the basis of the

research methodology used to test the hypotheses of this
research.
THE NEED FOR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION THEORY
As physical distribution becomes a more integrated
concept, a theory which explains the location and growth
patterns of such activity becomes more needed.

However,

physical distribution has only recently become an integrated
concept, though sub-areas of distribution have been recog
nized since early in this century.
Historical Development of the Physical
Distribution Concept
In 1916, Arch W. Shaw recognized that distribution
". . . divides into two sub-problems closely related and
interdependent but each having to do with a different set
of factors and reactions."^

-*-A. W. Shaw, An Approach to Business Problems
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1916), p. 99.
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Shaw defined these two "sub-problems" as two hinds of
effort, demand creation and physical supply.

However, it

was much later than 1916 when this dichotomy received further
interest.

Paul D. Converse, writing in the post-World War II

period, noted that, "Marketing
defined as matter in motion.
in moving goods. . . .

(distribution) has been

There are two kinds of motion

Goods must be moved through the trade

channel . . . they must be bought and sold . . . (second)
goods must be moved physically." 2
Though the dichotomy was theoretically apparent, the
physical movement and supply of goods was typically treated
as a set of basically separate tasks until the late 1950's.
At that time, several factors converged to make possible
implementation of the physical distribution concept.

Fore

most among these factors was widespread acceptance by
individual firms of the marketing concept.

The marketing

concept focused managerial thought primarily on the consumer.
This concept was a change from previous managerial emphasis
on the interior workings of the firm.
became the prime objective of the firm.
profits are generated.

Customer satisfaction
T"trough satisfaction,

Therefore, the entire firm is a

system directed toward customer satisfaction.

Acceptance

. D. Converse, "The Other Half of Marketing," in
Twenty-Sixth Boston Conference on Distribution (Boston:
Boston Trade Board, 1954), pp. 22-23.
^For a pioneering discussion, see F. J. Borch, The
Marketing Philosophy as _a_ Wav of Life. Marketing Series N o .
99 (New York: American Management Association, 1957).
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of this approach dictated closer coordination throughout the
firm and physical distribution activities were no exception.
The marketing concept was a prime mover, but other
factors also contributed to implementation of the physical
distribution concept.

Heskett notes that other active influ

ences were accelerated development of multiproduct lines
within single firms, recognition by managers of the fact
that the potential gains in manufacturing efficiency were
very small, the wartime development of mathematical tech
niques for logistics management and widespread availability
of electronic data processing equipment.^

Physical dis

tribution management in the late 1960's is commonplace among
business firms.

However, the theoretical study of the

influence that physical distribution management has on the
location of distribution activities and the structure of
distribution itself has not kept pace with the adoption of
the physical distribution concept by management.

Growth and

location theorists have provided peripheral insights but no
acceptable theory which explains the location or growth of
physical distribution activity.

An overview of existing

industrial location theory emphasizes this point.
Industrial Location Theory
The location of economic activity first became a

L. Heskett, "Ferment in Marketing's Oldest Area,"
Journal of Marketing. XXVI, No. 4 (October, 1962), 41.
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subject for theoretical inquiry in the nineteenth century.^
The study of location theory began with the contributions of
a group of German scholars and has been expanded in recent
times by a group of American authors.

At present, a general

ized theory of location has not been formalized, and the
present theories serve only as a guide for analysis.

The

purpose of this section is to discuss the respective con
tributions of the German and American schools of location
theory and to illustrate the incompleteness of existing
explanations for the location of physical distribution
activity.
German contributors to location theory.— Three German
writers, von Thunen, Weber, and Losch, made major contribu
tions to location theory.

Their works were typical of the

German school of location theory, and the contribution of
each writer is discussed in this section.
The "City-State" of von Thunen.— Perhaps the earliest
formal theory of location is that advanced by Johann Heinrich
von Thunen.

The von Thunen study was an effort to explain

^For more detailed discussions of location theory,
see: M. L, Greenhut, Plant Location in Theory and Practice
(Chapel Hill, N. C.: University of North Carolina Press,
1956); and E. W. Smykay et al.( Physical Distribution
Management (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1961).
® J . H . von Thunen, Per Xsolierte Staat in Beziehung
auf Landwirtschaft und Nationalokonomie (3rd ed.; Berlin:
Schumacher-Zarchlin, 1875).

the location of various kinds of agricultural operations
within a given geographic area assumed to be of homogeneous
agricultural fertility.

To do this, von Thunen-also assumed

fixed relationships for the prices of land and transporta
tion services.

The price of land was said to be a function

of the land's location relative to the market for the items
produced on the land.

The value of a product was stated as

the market price less the transport expense necessary to
bring the product to market,

von Thunen concluded that, if

given these conditions, commodities which do not absorb
transport expense would be produced near the market, and
vice versa.

Under the above assumptions, said von Thunen,

transport expense is the primary factor explaining the pro
duction locations of different agricultural commodities.
These different activities take the form of a series of con
centric circles.
The von Thunen theory was a first step toward an
abstract explanation of the location of economic activity.
Because of its emphasis on agricultural production, the von
Thunen effort is little help in explaining the location or
structure of specific physical distribution activities.
Weber's material index.— Alfred Weber, another German
economist, made further contributions to location theory in
the early twentieth century.

n

The Weberian approach differed

7C. J. Friedrich (trans.), Alfred Weber's Theory of
the Location of Industries (Chicago: University of Chicago
P r e s s , 1929).
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in several ways from the von Thunen efforts.

Europe had

industrialised rapidly since von Thunen's time, and Weber's
work paralleled this development.

In contrast to von

Thunen's agricultural orientation, Weber directed his effort
toward industrial location theory.
Weber's approach began with four major assumptions:
(1) freight rates were a linear function of distance;

(2)

raw materials available in a random pattern throughout the
specified area;

(3) any given material was priced the same

at every point of production; and (4) many consumers dis
tributed throughout the area studied.

Weber's next step was

to define two types of factors influencing industrial loca
tion:

regional factors and agglomerative factors.

of regional factors are labor and transportation.

Examples
Popula

tion and the existence of industrial complexes are examples
of agglomerative factors.
The focus of Weber's analysis was his formulation of
a "material index."

This index was the proportion of the

weight of localized raw materials to the weight of the
finished product.

From the four major assumptions, the

material index, and a lengthy chain of logic, Weber stated
three theorems, as follows:
1. All industries whose material index is not
greater than one (weight gaining processes) lie at
the point of consumption.
2. "Pure" materials which do not lose weight in
entering the final product can never hold production
facilities at their deposits.
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3.
Weight losing materials can pull productive
facilities to their deposits.
Thus, Weber added new dimensions to the work begun by
von Thunen, but still did not treat the location of physical
distribution activities in a specific manner.
The Loschian economic landscape.— August Losch, a
third member of the German school of location theory, began
4

his analysis with several assumptions.

Q

Like von Thunen,

Losch described the economic world as being homogeneous in
several respects.

Losch assumed that tastes and knowledge

were uniform throughout the geographic area to be studied.
In addition, Losch assumed a homogeneous transportation
system capable of moving any quantity of goods in any
direction at a constant cost per ton-mile.

Finally, the

Losch analysis assumed an agricultural population evenly
distributed over the area to be analyzed.

In the Loschian

analysis, it is shown that under these assumptions, market
areas are hexagonal and the number of such areas depends on
the market characteristics and production costs of the
particular commodity.

The size of the hexagons varies with

the number and capacity of producers.

Small hexagons occur

when there are many small producers and vice versa.
Summary of the German contributions to location
theory.— Thunen, Weber, and Losch were all primarily concerned
O
For an abstract of Losch's contributions, see:
Greenhut, loc. cit.
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with the optimum allocation of resources so that costs were
minimized.

The three Germans were also all concerned with

the location of other manufacturing or production facilities,
and did not attempt to begin a theory of physical distribu
tion location.

The German school did contribute the

beginnings of systematic, theoretical inquiry into the loca
tion of economic activity.
American location theorists.— Since World War II,
several significant contributions to location theory have
been made by writers in the United States.

American writers

challenged the assumptions made earlier by the Germans and
used some newly-developed analytical methods in their studies.
This section contains discussions of the contributions of
three American writers, Edgar Hoover, Melvin Greenhut, and
J. H. Frederick, and the relevance of these contributions to
a theory of physical distribution location.
Hoover's optimum allocation model.— In 1948, Edgar
Hoover published an optimum allocation approach to location
decisions.

Hoover’s approach was similar to the optimum

allocation orientation of the German school, but he
criticized the German assumptions of homogeneity.

Instead

of using the German assumptions. Hoover chose a nonlinear
freight rate structure and a completely nonhomogeneous

^Edgar M. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1948).
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distribution of economic factors.

Hoover's conclusions were

based on optimal cost structures, just as in the German
approaches.

Predictably, the Hoover analysis resulted in

the construction of irregularly shaped market areas.

Physi

cal distribution activities were not treated specifically in
the Hoover analysis.
The demand analysis of Greenhut.— The writers pre
viously discussed had disregarded the varying conditions of
demand in their analyses and concentrated on cost considerations.

Melvin Greenhut was the first researcher to construct

a location theory approach that was based on demand as well
as cost considerations.^-®

The previous efforts all assumed

constant demand.
Greenhut's analysis concluded that the firm's location
decisions are based on an attempt to achieve minimum costs
and, as well, are influenced by price elasticities.

The

cost side tends to make firms locate at points of minimum
costs, while the demand side tends to encourage location at
points of maximum revenue.

The Greenhut approach is relevant

to the location of physical distribution activity, as it is
a generalized approach, but does not specifically analyze
these decisions.

Like the other theorists, Greenhut was

primarily interested in the location of industrial production
facilities.

•^Greenhut, loc. cit.
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Frederick's "Public Warehousing."— One of the few
specific applications of location theory to physical dis
tribution activity, other than plant location decisions, was
made by John H. Frederick.

Frederick's analysis was cost-

oriented, and was directed at the choice of a particular
warehouse location, based on cost data and distances from
factory to warehouse.
finished theory.

The Frederick approach is not a

It does not contain an analysis of how

physical distribution activity has actually located, but only
how public warehousing should be selected using preselected
decision rules.

Frederick offers no explanation for the

location of the warehousing facility itself.
Other American contributions to location theory.— The
works of several other American theorists are notable for
their contributions to location theory.

However, this body

of research is not directly concerned with location theory
and is here noted only for recognition of its somewhat
peripheral insights.
These studies are mostly expansions of the techniques
of input-output analysis.

Wassily W. Leontief published the

first major studies using this tool. 1 9

Input-output is a

John H. Frederick, Public Warehousing (New Yorks
Ronald Press Company, 1940); and Using Public Warehouses
(Philadelphia: Chilton Company, Inc., 1957).
Ip
W. W. Leontief, Studies in the Structure of the
American Economy (Fair Lawn, N. J . : Oxford University Press,
1953).
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branch of general equilibrium theory and is not specifically
concerned with location theory.

However, it was the founda

tion for a later effort.
Walter Isard used the basic concepts of input-output
analysis to view the problem of regional analysis in a
general sense . ^

Isard's intent is to provide a means of

predicting the success of any type of economic activity in a
new location by analyzing "trade offs" between types of
inputs.

The analysis is methodologically massive and, to

date, has not been sufficiently tested for sound appraisal.
A final American area of locational theory inquiry
has been in the area of dynamic location theory, as exem
plified by the works of Smithes and A c k l e y . ^

These efforts

are theoretical examinations of the geometry of markets.
For example, if a market is expressed as a line, how will
successively larger numbers of competitors divide the market
under varying assumptions.

The dynamic location theories

have not been applied extensively in actual situations.
Summary of location theory.— Neither the German nor
American school of location theory has produced a generalized

Isard et a l ., Industrial Complex Analysis and
Regional Development (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
1959).
-^A. F. Smithes, "Optimum Location in Spatial Compe
tition," Journal of Political Economy (June, 1941), pp. 42339; and G, Ackley, "Spatial Competition in a Discontinuous
Market," Quarterly Journal of Economics (February, 1942),
pp. 212-30.
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theory that explains the location of physical distribution
activities.

Typically, the location theory approaches have

been concerned with the location of manufacturing activity
and have not specifically been directed toward a theory of
physical distribution location.
The existing location theories are often based on
assumptions about the economic and commercial environments
that vary from reality.

Consequently, the location theories

are often not related to reality.

These existing theories

contain no comprehensive analysis of how distribution
activity has actually located, but, instead, are esqolanations
of how activity should be located, if preselected decision
rules are used.
Summary of Facts
The physical distribution concept is a recently
articulated idea, though marketing writers have intuitively
recognized its presence for some time.

Adoption of the

physical distribution concept by business has been rapid in
the 1960's.
However, the development of theory to explain the
location of physical distribution activity has not been rapid.
Neither the American nor the German school of location theory
has produced a complete explanation.

Existing theories are

typically explanations of how activity should be located if
predetermined rules are followed.
An alternative approach to the development of a
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location theory for physical distribution is to study
physical distribution activities as they have already
developed, seek a basis for comparing types of development
and then proceed to rationalize, or explain, the different
types of development.
entities.

Comparison implies study of different

Similarities among entities can be identified

through the process of classification, but some knowledge of
the theory of classification is necessary to apply correctly
its techniques.

The basic theory of classification and some

theoretical problems of classification procedure are dis
cussed in the next section.
THE THEORY OF CLASSIFICATION
The principles and practices of classification have
received intensive study during recent years.15

As our

knowledge increases and as available information grows, our
need for comparing and contrasting entities accelerates.
The traditional methods of classification have been more and
more questioned.

New approaches have been taken to classifi

cation and new goals set for its u s e .

The purpose of this

section is to provide overviews of the present status of
classification theory and several classification techniques

15

For diverse examples, see E. R. Leach, "Classifica
tion in Social Anthropology," Aslib Proceedings. XIV (1962),
239-42; and D. J. Rogers and T. T. Tanimoto, "A Computer
Program for Classifying Plants," Science, CXXXII (October,
1960), 1115-22.
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now available.

This information is a background for the

final section of this chapter, where a procedure for applying
classification theory to the physical distribution activities
of cities is explained.
The Goals of Classification
Classification is intended to fill a simple, but
pervasive need of science.

Facts and objects must be

arranged in on orderly fashion if their unifying principles
are to be discovered and used as the basis for prediction.
The variety and profusion in which many phenomena occur pre
cludes understanding unless some system is created among them.
Living organisms, stars and chemical compounds are typical
of such phenomena.
A first aim of a classification system is that it be
repeatable by any scientist using the same data or studying
the same phenomena.

It is the goal of scientific methodology,

and consequently, the goal of classification, to reach agree
ment on the basis of the facts themselves through repeatable
analyses.

Classification proceeds in this direction, though

it is unrealistic to expect scientists to agree always on
the interpretation of facts.

The ideal classification occurs

when different scientists working independently, but with
identical data, produce identical estimates of resemblance
between entities.

This is the criteria of repeatability.

Closely related to the aim of repeatability is the
concept of objectivity.

The objective of reaching
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conclusions on the basis of the facts themselves depends on
the objectivity of the procedure as well as on its repeat
ability.

Classifications must be free from the always extant

biases of individual researchers.
It is generally agreed that ideal classifications
define natural classes. However, the definitions of a natural
system, or natural groups, are not generally agreed upon.
The nature of a classification system has, in the past,
typically depended on its p u r p o s e . F o r example, animals
can be divided into carnivores and herbivores to describe a
relation of the animal with its environment.

The classifica

tion is very useful for the scientists who call themselves
ecologists, but not as useful for other researchers.

Because

the purpose of this classification is limited, it is termed
an "arbitrary" classification.

In contrast, a natural

classification is a general arrangement intended for use by
all scientists.
Another feature of natural groups which has been
recently identified is that it may not be possible to find
any single diagnostic character which carries sufficient
information to define a natural group.

Recently, for example.

l^For a complete discussion, see J. S. L. Gilmour,
"Taxonomy and Philosophy," in J. S. Huxley (ed.). The New
Svstematics (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1940) , pp. 461-74.
■^j. S. L. Gilmour, "The Development of Taxonomic
Theory Since 1851," Nature, CLXVIII (1951), 400-402.
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certain species of fish have been found which lack red blood
corpuscles, a characteristic which was previously held to be
invariable in the family.

Arbitrary classifications, which

convey less information than natural classifications, may be
defined by a single characteristic."^®
This lack of any single distinguishing characteristic
seems to imply another feature of a natural group.

Objects

in an arbitrary group must share the single character which
define the group? these classifications are termed "monothetic." 19

In comparison, natural groups may be polythetic.

Natural groups do not necessarily require that any one
character or property be universal within the class or group.
In these cases, classes

(or as they are called, taxa) are

established which contain a substantial portion of the
several characters studied.

Any two members of the same

class do not necessarily share every character.

Thus, we can

have birds that lack wings and physical distribution centers
which have no storage facilities of certain types or no
seaport facilities.
Theorists generally agree that the three character
istics of objectivity, repeatability, and identification of
natural groups are desirable for all classification systems.
However, there is not general agreement among theorists as

l®Sokal and sneath, o p . c i t ., p. 13.
^ F r o m mono:

"one"? thetos:

arrangement.
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to the procedures which achieve these aims.

The disagree

ments usually center about the use of taxonomic or nontaxonomic approaches.

The discussions in the next two

sections contrast taxonomic and non-taxonomic procedures.
Taxonomic Methods of Classification
Taxonomy was defined in Chapter I, but its theoretical
premises were not identified.

Taxonomic procedures, and in

particular, that of numerical taxonomy, are based on the
on
ideas first expressed by Adanson.
The Adansonian ideas,
as they are often called, can be summarized as follows:
1. The ideal classification system is that in which
the classes (groups or taxa) have the greatest content
of information and which is based on as many characters
as possible.
2. A priori, every character is of equal weight in
creating or identifying natural groups.
3. Overall similarity (or affinity) between any two
entities is a function of the similarity of the many
characters in which they are being compared.
4. Distinct classes can be constructed because of
diverse character correlations under study.
5. Therefore, classification is ideally a strictly
empirical study.21
The uniqueness of the Adanson approach stemmed from
its recognition that natural groups are based on the concept
of affinity.

Affinity, he claimed, must be measured by

^ T h e earliest complete expression of the Adansonian
ideas is found in M. Adanson, Families of Plants (Paris:
Vincent Company, 1763).
21Adapted from Sokal and Sneath, op. cit.. Chapter 4.
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taking many (or all) characters into consideration.

The

groups are then identified by correlated features rather than
by possession of any single feature.
Adanson's ideas have formed the basis for modern taxo
nomic procedures.

Many theorists have made contributions to

bring taxonomic theory to today's level.

Gilmour was a

pioneer in pointing out that the concept of natural classifi
cations are not restricted to biological systems.^

Many

other applications have been made, and the work reported in
this thesis is another example of its u s e .
Contemporary taxonomic approaches are typically based
on a matrix, or array, of resemblances.
are preferably measured numerically.

These resemblances

In the usual procedures,

entities are initially placed in the matrix without order, so
that the analyst's personal biases cannot be injected.

Then,

one of several numerical procedures is used to group the
entities according to some measure of resemblance.

These

numerical procedures are generically termed "clustering"
procedures.

One of the clustering procedures was used in

the taxonomic analysis of this research.
In contrast to the followers of taxonomic procedures,
there are scientists who contend that traditional, or nontaxonomic, classification procedures are adequate in many
instances.

The non-taxonomic approach is discussed in the

next section.

22Gilmour, op. _cit., Chapter 1.
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The Non-Taxonomic Approach to Classification
The adherents of non-taxonomic classification pro
cedures have not stated their beliefs in as cohesive or
articulate a manner as have the numerical taxonomists.

In

general, however, their position can be said to be completely
antithetical to that of the taxonomists.

Where the taxo

nomist contends that classes must be based on many characters
as possible, the non-taxonomist argues that this is not
necessarily the case.

In like fashion, the opponents of the

taxonomic view believe that characters may be weighted if
necessary, that similarity can be adequately described by
the use of classes defined by sources outside the data and
that, in some cases, a single characteristic can be suffi
cient for classification.
This research was not based on ja priori judgment as
to the usefulness of either method, but tested both.

Indeed,

the research contained no assumption that physical distribu
tion characteristics were suitable as the basis of an urban
classification system.
CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF A PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
In the preceding sections of this chapter, three
primary factors were emphasized.

First, the physical

distribution concept is now a generally accepted means of
structuring a number of economic activities that previously
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had no conceptual relationship.

Secondly, industrial loca

tion theory is an inadequate explanation for the location of
physical distribution activity and location theorists have
not investigated the problem directly or specifically.
Thirdly, classification theory was shown to be a body of
thought that now permits understanding of the classification
process itself and contains a variety of procedures for
studying unifying relationships among entities.

These three

factors are suggestive, respectively, of the concept, need
and procedure for developing a physical distribution classi
fication system.

The formation of a physical distribution

classification system as attempted by this thesis is an
application of existing classification theory to physical
distribution activities of cities.

The purpose of this

section is to discuss in detail the conceptual structure for
the application of classification theory to these physical
distribution activities.
Objectives of the Classification System
Before choosing a conceptual approach to the forma
tion of a classification system, the objectives of the
system must be stated.

A classification system cannot meet

all the needs of all researchers.

This research was an

attempt to ascertain if a classification system was possible
that met the following five objectives:
1.
Provide a basis for the development of physical
distribution location or growth theory. The incom
pleteness of location theory for physical distribution
activities is a primary reason for this research.
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2. Be useful to economists, urban geographers,
planners and other social scientists as well as to
marketing theorists. Any sort of economic-commercial
activity begins with people, and all scholars who
study people and their actions are potential users of
the method.
3. Meet the generalized classification prerequisite
of objectivity and repeatability as demonstrated in the
classification theory section of this chapter. These
two factors are requisite to any effective classifica
tion system,
4. Be based on readily available data sources.
Any classification to be of wide use must draw from
data available to a variety of scholars.
5. Allow the inclusion of other data as they become
available in the future. The classification scheme
must not be a one-shot effort, but must draw from
increased varieties and qualities of data as they
become available.
In the next section, a procedure is discussed for
applying classification theory to physical distribution
activity in an effort to meet these objectives and use the
hypotheses of the research.
Application of Classification Theory to
Physical Distribution Activity
The application of classification theory to physical
distribution activity in this research was conceptually a
six-step process.

These steps closely follow the conceptual

outline accepted by classification theorists at present. 23
Specifically, the steps are as follows:
Step

The objectives of the proposed classification

23por example, see Sokal and Sneath, op. cit.,
frontispiece.
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system were chosen.

The previous section contained a state

ment of the particular objectives chosen for the physical
distribution classification system.
Step _2.

The entities to be classified were chosen.

The entities were the 100 cities in the sample.

They were

chosen as entities for the study because Census of Business
and other physical distribution data were readily available
and because they are, by definition of a SMSA, constructed
to be viable economic areas.
Step 3_.

Latest versions of the physical distribution

concept were used to define the scope of economic activity
included in the research.

Because the physical distribution

concept has been defined so recently, no overall physical
distribution data was available.

Three primary sub-areas of

activity were chosen for study and twenty-eight variables
representing these areas of activity were selected.
Step 4.

Available classification theory was applied

to the physical distribution data for the sample cities.
Both taxonomic and non-taxonomic approaches were used in the
research.

The method of analysis was different for the two

approaches, because some non-taxonomic methods had been
developed and demonstrated empirically for the classification
of cities, while no applicable taxonomic procedure existed
24
for such a classificatxon.

The existing non-taxonomic

24one pioneering taxonomic effort was made, however.
See P. E. Green et al_., "Cluster Analysis in Test Market
Selection," Management Science, XII, No. 8 (April, 1967),
B387-B400.
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procedures were compared to the objectives of the proposed
system and to modern classification theory in the non-taxo
nomic section of the analysis.

It was necessary to develop

a taxonomic approach and to test it empirically to determine
if such a method was suitable.
Step _5.
nomic methods.

Classes formed by the taxonomic and non-taxo
The non-taxonomic analyses had grouped the

cities according to a decision rule predetermined by factors
external to the data.

The taxonomic analysis structured the

classes on the basis of the data, so that total within group
variance was minimized.
Step jo.

The results of the taxonomic and non-taxo

nomic approaches were compared to the system objectives for
effectiveness.
hypotheses.

This step made possible tests of the research

In addition, the comparison was a means of

suggesting several hypotheses for future research and uses
of the classification system.
In summary, the conceptual foundations of a physical
distribution classification system are based on the objec
tives that the classification system is intended to achieve.
The latest version of the physical distribution concept was
used to define the scope of the research.

The scope, if the

research in turn, made possible the selection of relevant
data.

These data were used in both existing and newly-

developed classification techniques to provide classification
systems.

These systems were compared with the original
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objectives of the research in order to test the concept by
which physical distribution activity was used as the basis
for a classification system of cities.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The need for additional physical distribution location
theory was demonstrated in this chapter.

The physical dis

tribution concept was shown to be a recent, but widely
accepted approach.
Existing location theory is not an adequate explana
tion of the manner in which physical distribution activities
have located.

Neither the German nor the American school of

location theory has produced a generalized theory for the
location of physical distribution activities.
The typical location theory, at present, is an
explanation of how activity should be located if predeter
mined decision rules are followed.
alternative approach.

This thesis followed an

It is a study of physical distribution

activities as they have already developed, attempting to find
a basis for comparing types or classes of physical distribu
tion development among cities.

Classification theory was

the procedural means used to carry out the research.
The conceptual foundation for the hypotheses and
procedures of this research began with a statement of the
objectives of the proposed classification system.

This

statement was the first step of a six-step conceptual
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framework for the development of a classification system.
These steps are

(1) choice of objectives;

entities to be classified;
distribution concept;
theory;

(2) choice of

(3) substructuring the physical

(4) application of classification

(5) formation of classes; and (6) comparison of

results with objectives of the research.
This conceptual framework was the basis of the hypoth
eses for the research.

These hypotheses were the guides for

the empirical analyses of the research.

The results of the

empirical analyses are presented in the following chapters.

CHAPTER III
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION CLASSIFICATION OF
CITIES— THE CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
The conceptual framework of the research was presented
in the previous chapter.

In order to test several of the

hypotheses provided by this conceptual framework, it was
necessary to determine if the existing conventional classifi
cation methods of urban geographers were suitable for use in
a physical distribution classification of cities.

The pur

pose of this chapter was to demonstrate the extent to which
each of five existing conventional classification methods
was useful in the development of a physical distribution
classification of cities.
The hypotheses tested in this chapter were that con
ventional classification procedures, when adapted to physical
distribution data, were adequate for a useful classification
system; that the standard statistical procedures applied by
urban geographers to the classification of cities were
adequate for a physical distribution classification? and that
predetermined class boundaries are an acceptable means of
defining classes for the purposes of this research.
methodology by which these hypotheses were tested is
explained in the following section.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Conventional classification techniques had been used
by urban geographers to classify cities on the basis of the
economic functions they perform.

To determine if these

existing conventional classification systems were suitable
for a physical distribution classification system, five
classification techniques reported by urban geographers were
analyzed.

Each of the five techniques was reported, along

with its conceptual basis and empirical results in the
literature of urban geography.2

This chapter contains a

description of the methodology employed in the five conven
tional classification efforts.

The methodology was then

compared with the postulates of modern classification theory
and the objectives of a physical distribution classification
system to determine each method's suitability for use in a
physical distribution classification system.

The analyses

of this chapter were organized into three sections:
"Classification by Dominant Economic Function," "Multi
functional Classification," and "Other Conventional Classifi
cation Approaches."

^The technique is called "functional classification
of cities" by the urban geographers. See R. E. Murphy, The
American City: An Urban Geography (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1966), Chapter 8.
o
^Specific citations are given throughout the chapter,
but, for example, see J. P. Gibbs, Urban Research Methods
(Princeton, N. J.: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1961).
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CLASSIFICATION BY DOMINANT ECONOMIC FUNCTION
Every city performs many economic functions.

However,

it has been argued that some single function is frequently
most characteristic of the economic functions carried out
within a city.

Chauncy Harris attempted to quantify this

dominant function and to classify American cities according
to their dominant function.

This section is an evaluation

of the suitability of Harris' method for a physical distribu
tion classification of cities.
The Work of Chauncy Harris
The objective of the Harris dominant function classifi
cation scheme was to establish quantitative definitions that
would enable him to assign each city to one class according
to the city's dominant economic function.
When Harris conducted his research, the Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area concept was not as well
developed as today.

His research was carried out in the late

1930's, and only "metropolitan areas"
defined by the Bureau of the Census.

(not SMSA), had been
These metropolitan

areas differed in the manner of definition.

Harris used 140

of these metropolitan areas as his basic units, defined him
self nine small clusters of urban centers, and also used 456

3

C. D. Harris, "A Functional Classification of Cities
in the United States," Geographical Review, XXXIII (1943),
862-99.
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other urban units based on the boundaries of cities with
more than 10,000 population in 1930.
For each of these units, Harris collected two types
of Census datai

employment figures and occupation figures.

Employment figures, obtained from the Censuses of Business
and Manufactures, reported total employment by type of
industry.

Occupation data, from the Census of Population,

had been obtained by the Bureau of the Census by asking each
person what he did for a living.

Harris also used enroll

ment in schools of collegiate rank from School and Society
and some data from other noncensus sources which he did not
list.

All these data were used by Harris to find the

dominant function of a city.
Harris recognized that the importance of a function
was not measured directly by either the magnitude of per
centage of employment afforded by that function in a city.
This fact is true because different industries employ more
persons than others.

For example, manufacturing in 1960

employed a much higher percentage of the work force than did
wholesaling.1
^

To allow for these variations, Harris assigned

varying percentages of total employment for qualification as
the dominant function.
as Table 3:1.

A summary of his criteria is shown

Harris chose these criteria arbitrarily and

^1960 Census of Population, V o l . I_, General Character
istics of the Population (Washington: U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1963).
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TABLE 3:1
CRITERIA USED BY C. D. HARRIS TO CLASSIFY CITIES ON THE
BASIS OF DOMINANT ECONOMIC FUNCTION

Manufacturing cities M ‘ subtype.— Principal criterion:
Employment in manufacturing equals at least 74 per cent of
total employment in manufacturing, retailing, and wholesaling
(employment figures).
Secondary criterion: Manufacturing and mechanical
industries contain at least 45 per cent of gainful workers
(occupation figures).
Manufacturing cities M subtype.— Principal criterion:
Employment in manufacturing equals at least 60 per cent of
total employment in manufacturing, retailing, and whole
saling.
Secondary criterion: Manufacturing and mechanical
industries usually contain between 30 per cent and 45 per
cent of gainful workers.
Retail centers (R).— Employment in retailing is at
least 50 per cent of the total employment in manufacturing,
wholesaling, and retailing and at least 2.2 times that in
wholesaling alone.
Diversified cities (D).— Employment in manufacturing,
wholesaling, and retailing is less than 60 per cent, 20 per
cent, and 50 per cent, respectively, of the total employment
in these activities, and no other special criteria apply.
Manufacturing and mechanical industries with few exceptions
contain between 25 per cent and 35 per cent of the gainful
workers.
Wholesale centers (W).— Employment in wholesaling is
at least 20 per cent of the total employment in manufacturing,
wholesaling, and retailing and at least 45 per cent as much
as in retailing alone.
Transportation centers (T).— Transportation and com
munication contain at least 11 per cent of the gainful
workers, and workers in transportation and communication
equal at least one-third the number in manufacturing and
mechanical industries and at least two-thirds the number in
trade (occupation figures). (Applies only to cities of more
than 25,000, for which such figures are available.)
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TABLE 3:1 (CONTINUED)

Mining towns (S).— Extraction of minerals accounts
for more than 15 per cent of the gainful workers. (Applies
only to cities of more than 25,000, for which such figures
are available.)
University towns (E).— Enrolment in schools of
collegiate rank equaled at least 25 per cent of the popula
tion of the city (1940).
Resort and retirement towns (X).— No satisfactory
statistical criterion was found. Cities with a low per
centage of the population employed were checked in the
literature for this function.
Source: Adapted from C. D. Harris, "A Functional
Classification of Cities in the United States," Geographical
Review, XXXIII (1943), 862-99.
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offers no explanation for his rationale.

Each of the cities

studied by Harris was assigned to one— and only one— of the
nine categories shown in Table 3:1.
Theoretical Classification Aspects of
the Harris Scheme
Harris' approach was a monothetic classification
scheme in which predetermined, arbitrary criterion were used
to define the classes.

It was monothetic because one, or a

few, characteristics were used to define each class.^

The

criteria were arbitrary because no conceptual or mathematical
statistical justification was given for their choice or for
the particular values chosen to define the class boundaries.
There was no conceptual reason that a city with 74 percent
of total employment in manufacturing should be classified as
a manufacturing city, while one with 73 percent was excluded
from the manufacturing classification.
Each of the theoretical aspects discussed in this
section was an influence on the suitability of the dominant
function method for use in a physical distribution classifi
cation system.

In the next section, the suitability of the

dominant function approach is summarized.

^The most characteristics used to define a class were
three, in the case of Harris’ "Diversified cities." In most
of the classes, two characteristics were chosen.
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Suitability of the Dominant Function Method
There were several objections to the use of the domi
nant function method for a physical distribution classifica
tion of cities.

First, there was the theoretical objection

to use of any monothetic classification system.

To classify

a city as specialized in one area alone was to ignore the
magnitude of other economic activities that go on within the
city.

This method, when applied to physical distribution

compounds the difficulty, because a classification of a
specialization within a specialization is the result.

That

is, each physical distribution activity is only one facet of
the economic tasks of a city.
specialty itself.

Each of these activities is a

Therefore, a classification that groups

cities according to specialization in one of the physical
distribution activities is a classification based on a
specialty within a specialty.

A class based on such a small

fragment of information was of little use for comparative
studies.
The arbitrary choice of class boundaries was also
theoretically objectionable.

This method necessarily required

that the researcher make judgments as to the limits of
classes, based on his own biases and perceptions.

Such a

method was not objective, but objectivity was one of the
prerequisites of valid classification.
A major objection to the dominant function method was
that it only recognized the specialization characteristics
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of cities, and ignored any sort of magnitude comparisons
among cities and among activities.

There was no a priori

reason to exclude size comparisons from location studies.
Finally, the dominant function method was not flexible
in allowing the future use of other data as they became
available.

The criteria were rigidly stated, and no other

data might be used without destroying the procedure.
In summary, the dominant function approach to a
classification of cities had several theoretical objections.
Among these were its monothetic character, the lack of
objectivity in structuring criteria, its exclusion of size
comparisons, and its inflexibility in allowing the use of
raw data over time.

For these reasons, the dominant function

approach was rejected in this research as a suitable method
for use in a physical distribution classification of cities.
Other methods of classification had been used by
urban geographers.

In the next section, another of these

methods was examined for suitability.
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
A second conventional classification of cities con
tributed by urban geography was the multifunctional approach.
In this section, the approach of H. J. Nelson was summarized,
the approach was compared to the tenets of modern classifica
tion theory, and its suitability for use in a physical dis
tribution classification of cities was examined.
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The Multifunctional Classification
of H. J. Nelson
Howard J. Nelson recognized the shortcomings of the
dominant function approach, and attempted to develop a
classification procedure that was objective and was based on
activity in more than one functional area.
When Nelson performed his research, the 1950 Censuses
were available, and more detailed data were listed than when
Harris' work was done.

Nelson's choices of geographic

entities were the SMSA, the "urbanized area" and the "urban
7
place."
To avoid duplication. Nelson dropped all urban
places that were inside urbanized areas.

After this was

done, a list of 897 individual urban concentrations remained.
These 897 cities were the entities classified by Nelson.
Nelson's basic unit of data was the proportion of a
city's labor force engaged in performing a type of economic
activity.

These activity groups were termed by Nelson as

"services," even though they included mining, manufacturing,
and other industries not thought of as services today.

A

summary of Census items making up Nelson's nine activity
groups is shown as Table 3:2.

These data were used to deter

mine each city's multifunctional specialization classes, as

®H. J. Nelson, "A Service Classification of American
Cities," Economic Geography. XXXI (1955), 189-210.
^The 1950 definitions for these entities are given in
the 1950 Census of Population. V o l . I_, Characteristics of the
Population (Washington: TJ. S. Printing Office, 1953).

TABLE 3:2
ASSIGNMENT OF CENSUS DATA TO SERVICE CLASSES IN NELSON'S
MULTIFUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
Census Classification bv Industry Groups
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries.............
Mining............................................
Construction..................................... .
Manufacturing.....................................
Railroads and railway express service............
Trucking service and warehousing
Other transportation
Telecommunications
Utilities and sanitary services.................. __
Wholesale trade...................................
Food and dairy produce stores, and milk retail....
Eating and drinking places
Other retail trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate.............. ....
Business services.................................
Repair services
Private households.................................
Hotels and lodging places........................ .
Other personal services
Entertainment and recreation
Medical and other health services................ .
Educational services, government
Educational services, private
Other professional and related services
Public administration............................ ....
Industry not reported.................................

Nelson's Service Classification
Omitted
Mining
Omitted
Manufacturing
Transportation and communication

Omitted
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance, insurance, and real estate
Omitted
Omitted
Personal service
Professional service

Public administration
Omitted

Source: Adapted from H. J. Nelson, "A Service Classification of American Cities,"
Economic Geography. XXXI (1955), 189-210. Census industry groups taken from U. S_. Census
of Population, 1950, Vol. II, Table 35.
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discussed in the next section.
Nelson began his analysis by calculating the percent
age of the total labor force in each of the nine activity
groups for each of the 897 "cities" studied.

Then the

arithmetic average of the percentages was computed for each
activity group for all the cities together.
varied widely among the nine groups.

The results

For example, the

average percentage of the labor force engaged in manufactur
ing for the sample cities was 27.07, while only 1.62 percent
was engaged in mining, on the average.
These arithmetic means. Nelson said, were an indica
tion of the "normal" proportion of a city's labor force
engaged in each of the nine activity groups.

Therefore,

when a proportion of a city1s labor force in an activity
group was above the mean for all the sample cities, the city
in question was more specialized in that activity than the
normal city.
The question then faced by Nelson was the same as
Harris had m e t .

That i s , "How do we decide how much labor

concentration in an economic activity area was necessary for
a city to be termed 'specialized'?"

Recall that Harris

answered the question by establishing arbitrary proportions
in a nonobjective manner.
Nelson felt that a better technique was the use of a
common statistical measure of dispersion, the standard
deviation.

The standard deviation. Nelson claimed, is simple,
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easily understood and can be used to compare the degree of
variation among distributions regardless of the sizes of
values in the distributions.
The use of the standard deviation for each activity
class made possible the multifunctional characteristic of
Nelson's system.

Where Harris' approach assigned each city

to only one classification, the Nelson method allowed a city
to belong to none, several, or all of the specialization
classes.

Nelson showed for each city all activities whose

percentage of labor force was plus 1, plus 2 or plus 3
standard deviations above the mean for the particular
characteristic.

For example. Auburn, Alabama, was classified

by Nelson as Pf3Ps2.

This meant that the proportion of

Auburn's labor force employed in professional service ranked
3 or more standard deviations above the mean for all sample
cities, and the proportion of Auburn's labor force employed
in personal service was 2 standard deviations above the mean.
New Orleans, Louisiana, was classified as TWF, or 1 standard
deviation above the mean, in transportation-communication,
wholesaling, and finance-insurance-real estate.

Thus, the

Nelson scheme identifies the activity of specialization and
the extent to which the city is specialized in that activity.
In the next section, the relationship of this scheme to
classification theory is discussed.
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Classification Theory and the
Multifunctional Approach
Nelson's multifunctional approach is a polythetic
classification scheme.

It is implicitly based on nine char

acteristics, for each city can theoretically be assigned to
all nine specialization classes.
The Nelson method, like the Harris procedure, is an
arbitrary classification. -The boundaries of the classes were
decided and imposed by a rule external to the data.

Specif

ically, the standard deviations above the means define the
class boundaries.
The objectivity of the Nelson method was debatable.
It was true that the standard deviation is an accepted
mathematical device for measuring variation in data, regard
less of the magnitudes involved.
conceptual objections.

However, there are two

First, there is no particular reason

that the standard deviation was used to define the class
boundary.

Why should a city with a percentage of the labor

force .99cr above the mean in, say, manufacturing be placed
in a different class than a city with a percent of its labor
force in manufacturing that is l.OOcr above the mean.

The

second conceptual objection to the use of the standard
deviation was that it is an arithmetic average, and like all
arithmetic averages, was sensitive to extreme values in the
data.

That is, a single data value that was greatly dif

ferent from the other values in a population can shift the
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value of the population's standard deviation by an amount
that was out of proportion to the single observation.

The

standard deviation is an unsuitable measure in skewed popu
lations, and many of these skewed distributions occur in
economic data.
All these theoretical considerations influenced the
acceptability of Nelson's method as a useful means of
classifying cities.

In the next section, the suitability of

the multifunctional approach for a physical distribution
classification of cities was summarized.
The Multifunctional Approach as a Physical
Distribution Classification
The multifunctional approach was superior to the
dominant function approach because it was polythetic and
because it used a statistically viable method of defining
class boundaries.

However, there were several objections

that prevent the method from being entirely suitable for a
physical distribution classification of cities.
In the previous section, theoretical objections were
demonstrated to the Nelson scheme because of arbitrary
selection of class boundaries, and because of the use of
standard deviations regardless of the type of distribution
studied.
There were two further objectionable characteristics
of the multifunctional approach.

Both objections existed

also for the dominant economic function method.

The first
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was that both methods do not allow for classification on the
basis of any sort of size measures, but were restricted to
comparing patterns of specialization.

The second objection

was that, like the Harris method, Nelson's approach was based
on specified data and no further items can be taken into
consideration.
To summarize, the multifunctional approach to a
classification of cities was a conceptual improvement over
the dominant function approach because it allowed the classi
fication of cities to be based on several characteristics,
rather than one characteristic.

The multifunctional approach

had several theoretical shortcomings, which prevented it from
being the basis of an effective physical distribution classi
fication scheme.

The multifunctional approach was based on

arbitrary class boundaries and on a statistical measure of
questionable validity.

Nelson's work did not allow for

comparison on the basis of size and did not allow the future
inclusion of other data as they become available.

For these

reasons, the multifunctional approach was not considered to
be an adequate basis for a physical distribution classifica
tion of cities.
Other than the Harris and Nelson approaches, there
were several relatively obscure and less accepted classifica
tion schemes for the functions of cities.
were discussed in the following section.

These schemes
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OTHER CONVENTIONAL CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES
The dominant economic function and multifunctional
classification approaches were prominent in the literature
of urban geography.

However, other conventional classifica

tion methods had been attempted by urban geographers, and an
exhaustive analysis of existing conventional approaches must
consider these other techniques as well.

This section is on

analysis of the suitability of Alexandersson1s study of urban
industrial structure, the Duncan-Reiss attempt to character
ize communities and the Gillen occupational profile approach.
Alexandersson1s Study of Industrial Structure
In 1956, Gunnar Alexandersson published a study that
attempted to determine the "city forming" industries for 864
Q

urban areas of 10,000 or more inhabitants.

In this section,

the Alexandersson method was discussed, and its conceptual
similarity to the Harris and Nelson schemes was demonstrated.
Data sources and methodology.— Alexandersson's basic
data source was the 1950 Census of Population, the same
basic source as Nelson's.

To draw a sample of cities,

Alexandersson chose some urbanized areas, some standard
metropolitan statistical areas, incorporated areas and some
clusters of incorporated areas.

The only apparently consis

tent fact about the areas chosen is that none was below

®G. Alexandersson, The Industrial Structure of
American Cities (Lincoln, Nebraska: The University of
Nebraska Press, 1956).

10,000 population in 1950.
For each of these cities, Alexandersson collected the
total numbers of employees by each of 36 manufacturing and
service industries.

His basic premise was that, in each

city, certain of these 36 industries were city forming
basic) and certain others were city serving

(or

(or nonbasic).

Alexandersson attempted to identify the presence of basic
and nonbasic industry in each sample city and to use the
results to classify the cities.
The classification technique Alexandersson used was
as follows.

(1) Let wholesaling be an example of an industry

standard, and calculate the percentage of gainfully employed
persons in wholesale trade for each of the cities in the
sample.

(2)

List the cities in descending order and per

centage employed by wholesaling.
43 cities
of cities.

(3)

Separate the lowest

(5 percent of the sample) from the rest of the list
Note the value of the percentage of the labor

force employed in wholesaling in the top city in the lower 5
percent group.

This value was designated the "K" value for

wholesaling, and was used by Alexandersson as an indicator of
the percentage of "nonbasic" or city serving employment
provided by wholesaling.

(4)

Using the "K" value for whole

saling, say 2 percent, subtract 2 percent of all gainfully
employed persons in each sample city from the total employ
ment in the city by wholesaling.

(5) The resulting values

were used for the final classification of cities.

If the
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remainder, after step

(4), was equal to 5 to 10 percent of

total employment in all industries in the city, the city was
classified as a "C" class area with respect to wholesaling.
In class "B" wholesaling cities, the remainder represented
10-20 percent and in class "A" cities, the remainder was
more than 20 percent of total employment by all industries
in the city.

The same technique was repeated for each of

the 36 industries chosen by Alexandersson.
The similarity of Alexandersson's method to other con
ventional classifications.— The Alexandersson approach has
several similarities to the dominant function and multi
functional schemes.

It is based on arbitrary class limits

because the "5 percent of cities" was imposed from outside
the data.

There were no conceptual justification for this

choice given in the original paper.
The Alexandersson method was also similar to the
multifunctional approach because it was an attempt to measure
specialization only, and did not contain a procedure for
studying variations in size of economic activities among
cities.

For these reasons, the Alexandersson method, like

the previously discussed conventional approaches, was not
suitable as the basis for a physical distribution classifica
tion of cities.
The Duncan-Reiss Specialization Study
Another classification study of economic activity in
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cities was conducted by Otis Duncan and Albert Reiss.

Q

The

Duncan-Reiss study was an attempt to describe the demo
graphic, economic and socioeconomic characteristics asso
ciated with various types of urban functional specialization.
The concept of the Duncan-Reiss study was similar to that of
Harris, in that a functional specialization was sought for
each city.

The primary contribution made by Duncan and Reiss,

beyond the Harris effort, was that the Duncan-Reiss criteria
for qualification as a specialized cities were varied
according to community size and geographic location.

For

each industry studied, Duncan and Reiss used the percentage
of resident labor force employed in the particular industry
as an indicator of specialization.

The cities were divided

into four groups, standard metropolitan areas, central cities,
suburbs and independent cities, according to arbitrary
criteria.

The percentage labor force data were then arranged

for each type of city group, in descending order of the per
centage of each city's labor force in the particular industry.
Then, if a city lay in the uppermost quintile of, say, the
manufacturing list, it was classified as a city of "high"
specialization in manufacturing.

If a city were in the

lowest quintile of the list, it was classed as "low" in
manufacturing specialization.

®0. D. Duncan and A. J. Reiss, Jr., Social Character
istics of Urban and Rural Communities (New York; John Wiley
and Sons, Inc., 1956).
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The Duncan-Reiss scheme had several of the conceptual
disadvantages of the previously discussed conventional
classification schemes.

As in the Harris and Nelson

approaches, the Duncan-Reiss scheme was based on the arbi
trary choice of class boundaries by the authors.

The

quintile limits used by Duncan-Reiss were just as arbitrary
as the standard deviation used by Nelson.

The same lack of

justification for choosing the limits was present in both
studies.

This reason alone was sufficient to make the

Duncan-Reiss scheme suspect as an adequate basis for a
physical distribution classification of cities.
The Occupational Profile Approach
The last conventional classification approach dis
cussed in this chapter was the effort of Paul Bates Gillen
to classify cities on the basis of occupational profiles or
patterns of occupational d i s t r i b u t i o n . G i l l e n ' s basic
assumption was that patterns of occupational distribution
are "the bases from which spring the individualities of
cities.
The Gillen construction of these occupational profiles
was based on data from the 1940 Census of Population.

Gillen

calculated the percentage of workers in each broad occupa
tional category, using the total number of employed workers

^°P. B. Gillen, The Distribution of Occupations as a
City Yardstick (New York: King's Crown Press, 1951).
Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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as a base.

These results were represented by a series of

bar charts, with "percentage of employed workers" as the
vertical axis and "industry group" as the horizontal axis.
These bar charts were Gillen's occupational profiles.
Though the profiles were interesting in themselves,
Gillen recognized that they were not a classification system.
To classify his sample cities, Gillen developed an occupa
tional index number which was intended to represent numer
ically the "pattern of occupational distribution" in a
city.

19

The construction of this index was incidental to

the purposes of this d i s c u s s i o n . T h e important fact was
that Gillen's classes of cities were determined by arraying
his cities in order of their score on the occupational index.
Then he says, " . . .

four types of cities based on the

occupational index quantities have been assumed.
Thus, the Gillen method used arbitrary class bound
aries, just as all the other conventional schemes did.

This

arbitrary choice of limits by all the conventional classifi
cation schemes was conceptually more erroneous than the mere
assignment of values implies.

In the next section, the

circular reasoning used in the assignment of such fixed
limits is discussed and shown to be a methodologically

-^ I b i d ., p . 5 .
■^For technical details, see ibid.. Chapter 4.
^ I b i d .. p. 100.
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serious fault of conventional classification methodology.
The section also contains a summary of the overall suita
bility of conventional methods for a physical distribution
classification of cities.
CONVENTIONAL CLASSIFICATION METHODS AS THE BASIS FOR
A PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION CLASSIFICATION
Previous sections contained analyses of existing con
ventional classification schemes and their conceptual
adequacies.

In this section, the error of circular reasoning

evident in all the conventional classification methods was
explained and other conceptual problems of conventional
schemes were summarized.

In this way, the several hypotheses

concerned with conventional classification schemes were
tested and suggestions made for the type of classification
needed for the physical distribution activities of cities.
The Circular Reasoning of Conventional Methods
The conventional classification methods of urban
geographers appear to be objective and meaningful.
1C
their logic is not objective.

However,

Suppose that a researcher wishes to define a class of
cities.

He chooses a variable, say percentage of employment

in wholesaling, to characterize the cities.

It appears to

the researcher that the percentage of employment in
1C
For a philosophically elegant version of the argu
ment of this section, see Sokal and Sneath, op. cit., p. 6 .
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wholesaling is relatively constant for one-third of the
sample cities.

In another one-third of the cities, the per

centage of employment in wholesaling is also relatively
constant, but has a recognizably different value than in the
original group of cities.

The same is true for the remaining

one-third of the cities.
The research proceeds to define tentatively three
wholesaling classes of cities. A, B, and c, based on their
percentage of employment in wholesaling.

Now, by doing so,

the researcher is specifying that the one characteristic,
percentage employment in wholesaling, is the character which
defines the wholesaling nature of the city.
assumption and not necessarily a fact.

This is an

However, in the con

ventional approach, other characters may not be evaluated on
their own merits because the character is tic assumed to be
"best," has now ceased to be a tentative way of character
izing the cities, and is now the factor that defines the
classes.
The circular reasoning of these methods arises because
of the fact that any new characters are used in these conven
tional methods to elaborate the existing classes, rather than
being judged on their own merits.

Thus, every member of

class "A" might be expected to have, say, 10-25 percent of
its labor force in wholesaling— regardless of the values of
any other characteristics.

As Sokal and Sneath state it,

"Such a prejudgment ignores the fact that the existence of
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(class) A as a natural group defined by character X

(say

wholesaling employment) has been assumed but not demonstrated." 16

This was certainly true in the existing conven

tional classification schemes of urban geographers.

A

physical distribution classification methodology was not to
be based on arbitrary class boundaries, if this circular
reasoning was to be avoided.
The problem of circular reasoning was not the only
factor in the consideration of conventional classification
methods.

An overall critique of these conventional methods

is given in the next section.
Critique of the Conventional
Classification Approaches
The conventional classification approaches had several
advantages.

Among these are:

1. The methods allowed the use of available data
to the extent that each scheme specifies. There was
no particular restriction on the variables chosen at
the time of the research.
2. The conventional methods provided a repeatable
means of classification. The formulae for means,
standard deviations, and indexes provide decision
rules that predetermine the boundaries for all the
classes. The results are completely repeatable by
any researcher who follows the given method using
the same data.
3. The conventional methods simplified the data
into more easily understood classes. The classes
typically include only entities which are comparatively

^-®Sofcal and Sneath, pp. cit., p. 7.
theses added.

Words in paren
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unusual. This fact permits the researcher to concen
trate on the unusual or remarkable entities without
concerning himself with the less unusual.
4. The conventional methods were computationally
simple.
The conventional methods also have disadvantages.
For example,
1. The already discussed circular reasoning that
was inherent in the process.
2. The lack of justification given for the choice
of predetermined class boundaries.
3. The failure of some methods to allow analysis
by both specialization and size criteria.
4. Inflexibility in allowing the use of data other
them that specified in the original analysis.
5. Conventional methods, by definition, were
classifications on the basis of one or a few
characteristics. This concentration on monothetic
approaches caused the resulting classification to
exclude some information from the resulting classes.
Because of the weaknesses demonstrated in the exist
ing methods of this chapter, it was concluded that existing
classification methods were not entirely suitable as the
basis for a physical distribution classification of cities.
Thus, sub-hypothesis 3 of this research was rejected.

Sub

hypothesis 4 was also rejected because the standard devia
tion is not satisfactory for use in skewed distributions,
many of which occur in economic data.

This sub-hypothesis

was also rejected because of the arbitrary choice of
standard deviations as class boundaries.

Finally, sub

hypothesis 5, which postulated the suitability of predeter
mined class boundaries, was rejected because of the
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necessarily arbitrary choice of boundaries implied by the
procedure.
The analysis of this chapter was a demonstration of
the inadequacy of existing conventional classification methods
as the basis for a physical distribution classification of
cities.

The next two chapters contain the results of an

attempt to develop a taxonomic classification method, based
on modern classification theory, that eliminated the short
comings of existing classification methods for cities.

The

conceptual bases were given and the results of empirical
tests were shown.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
Three hypotheses were tested in this chapter:

that

existing conventional urban classification procedures were
suitable for a physical distribution classification scheme
for cities ? that the statistical measures used by these
conventional procedures were adequate; and that the pre
determination of class boundaries was a suitable classifica
tion method.

All three hypotheses were rejected.

To test the hypotheses, five existing conventional
classification schemes were described and compared to the
postualtes of modern classification theory.

Harris 1 dominant

economic function approach was found to be inadequate because
it only characterized a city on the basis of one variable and
because it used arbitrarily chosen criteria to define
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specialization.

The multifunctional approach of Nelson was

judged unsuitable also because of nonjustified arbitrary
class limits and because of the use of the standard devia
tion with skewed data distributions.

Both these methods

failed to allow for analysis on the basis of size.
Three other conventional schemes were rejected for
similar reasons.

They were Alexandersson's study of indus

trial structure, the Duncan-Reiss specialization study, and
the occupational profile studies of Gillen.
Though the existing conventional methods had several
advantages, the disadvantages of circular reasoning, arbi
trary choice of boundaries and failure to allow study on the
basis of size and specialization make these methods unsuit
able as the basis for a physical distribution classification
of cities.

It was possible that a taxonomic approach,

guided by the postulates of modern classification theory,
was suitable as the basis for a physical distribution
classification of cities.

In the next two chapters, the

conceptual bases and empirical tests of a taxonomic approach
tc the physical distribution classification of cities were
presented.

CHAPTER IV
TAXONOMIC ANALYSES OF WHOLESALING ACTIVITY
The difficulty of using conventional methods for a
physical distribution classification of cities was demon
strated in Chapter III.

Beginning with this chapter#

attention was focused on determining whether the taxonomic
classification method was a suitable basis for an urban
physical distribution classification system.
Taxonomic classification methods had not been exten
sively applied to the classification of cities.

Consequently,

an analysis of taxonomic methods by comparing the results of
existing empirical studies with the postulates of modern
classification theory was not possible.

To test the

suitability of taxonomic methods for a physical distribution
classification, it was first necessary to obtain empirical
results of a taxonomic classification of cities.

These

empirical results were used to test the research hypotheses
that groupings of cities based on physical distribution data
could be identified by numerical taxonomy and that the
groupings of cities provided by numerical taxonomy were a
suitable basis for a physical distribution classification
scheme.

In this chapter, the results of a taxonomic analysis

of wholesaling activity are described and examined as a
partial test of the hypotheses.
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METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The taxonomic analysis was based on a clustering
method that grouped the sample cities into a specified number
of classes such that the total "within class" variance was
minimized.

This meant that the cities were grouped so that

the cities of each class were mathematically as much alike
within each class and, as different between classes, as
possible.

No predetermined class boundaries were used to

define the classes.
The taxonomic analyses were based on wholesaling data
in each of sixteen SIC categories for 1963 and for 1958.^
This made it possible to demonstrate the taxonomic method in
a variety of analytical situations.

These analyses were

designed to compare taxonomic classifications of the sample
cities in three ways:

(1) over time;

(2) on the basis of

magnitudes of wholesaling revenues; and (3) on the basis of
patterns of wholesaling specialization.

To make these com

parisons, two types of taxonomic analyses were necessary in
this chapter:

analysis of wholesaling revenues and analysis

of wholesaling specialization.
The analysis of wholesaling revenues applied the

^The sixteen wholesaling categories were: automobiles
and equipment; drugs and chemicals; apparel; groceries; farm
products; electrical goods; hardware; machinery; metals;
petroleum products; scrap; tobacco; alcoholic beverages;
paper products; furniture; and lumber. Complete titles
appear in Table 1:1.
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clustering procedure to the actual magnitudes of wholesaling
revenues in the sample cities for the years 1963 and 1958.
The analysis of wholesaling specialization applied the
clustering procedure to the proportion of each city's total
wholesaling revenues generated in each of the sixteen cate
gories in 1963 and 1958.
At the time of this research, there were no widely
accepted standard methods for reporting or analyzing the
results of taxonomic classifications.

In this research, a

three-step procedure was used to present and analyze the
results of the taxonomic classification, namely:

(1) group

ings of cities from each wholesaling classification were
presented in diagrams;

(2) the centroids, or average variable

values, for each group of cities in each classification were
presented; and

(3) the centroids of classes were compared to

determine if the taxonomic method had progressively grouped
the cities into logical classes on the basis of wholesaling
data.

Several techniques and conventions were developed or

adapted to present and analyze the results of the taxonomic
classifications.

These techniques and conventions are

described in the next sections because they are nonstandard
and may be unfamiliar to the reader.
The Use of Phenograms
A phenogram is, for purposes of the present research,
merely a convenient, two dimensional representation of the
results of a numerical classification procedure in as many
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as sixteen dimensions.

That is, the taxonomic classifica

tions of this research were based on measures of the
mathematical similarities among the sample cities as reflected
in up to sixteen physical distribution characteristics at a
time.

It was, of course, impossible to portray realistically

a sixteen dimensional relationship on two dimensional paper.
The basic presentation of results of each taxonomic analysis
takes the form of a phenogram, which is the generalized
format from which the familiar "family tree" comes.

Informa

tion is lost in using a phenogram because it simplifies
multidimensional relationships, but the phenogram is an
easily understood means of studying overall relationships.
Because they do simplify complex relationships,
phenograms must be used with caution.
this research are no exception.

Those employed in

For example, though they

resemble a family tree, the phenograms of the present
research are not cladistic— they do not show lines of descent
in a chronological sense.

The data used in each analysis

was for one year, and the results are only cross-sectional.
The phenograms of cities in this research are more
related to a classification that groups families in the
biological manner.

They break groups into smaller, com

ponent groups much as biology breaks a genus into several
species and so on.
The rule used in constructing the phenograms was that,
if a majority of cities in a class was in common with a
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single class at a lower level of classification, the two
classes were consxdered to be strongly related.

The

phenograms show such a relationship by a solid line connect
ing the two classes.

If some, but not a majority of, cities

in a class were in common with a single lower level class,
the two were considered weakly related and the relationship
was shown with a dotted line.

If no cities are common to

the two groups, no line was drawn.

Each class of cities in

the phenograms is identified by one or more Greek letters.
The letters are preceded and, possibly, followed by a sub
script.

The preceding subscript denotes the level of

classification at which the grouping occurred.

The follow

ing subscript is added when a group is subdivided into
component groups with strong relationships at higher orders
of classification.
a

Thus, if a group of the fifth level, say

in Figure 4:1, was subdivided into two groups at the

seventh level, the seventh level groups were labeled

and

Subscripts were added for successive divisions, as in
the case of _
splitting into , .a., and
.a . Groups
10 1
14 11
14 12
c
formed only by weak relationships were designated by combina
tions of the "parent" groups' letters, as ^6^*

To character

ize the taxonomic classifications more precisely, it was
necessary to develop several descriptive conventions.

These

conventions are discussed in the next section.

^The term "level" is defined in the next section. .
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Conventions Used to Describe
Taxonomic Classifications
The taxonomic results presented in Chapters IV and V
are characterized by several descriptive conventions.

The

scope of the classification is the number of entities
classified.

For example, a classification analysis of 100

cities is a scheme of scope 100.
The level of the classification is the number of
classes into which the classified entities were grouped.

If

each of 100 sample cities were assigned to one of five classes,
the analysis was at the fifth level of a classification of
scope 100.
A frequently used statistical property of each cluster
or taxa of cities is the cluster centroids.

The centroids of

the cluster are the arithmetic average of each of the vari
ables studied for the cities within the cluster.
cities

If two

(A and B) are in a cluster and each city is repre

sented by three variable values, say (1, 4, 8 ) for city A
and (2, 6 , 9) for city B, then the centroids of the cluster
consisting of A and B are

(3/2, 10/2, 17/2) or (1-5, 5, 8.5).

The centroids are a measure of the statistical location of
each cluster.
The purpose of this section was to discuss the
presentation of the taxonomic analysis.

The use of pheno

grams and several descriptive conventions were outlined.

In

the next sections, these techniques are used for a presenta
tion of the taxonomic results.

The presentations of
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taxonomic results and the accompanying discussions are the
empirical and logical evidence by which the suitability of
the taxonomic method for physical distribution classification
was judged.
TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS OF WHOLESALING REVENUES
The taxonomic analysis of wholesaling revenues was
undertaken first.
stages.

The analysis was accomplished in three

First, the sample cities were classified on the

basis of their 1963 wholesaling revenues, in each of the
sixteen SIC categories.

Next, the sample cities were classi

fied on the basis of their 1958 wholesaling revenues.
Finally, the 1963 and 1958 classifications were compared.
This procedure made it possible to examine wholesaling
revenue classifications as of a particular date, and over
time, for possible problems in the taxonomic classification
method.

Also, variations in the classes over time were

demonstrated.
Analysis of 1963 Wholesaling Revenues
The taxonomic analysis of 1963 wholesaling revenues
was discussed in three phases.

These three phases were:

(1) presentation and discussion of the classes formed at
representative levels of classification;

(2) comparison of

the centroids of various classes at a representative level
of classification; and (3) comparison of the centroids at
two levels of classification.
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Characteristics of the classification.— The results
of the 1963 wholesaling revenue classification are sum
marized in the phenogram of Figure 4:1.

This phenogram is a

representation of the fifth, seventh, tenth, and fourteenth
levels of a classification of scope 97.

The diagram is an

indication that the taxonomic method successfully grouped
the sample cities at progressively higher levels of classi
fication.

Also, it is clear that many strong links exist

between classes at different levels of classification, so
that subclasses can be identified as components of the
parent groups from which they were drawn.

There was no

apparent geographic concentration of cities in any of the
1963 wholesaling revenue classes.

Each class, particularly

at the lower levels of classification, contained cities that
were geographically dispersed.

Also, no particular number

of cities seemed to be "normal'' or characteristic.

For

example, the number of cities assigned to classes at the
fifth level of classification varied from a low of four (in
classes

and ,_e) to a high of seventy

a

).

The magnitudes of wholesaling revenues in Chicago,
Los Angeles, and New York were so large in comparison to the
other sample cities that these three defined a class of their
own at all levels (2-19) of classification on the initial
computer run. Because the variates were standardized, it
was desirable to avoid a highly skewed distribution. Thus,
these three cities were deleted, and the program rerun with
the 97 remaining cities. Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York
are included in the phenogram of Figure 4:1 as cities A, B,
and c for clarity, but the diagram represents a classifica
tion of scope 97 and not scope 100. The level of classifi
cation does not include the Chicago-Los Angeles-New York
group.
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However, use of the phenogram alone only identifies
the particular cities assigned to each class.

The phenogram

does not indicate what has happened to the values of whole
saling revenues of each class as the method proceeded to
form more classes.

Examination of the phenogram in conjunc

tion with the centroids of the classes at each level of
classification shows that the sample cities were not only
grouped by the taxonomic method, but that they were progres
sively grouped into logical classes on the basis of whole
saling revenue data.
Fifth level 1963 wholesaling revenue centroids.— The
centroids of the five groups in the fifth level classifica
tion are graphed in Figure 4:2.

The Greek letters identi

fying the classes in Figure 4:2 correspond to the letters
associated with the fifth level groups in Figure 4:1.
The fifth level wholesaling revenue classification,
as typified by the arrangement of group centroids, was
essentially a hierarchy of discrete classes based on overall
size of wholesaling revenues.

That is, the centroids of

each class were at distinctly different values, so that the
centroids are a suitable way of characterizing the classes.
Class 50! which had seventy cities assigned to it, was
characterized by centroids which were all slightly below the
means of the corresponding variables.

Thus, the

cities

were cities of typical, or average, wholesaling revenues.
Class

with thirteen cities, had centroids distinctly
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FIGURE 4:2 CENTROIDS OF CLASSES IN FIFTH LEVEL 1963 WHOLESALING
REVENUE TAXONOM IC CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)
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WHOLESALING SIC GROUPS
Source: Personal computations by the author, based on 1963 Census of Business data.
* For complete titles of SIC groups, see Table 1:1, page 15.

above the means, followed by classes ^e, ,.6 , and ^ y , in
ascending order of overall revenue size.

Each of these

classes was composed of cities of increasing revenue sizes,
but the centroid profiles did not all look alike.
centroids of class
to the others.

The

fluctuated rather widely as compared

Thus, a simple magnitude of revenues was not

a sufficient description.

Also, though the centroids of all

characteristics tended to be related to one another within a
class, a notable exception was seen in the revenues of farm
products wholesalers
and

(SIC 505) .

In four groups

(gOi#

56,

, the value of this centroid was closer to the

variable mean than any other centroid in the cluster.
the remaining group

(56) just the opposite was true.

In
The

value of the farm products revenue centroid was further away
from the mean than any other in the group.

This feature

seemed to be the distinguishing characteristic of group ^e.
Thus, the taxonomic procedure produced classes with dis
tinctively different centroid profiles at the fifth level.
As the 1963 wholesaling revenue classification pro
ceeded to the higher levels, with more groups, other features
of the classification method were highlighted.

The results

of a higher level classification is discussed in the
following section, and compared to the fifth level classifi
cation .
Comparison of fifth and tenth level centroids.— Com
parison of the centroid profiles at two different levels' of
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classification is an illustration of the effects of progres
sive clustering in going to higher levels of classification.
Compare the fifth level centroid profiles of Figure 4:2 with
the tenth level centroid profiles of Figure 4:3.
The 5a component groups,

and

^ad centroid

profiles that were in general, above and below the ^0£ centroid
profile.

This is an indication of:

(1) the manner in which

subclasses were formed from cities having revenue values
above and below the original group means, and (2) the fact
that a centroid profile is only a measure of location and
not of dispersion within the group.

Because each centroid

is an arithmetic average, it does not reflect dispersion
within the class.
The

profile was much the same as

was a notable exception.

but there

Seattle (80) was combined with

Portland (67) at the tenth level classification to form class
lo0e (identical with 14/Se) .

Seattle was a major lumber

wholesaling center (SIC 5098) and its absence from the
cluster noticeably lowered the $ profile in that category.
In contrast,

reflected this fact in its high level of

activity in lumber wholesaling.
Group

a class of large wholesaling cities, almost

decomposed entirely in going to the higher orders.
Detroit alone.

iq^I was

Its profile was high generally, but excep

tionally so in automobile wholesaling
minerals wholesaling (SIC 5091) .

(SIC 501) and metals-

ioT’2 ' a class composed of

FIGURE 4:3 CENTROIDS OF CLASSES IN TENTH LEVEL 1943 WHOLESALING
REVENUE T A X O N O M IC CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)
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Philadelphia and San Francisco, was characterized by a level
of revenues 3 a or more above the means, except in the case
of agricultural raw products wholesaling, where the centroid
was barely above the mean.

The remaining city of the 57

class, Boston, combined with St. Louis from ^6 to form 767
and 10®^'

This latter group of two cities has a centroid

profile about 2 a above the means, just as ^6 did-

However,

^Q6y had a profile with a comparatively high level of
revenues 'in apparel wholesaling (SIC 503) and had an almost
2a level of revenues in agricultural products wholesaling—
well above the mean.
Group 56, after losing St. Louis at the seventh level,
was divided into

and ^q6 2 *

similar to the parent group.

10® 1 **as a P10^ ^

However, j.0^2

verY

^ower

overall profile and did not closely follow the general
pattern of ^6 .
The e groups were remarkably stable as to the cities
assigned, losing only Portland at the tenth level.

Ho other

cities were lost or gained in this class through the tenth
level of classification.

The unique feature of this class

was easily seen on both fifth and tenth level profiles.

Its

profile was around the la level and below in all categories,
except in the agricultural products category.
category, it reached the 3-4a level.

In this

These were cities of

near-average overall wholesaling activity levels, with high
volumes of agricultural sales.

The recognition of this
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exceptional category illustrated the value of classifying on
a multidimensional basis, rather than on one dimension alone.
Summary of results.— The results of the 1963 whole
saling revenue taxonomic classification, as summarized by
the phenogram of Figure 4:1 and the centroid profiles of
Figures 4:2 and 4:3 had several implications for the develop
ment of a physical distribution classification system.

The

method was polythetic, because the assignment of cities to
classes was based on sixteen characteristics.

The magnitude

of activity in any one wholesaling group was not prerequisite
for assignment to a particular class.
The taxonomic classes had recognizably different
characteristics, as revealed in the graphic presentations of
class centroids.

The centroids of classes were arranged in

a discrete hierarchy, apparently on the basis of overall
magnitudes of wholesaling revenues.

A notable exception was

in SIC 505, agricultural products where the centroid values
differed greatly from the centroid values of the other
variables.

This difference was an illustration of the poly

thetic nature of the taxonomic procedure, in that the values
of all variables for a class need not be equal, or approxi
mately equal.
The presentation of progressive clustering in the
phenogram of Figure 4:1, when studied in combination with
the centroid profiles, was a means of studying the way in
which the taxonomic procedure formed classes at higher
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levels of classification.

In general, the formation of more

classes occurred by splitting a class into subclasses which
could be recognized as components of the original class.
The subclasses typically had centroid profiles above and
below the centroid profiles of the parent class.
In summary, the taxonomic procedure used was a success
ful means of progressively classifying the sample cities on
the basis of sixteen wholesaling revenue characteristics.

A

certain level of activity in any one SIC group was not pre
requisite for inclusion of a city in a particular class.
The resulting classes were represented by a phenogram and by
centroid profiles.

In general, the classification was a

discrete hierarchy of classes, based on overall size of
wholesaling revenues.
Analysis of 1958 Wholesaling Revenues
The taxonomic analysis of 1958 wholesaling revenues
was discussed in three phases.

These three phases were the

same as used in the analysis of 1963 wholesaling revenues,
namely:

(1) presentation and discussion of the classes

formed at representative levels of classification;

(2) com

parison of the centroids of various classes at a representa
tive level of classification; and (3) comparison of the
centroids of two levels of classification.
phases is discussed in turn.

Each of the three
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Characteristics of the classification.— The resuIts
of the 1958 wholesaling revenue classification are summarized
in the phenogram of Figure 4:4.

This phenogram is a repre

sentation of the fifth, seventh, tenth, and fourteenth levels
of a classification of scope 97.^

The taxonomic method was

again successful in grouping the sample cities at progres
sively higher levels of classification.

The many strong

links between classes at different levels of classification
made it possible to associate clearly subclasses, or com
ponent groups, with the parent classes from which they were
drawn.

The classes contained cities of no apparent geo

graphic concentration.

The number of cities assigned to

classes at a given level of classification differed widely,
so that no particular number of cities seemed to be
characteristic.
Again, the phenogram must be studied in conjunction
with the class centroids to understand the way in which the
classes were formed at progressively higher levels.

Also,

4 a s in the 1963 wholesaling revenue classification,
the magnitudes of wholesaling revenues in Chicago, Los
Angeles, and New York were so large in comparison to the
other sample cities that these three defined a class of
their own at all levels (2-19) of classification on the
initial computer run. Because the variates were standardized,
it was desirable to avoid a highly skewed distribution. Thus,
these three cities were deleted, and the program rerun with
the 97 remaining cities. Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York
are included in the phenogram of Figure 4:1 as cities A, B,
and C for clarity, but the diagram represents a classifica
tion of scope 97 and not scope 100. The level of classifi
cation does not include the Chicago-Los Angeles-New York
group.

FIGURE 4 : 4

TAXONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF SAMPLE CITIES: 1
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B u ffa lo , N .Y *
24 D enver, C o lo .
40 India n a po lis, In d .
51 M ilw a u k e e , Wls*
57 N ew O rle an s, La*
92. W ashington, D .C *

14 ^ 13
80

P ortland, U re .
S e a ttle , Wash*

uP-.

7
55

B altim ore, M d .
N e w a rk , N . J .

1 4 *,

126

D e tro it, M ic h *

,4^2
>4

64
78

P h ila d e lp h ia , Pa.
San Francisco, C a lif*
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Boston/ M ars.
S t. Louis, M o .

14 ° 1

'C le v e la n d , O h io

Pittsburgh, Pa.

2

14

€
14

21

A tla n ta , G a *
D a lla s , Texas

44
49
52
60

Kansas C it y , M o*
M em phis, Tenn.
M in n e a p o lis , M in n *
Om aha, N e b ,

5

Source: .Personal computations b y the author, based on 1958 Census o f Business data.
N otes; 1 . The c la n composed o f C hicago, Los Angeles and N ew York Is shown fo r completeness, as I t occurred In the o rig in a l 100 c ity analysts* These three c itie s were excluded
from the 97 c it y classification and, fo r this reason, the class was o a t given a designation In this fig u re .
2* Each class was designated by Greek lette rs, beginning In the classification leve l w ith fiv e groups. The subscript proceeding the letters Indicates the number o f classes,
o r leve l o f classification a t w hich the group occurred. A subscript fo llo w in g a class designation appears when a class subdivided In to two o r more component groups a t a higher le v e l o f
cla ssifica tio n .
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70
71
74
84

A lb a n y , N .Y *
Birm ingham , A la *
Columbus, O hto
D ayton, O h io
Dos M oines, Iowa
Fort W orth , Texas
G a ry , In d .
Grand Rapids, M ic h .
H a rtfo rd , Conn*
Jersey C it y , N . J .
N a s h v ille , Tenn*
N ow H aven, C onn.
N o rfo lk , V a ,
O klahom a C ity , O k la *
Phoenix, A rlz *
P rovidence, R .l*
Richmond, V a .
Rochester, N .Y *
Sacramento, C a lif.
S a lt Lake C it y , Utah
San A n to n io , Texas
San D ie g o , C a lif.
Syracuse, N . Y .
Tampa, F la .
T oledo, O h io
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9
20

J a c k s o n v ille , F la .
L o u is v ille , K y*
M ia m i, F la .
Paterson, N . J .
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90
91
93
94
95
96
97

17
24
38
40
50
51
55
57
62
67
80
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15
95
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86
87
88
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C< ~ r
21

9
15

77
79
81
82
83
84
85

7

10

2

41
48
50
62

1958

A tla n ta , G a .
C le ve la n d , O h io
D allas, Texas
Pittsburgh, Pa.
S t. L ou is, M a .

1

[14^221

C h a rlo tte , N . C .
W ilm in g to n , D el*

CITIES:

Boston, Mass.
D e tro it, M ic h .
P h ila d elp hia , Pa.
San Francisco, C a lif.

69
70
71
72
74
75
76

1 *5

SAMPLE

Baltim ore, M d .
B u ffa lo , N .Y *
C in c in n a ti, OhTo
Denver, C o lo .
Houston, Texas
Indianapolis, In d .
M ia m i, Fla ,
M ilw a u ke e , W Is.
N e w a rk, N . J .
N ew O rleans, L a.
Paterson, N . J .
Portland, O re .
S e a ttle , W a d i.
W adiln g to n, D .C *

91
93
94
96
97

9t
93
94
96
97

68

OF

65
ProvIdsncB, R .l.
R eodlng, Fa.
Richmond, V a .
Rochester, N . Y .
Sacramanto, C a lif.
S alt Lake C it y , Utah
Son A n to n ia , Texas
San Bernardino, C a lif.
San D l.g o , Col I f .
San Jose, C a liF .
Shreveport, La.
Spokane, Wash.
S p rin g fie ld , Mass.
Syracuse, N . Y .
Tacoma, Wash.
Tampa, F la .
T o W o , O h io
Trenton, N . J .
Tucson, A r lz .
Tulsa, O k la .
U tlca-R om e, N . Y .
W ic h ita , Kan.
W ilk e s - B c t t o , Pa.
W ilm in g to n , D e l.
W orcester, Mass.
Youngstown, O h io
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the logical manner in which the taxonomic method formed the
1958 wholesaling revenue classes was demonstrated by the
joint study of phenogram and centroid values.
Fifth level 1958 wholesaling revenue centroids.— The
centroids of the five classes in the fifth level classifica
tion are graphed as Figure 4:5.

The class designation of

Figure 4:4 correspond to the classes of the fifth level
classes of Figure 4:5.

The

class centroids of each of the

five classes were clearly distinguishable from each other,
because they lay at distinctly different levels.

Class ^Od,

with seventy cities assigned it, had centroids that were
slightly below each of the sixteen variable means.
50 and

Classes

had centroids which were, in general, close to

each other at a level slightly above the variable means with
one exception.

Class 5e was characterized by a centroid

almost 4 a above the mean in SIC 505, agricultural products.
Class 50 had a centroid in agricultural products of less than
one-half standard deviation

above the mean.Thus, the

cities of classes ^0 and

were comparable in overall size

of wholesaling revenues, but very different in size of farm
products wholesaling revenues.
The remaining two classes, 56 and ^ y , were in the
familiar pattern of an ascending hierarchy of centroid pro
files.

Class 5^ was a group of cities having the highest

overall centroid profile, or the largest level of wholesaling
revenues.

In four classes— ^ a ,

5/3, 5 6 , and ^ y ,

the
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FIGURE 4:5 CENTROIDS OF CLASSES IN FIFTH LEVEL 1958 WHOLESALING
REVENUE TAXONOM IC CLASSIFICATION
(In unil-s of standard deviations)
MEANS

+ 4<T

MEANS
+ 2 .5 0 '

MEANS

+1.5<J

VARIABLE
MEANS

MEANS

-.sCT

MEANS
-

icr

WHOLESALING SIC GROUPS

Source; Personal computations by the author, based on 1958 Census of Business data.
* For complete titles of SIC groups, see Table 1:1, page 15.
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agricultural products centroid tended closer to the mean
than the other centroids of the class, but in class
pattern was reversed.

the

Thus, the centroid patterns at the

fifth level of classification based on 1958 wholesaling
revenues were distinctively different for each class and
were a useful means of characterizing the classes.

The

higher levels of classification also produced useful, inter
esting results.
Comparison of fifth and tenth level centroids.— The
logical manner in which the taxonomic method formed classes
at progressively higher levels of classification is again
apparent when the fifth level centroid profiles of Figure
4:5 are compared with the actual numerical values of the
tenth level centroids of Table 4:1.

The

class divided

into three component groups by the tenth level:
10a21'

10a2 2 *

centroid profile.

2.0^1'

T^e three components were each unique in
Class -^gO^ was a class with centroid pro

files slightly below those of the parent class ^^Od.
10«22

Class

a centroi^ profile slightly above that of the

parent class.

Class ^gO^i

a P rof^:1-e approximately equal

to that of the parent class, except for a higher level of
revenues in SIC 502, chemicals.

Thus, the cities of class

10a21 (Akron, Charlotte, and Wilmington) are unique in that
they had an unusually high level of revenues in chemical

^This comparison also permits the use of both tabular
and graphical presentations of centroid values to be demon
strated.

TABLE 4:1
CENTROIDS OP TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN 1958 TENTH LEVEL
WHOLESALING REVENUE CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)

SIC Group

Class Designations

a

10 al
Automobiles (SIC 501)
-0.51
Chemicals (SIC 502)
-0.56
Apparel (SIC 503)
-0.39
Groceries (SIC 504)
-0.48
Farm Products (SIC 505) -0.35
Electrical Goods
(SIC 506)
-0.59
-0.60
Hardware (SIC 507)
Machinery (SIC 508)
-0.60
Metals (SIC 5091)
-0.46
Petroleum Products
-0.58
(SIC 5092)
Scrap (SIC 5093)
-0.47
Tobacco (SIC 5094)
-0.56
-0.50
Liquors (SIC 5095)
Paper Products
-0.54
(SIC 5096)
Furniture (SIC 5097)
-0.51
Lumber (SIC 5098)
-0.56

10'“21
-0.07
1.72
-0.26
-0.47
-0.43

10a22 1001
-0.23
0.53
-0.31
0.38
-0.01 -0.01
-0.26
0.51
-0.35
0.49

-0.29
-0.47
-0.39
-0.34

-0.20
-0.15
-0.28
-0.28

-0.32
-0.01
-0.77
-0.53
-0.50
-0.46
-0.43

ion
1.96
3.18
3.62
4.41
0.64

1061
1.30
1.89
0.64
1.21
-0.35

10® 2
1.47
1.89
3.34
0.98
1.41

10G
0.82
0.42
0.17
0.55
3.94

2.51
3.14
3.48
4.77

3.47
3.16
2.91
2.52

1.88
1.80
2.02
3.44

1.62
1.76
1.81
0.97

0.57
1.10
0.93
0.06

3.03
1.00
1.93
1.02

3.57
4.51
4.16
4.18

3.40
2.64
3.14
3.77

0.58
3.25
1.26
1.34

0.42
1.22
0.88
0.82

0.06
-0.12
0.58
0.30

-0.19
0.75
0.81

1.82
2.38
4.07

4.04
3.98
2.49

1.02
2.01
1.90

1.44
1.89
1.29

0.97
0.42
0.60

1002
0.44
0.97
0.22
0.52
-0.29

10?1
6.94
2.03
0.37
2.74
-0.19

0.68
0.61
0.88
0.57

1.32
0.72
0.90
0.56

0.15
-0.17
-0.12
-0.07

0.34
0.21
0.66
0.32

-0.15
-0.23
-0.24

0.65
0.34
0.97

aFor complete SIC! group titles. see Table 1: 1, page 15.
Source:

Personal computations of the author, based on 1958 Census of Business data.
O
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wholesaling for cities of their overall wholesaling size.
The taxonomic method, in assigning cities to the

class»

recognized a similarity or homogeneity among these cities
that would not have been clear in a conventional analysis.
The

and io^2 c^-asses ^ ac^ profiles respectively

below and above the

class.

The same type of process was

the basis of the formation of classes
10^1

10^2 from 5®*

and

■^rom 5V'

Class 1Qe was characterized by

its unusually high values of wholesaling revenues from farm
products as compared to its other wholesaling revenues.
Thus, the taxonomic method again progressively grouped the
cities into logically useful and easily recognizable groups
at higher levels of classification.
Summary of results.— The taxonomic classes based on
1958 wholesaling revenues had recognizably different char
acteristics .

The centroids were generally in a discrete

hierarchy, with only a few classes departing from the basic
pattern.

Once again, the taxonomic method was a successful

means of progressively classifying the cities on the basis
of sixteen characteristics.

The results of the 1958 whole

saling revenue classification was evidently similar to those
of the 1963 classification.
the next section.

These results are compared in

Comparison of 1963 and 1958 Analyses
The basic characteristics of the 1958 analysis were
similar to the 1963 analysis.

Both sets of results had

widely varying numbers of cities in the fifth level classes
and the cities within classes were geographically dispersed.
The five groups of the 1958 fifth level classification
were strikingly similar to those of the 1963 fifth level
classification.

The two classifications were alike in number

of cities assigned, the cities assigned, and centroid pro
files .
The

a , _5 and
e groups were identical in number of
5
5
5
cities assigned in both classification years, with 70, 4,

and 4 cities assigned, respectively.

The cities assigned

were almost identical in both years.

Only two cities,

Charlotte

(1958) and Omaha (1963) were different in the ^ a

classes.

Class

y was identical for both years.
Class _.e
5
5
only differed by the inclusion of Omaha in 1958 and Portland

in 1963.
The

groups differed only slightly in number of

cities assigned (14 for 1958 and 13 for 1963).

The differ

ence was accounted for by the inclusion of Charlotte in
1963, and by deleting Newark and Portland from the 1963
classification.
1958 gj3 class.

Newark and Portland were included in the
The

groups were also one city different

in number assigned because Newark was included in the 1963
group and not in the 1958 group.
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The centroid profiles of the 1958 fifth level classi
fication were also similar to the 1963 results.

Most of the

distinguishing characteristics of the 1963 profiles can be
seen in the profiles of the 1958 results
a

(Figure 4:5).

The

group is a fairly level profile, lying below the mean

values.

# is slightly higher, with _e, _fi, and y following
5*
5
5
5
in ascending order. The tendency of each group to move
toward the mean in agricultural products (SIC 505) is still

evident, except in group

e. Just as in 1963,
e is dis5
5
tinguished by its 4a level in agricultural products whole
saling as compared to its much lower level in other
characteristics.

One difference between the two years is

the lack of a strong upturn in lumber wholesaling (SIC 5098)
by group 5 e in the 1958 classification.
caused by the substitution of Omaha

This was evidently

(1958) for Portland

(1963) in this group.
The higher level classifications of both 1958 and 1963
wholesaling revenue taxonomic classifications also exhibit
similarities, in the assignment of cities especially through
the tenth level of classification.

The differences increase

as each classification becomes more detailed.

This is not

surprising in view of the rather large number of character
istics employed in making the classifications.
In both years, ^ a divides into two groups, yQt-^ and
yOt-2

at the seventh level.

is similar in both years.

The composition of these groups
However, at the tenth level,
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for 1958 divides into 2 .0 ^ 2 1

10a22*

not occur in the 1963 classification.
cities of the

This subdivision did
However, the three

classif:i-cat;*-on of 1958 (Akron, Charlotte,

and Wilmington) are identical to a 1963 fourteenth level
group ^ c c p i that was formed by weak relationships with the
two 0i branches and a f$ segment.

The 1958

group also

exists at the fourteenth level.
The 5$ group of 1958 subdivides in a manner very
similar to the 1963 higher level process.

An exception is

that the Portland-Seattle group was formed by a strong rela
tionship in 1958
( ge)
14

hy a pair of weak relationships

in 1963.
,-y also subdivides in an almost identical path in both

years.

The notable exception is that in 1958, Boston did not

combine with St. Louis until the fourteenth level, while in
1963 it occurred at the seventh level.

However, the y-

influenced groups of the fourteenth level are exactly identi
cal in both classifications.

In like fashion, the g6 group

subdivides in a different way in the two years, but several
fourteenth level classes influenced by 6 are identical
(Boston-St. Louis, Cleveland-Pittsburgh, and Atlanta-Dallas).
5e is identical for the two years.

The three

cities

common to both years were carried intact through the other
levels of classification.
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Summary of Findings
The initial taxonomic classifications were based on
wholesaling revenue data for the years 1963 and 1958.

The

resulting classes were primarily on the basis of the overall
magnitudes of wholesaling activity in each sample city.
The taxonomic method successfully assigned the cities
to classes on the basis of the data themselves so that
classes were mathematically as much alike within themselves
as possible.

It was a means of progressively grouping the

cities into logical classes.

No prespecified, arbitrary

rules were used as to the level of activity necessary for
assignment to a class.

Also, any particular value of a

single characteristic was not necessary for assignment to a
class.
The effects of progressive levels of classification
were presented by the use of phenograms and graphs of
centroid profiles.

By use of these presentations, it was

seen that the taxonomic classes resulting from use of the
sixteen wholesaling revenue characteristics were essentially
a hierarchy of discrete classes based on overall size of
wholesaling revenues.
To determine the usefulness of the taxonomic method
for classification on the basis of wholesaling specialization,
other analyses were made.

The results of these taxonomic

analyses are reported in the next section.
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TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS OF WHOLESALING SPECIALIZATION
The taxonomic analysis of wholesaling specialization
was the second analysis made.
in three stages.

The analysis was accomplished

First, the cities were classified on the

basis of the proportion of each city's total wholesaling
revenues that was generated in each of the sixteen whole
saling categories in 1963.

Next, the sample cities were

classified on the basis of the proportion of revenues gene
rated in each of the wholesaling categories in 1958.
the 1963 and 1958 classifications were compared.

Finally,

This pro

cedure made it possible to examine wholesaling specializa
tion classifications as of a particular date, and over time,
for possible problems in the classification method.

The

results of these analyses are reported in the next sections.
Analysis of 1963 Wholesaling Specialization
The taxonomic analysis of 1963 wholesaling specializa
tion was discussed in three phases.

These three phases were:

(1 ) presentation and discussion of the classes formed at
representative levels of classification;

(2) comparison of

the centroids of various classes at a representative level
of classification; and (3) comparison of the centroids at
two levels of classification.

Each of these three phases is

discussed in turn.
Characteristics of the classification.— The results
of the 1963 wholesaling specialization analysis are summarized

Ill
in the phenogram of Figure 4:6.

This phenogram is a repre

sentation of the fifth, ninth, and fourteenth levels of
classification.

The taxonomic method was a successful means

of assigning the cities to classes at progressively higher
levels of classification though there were numerous weak
linkages in the specialization analysis, it was still easy
to associate subclasses with the parent classes because of
the many strong linkages.
The number of cities in each specialization class at
the fifth level was more evenly distributed than in the
revenue analysis.

The maximum number of cities in a fifth

level specialization class was thirty-one ( 8) and the
5

minimum was twelve ( y ) . The cities of each class were
5
geographically dispersed.
Study of the phenogram alone does not reveal the logic
by which the 1963 specialization classes were formed.

This

logic was demonstrated by joint study of the phenogram and
centroid values at selected levels of classification.
Fifth level 1963 wholesaling specialization cen
troids .— The fifth level 1963 class centroids are shown as
Table 4:2.

Inspection of Table 4:2 centroids revealed the

widely varying specialization profiles of the five fifth
level classes.

Class ^ a. was characterized by moderately

high specialization in machinery and equipment wholesaling
(SIC 508), and metals-minerals wholesaling (SIC 5091).
Proceeding down the list, class

was moderately high in
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B akersfield, C a lif.
Des M oines, Iowa
D u lu th , M in n .
El Paso, Texas
Fort W o rth , Texas
Fresno, C a lif.
Ja ckso n ville , Fla .
Kansas C ity , M o .
Lancaster, Pa.
Memphis, Tenn.
M inn e a po lis, M inn *
Oklahoma C it y , O k la .
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A k ro n , O h io
A tla n ta , G a .
Boston, Mass.
C h a rlo tte , N . C .
C hica g o, I I I .
C fn c irtn a ll, O h io
D allas, Texas
Jersey C it y , N . J .
Las Angeles, C a lif.
N ew Y o rk , N . Y .
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P h ila d elp hia , Po.
S t. Louis, M o .
San Francisco, C a lif.
T renton, N . J .
W ilm in g to n , D e l.
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WHOLESALING

A lle n to w n , f a .
Beaumont, Texai
C anton, O h io
E rie , Pa,
F lin t , M ic h .
G a ry , In d .
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Providence, R .I.
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S p rin g fie ld , Mass.
Tucson, A r lz .
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1963

W ashington, D .C .
W orcester, Mass.

35
33
61
70
79
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35

ITIES;
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99

Tampa, F la .
U tfca-R om e, N . Y .

12

B u ffa lo , N . Y .
26 Des M oines, Iowa
29 Et Paso, Texas
36 H arrisburg, Pa.
42 J a c k s o n v ille , F la .
48 Lansing, M tc h .
62 O klahom a C it y , O k la .
65 Paterson, N . J .
7 0 P ortland, O re .
73 Richmond, V a .
82 San Jose, C a lif.

6 B akersfield, C a lif.
14

D u lu th , M in n .
F o rt W o rth , Texas
Fresno, C a lif.
Kansas C it y , M o .
Lancaster, Pa.
Mem phis, Tenn.
M in n e a p o lis , M in n .
O m aha, N e b .
P e o fla, l i t .
90 Toledo, O h io
96 W ic h ita , K a n .

28
32
33
45
47
51
’5 4
63

66

Source: Penanal computation* by the a uthor, based on T9A3 Census o f B m lnea d ata.
Notop Each class was d esl^tated by Greek le tte rs, beginning In the classification level w ith fiv e group*. The subacrfpt proceeding the letters Indicates the n u ttie r o f classes,
o r level o f classification a t w hich the group occurred. A subscript fo llo w in g a class designation appears when a class subdivided In to two o r more c o r r r a e n t croups a t a higher leve l o f
cla ssifica tio n .

TABLE 4:2
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN 1963 FIFTH LEVEL
WHOLESALING SPECIALIZATION CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)
Class Designations
SIC Groupa
<*5
Automobiles (SIC 501)
Chemicals (SIC 502)
Apparel (SIC 503)
Groceries (SIC 504)
Farm Products (SIC 505)
Electrical Goods (SIC 506)
Hardware (SIC 507)
Machinery (SIC 508)
Metals (SIC 5091)
Petroleum Products (SIC 5092)
Scrap (SIC 5093)
Tobacco (SIC 5094)
Liquors (SIC 5095)
Paper Products (SIC 5096)
Furniture (SIC 5097)
Lumber (SIC 5098)

0.15
-0.19
-0.30
-0.63
-0.33
0.16
-0.29
0.87
1.19
-0.12
0.03
-0.16
-0.23
-0.06
-0.18
-0.17

05
-0.37
-0.27
-0.16
0.98
-0.40
0.48
0.52
0.02
-0.54
0.04
-0.36
0.05
0.48
0.02
-0.03
0.61

V5
-0.50
-0.13
0.09
-0.15
-0.49
-0.39
0.34
-0.36
-0.18
1.84
1.51
1.37
0.31
-0.20
0.48
-0.18

65
0.32
1.38
1.12
-0.47
-0.35
-0.02
-0.43
-0.48
0.14
-0.77
0.02
-0.33
-0.34
0.67
0.61
-0.52

e5
0.48
-0.43
-0.39
-0.38
1.74
-0.75
-0.36
-0.48
-0.59
-0.45
-0.44
-0.50
-0.44
-0.41
-0.58
-0.26

aFor complete SIC group titles, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:
: Business data.

Personal computations of the author, based on 1963 Census of
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grocery wholesaling (SIC 504), electrical goods
hardware (SIC 507), liquors and spirits
lumber wholesaling (SIC 5098).

(SIC 506),

(SIC 5095), and

Class CB did not, however,
o

have an inordinately high level of specialization in any of
these, but exhibited a fairly well-balanced profile.

Class

gy, on the other hand, was unusually specialized in three
areas of wholesaling:
materials

petroleum products

(SIC 5093), and tobacco

(SIC 5092), scrap

(SIC 5094).

The cities of

class j-6 specialized in chemical and drug wholesaling (SIC
502) and apparel wholesaling

(SIC 503), while participating

in paper and furniture to a lesser extent.
the fifth class,

The cities of

were evidently agricultural centers,

their level of specialization in SIC 505 lying over 1.5cr
above the mean for all cities in the class.
A comparison of the fifth level 1963 specialization
centroids with those of the fifth level revenue analysis in
Figure 4:2 revealed a striking contrast.

The centroids of

the revenue groups were noticeably discrete, and at dif
ferent levels.

The centroids of the specialization classes

fluctuated much more widely.
classes and low in others.

They were high in a few
The specialization classes were

certainly not a hierarchy based on any sort of overall size
criteria.
Comparison of fifth and ninth level centroids.— As
the algorithm proceeded to the higher levels of specializa
tion classification, the logic of the specialization
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classification became clearer.

The specialization classes

had a tendency to form weak relationships with higher order
classes.

This tendency occurred more frequently in the

specialization classification than in the revenue classifica
tion.
Lines of strong relationship with component groups
were still clear, but transfers of cities among groups were
more frequent in the specialization classes, than in the
revenue classes.

In going to the ninth level of specializa

tion classification, class
groups.

gave up six cities to other

The effect of these transfers did not alter the

profile of the a centroids greatly, as can be seen by com
paring Table 4:2 with Table 4:3.

Both orders of a. groups

retained their positive levels of specialization in
machinery-equipment wholesaling
wholesaling

(SIC 508) and metal-minerals

(SIC 509).

Class cjj3 branched into three groups at the ninth level
of classification,

$ , g
and g . While g had shown some
9 1 9 2
9 3
5
wholesaling specialization in groceries, electrical goods,

hardware and liquors and a generally balanced profile, the
gj3 subgroups exhibit special components of this group.
Class

was a class of cities exhibiting specialization in

liquors wholesaling (SIC 5095), ^ g ^ showed strength in
electrical goods wholesaling (SIC 506), and
wholesaling

in lumber

(SIC 5098).

The y class centroid profile was not greatly changed

TABLE 4:3
CENTROIDS OP TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN 1963 NINTH LEVEL
WHOLESALING SPECIALIZATION CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)
Class Designations
SIC Groupa
Automobiles (SIC 501)
Chemicals (SIC 502)
Apparel (SIC 503)
Groceries (SIC 504)
Farm Products (SIC 505)
Electrical Goods (SIC 506)
Hardware (SIC 507)
Machinery(SIC 508)
Metals (SIC 5091)
Petroleum Products
(SIC 5092)
Scrap (SIC 5093)
Tobacco (SIC 5094)
Liquors (SIC 5095)
Paper Products (SIC 5096)
Furniture (SIC 5097)
Lumber (SIC 5098)

9oj

9^1

9^2

9^3

9?

961

962

963

9e

0.07
-0.16
-0.36
-0.66
-0.30
-0.11
-0.17
1.10
1.50

-0.64
-0.24
-0.06
0.56
-0.39
0.27
1.26
0.26
-0.48

0.53
-0.14
-0.15
0.44
-0.39
1.37
-0.37
-0.14
-0.46

-0.55
-0.35
-0.16
1.19
-0.29
-0.57
-0.28
-0.16
-0.49

-0.44
-0.18
0.15
-0.14
-0.53
-0.33
0.41
-0.54
-0.18

0.17
4.82
0.28
-1.08
-0.56
-0.54
-0.64
-0.71
-0.84

-0.79
0.33
8.15
-0.63
0.11
-0.84
-1.31
-1.51
0.56

0.50
0.44
0.44
-0.33
-0.34
0.16
-0.32
-0.23
0.43

0.26
-0.47
-0.37
-0.33
1.93
-0.77
-0.29
-0.42
-0.58

-0.25
0.07
-0.19
-0.38
-0.36
-0.17
-0.20

0.25
-0.36
0.26
1.38
-0.08
-0.03
0.42

-0.25
-0.29
-0.06
0.11
-0.29
-0.08
-0.35

0.15
0.11
-0.02
-0.35
0.30
0.37
2.08

2.06
1.64
1.49
0.37
-0.37
0.13
-0.38

-0.33
0.34
-0.62
-0.78
-1.10
-0.74
-0.53

-1.29
-0.48
-0.05
-0.44
2.00
2.41
-1.14

-0.63
-0.22
-0.36
-0.38
1.38
0.62
-0.36

-0.45
-0.41
-0.46
-0.49
-0.38
-0.58
-0.46

aFor complete SIC group titles, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:

Personal computations of the author, based on 1963 Census of Business data.
h-*
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in going to the ninth level.
retained in

y

Ten of the

y

cities were

and this evidently stabilized the profile.

The 56 group exhibited one of the most curious profile
changes in going to the ninth level.

It subdivided into

three groups,

# -6„/ a n d _ 6_. The
class, composed of
9 1 9 2
93
91
Akron, Charlotte, and Wilmington, is identical to the ^0^9
class of the 1963 wholesaling revenue classification.

Both

the specialization and revenue centroid profiles of these
cities are so similar that they can form a class not only on
the basis of revenues, but also on the basis of their
specialization characteristics.

With respect to specializa

tion, they were distinguished by the large proportion of
their wholesaling revenues that come from chemical whole
saling (SIC 502).
The second fifth level 6 class, 562' was als° unique.
It was one city, New York, and was also a class at the ninth
level.

This metropolis is not only distinguished by its

extremely great volume of wholesaling, but also by its
specialization pattern.

The proportion of its wholesaling

revenues that comes from the wholesaling of apparel (SIC 503)
is 8.149 standard deviations above the mean for that class.
New York's wholesaling pattern was not only extremely large,
but extremely specialized.
lesser extent in paper

It also was specialized to a

(SIC 5096) and furniture

(SIC 5097)

wholesaling.
The remaining ninth level 5 class,

also showed

some specialization in paper and furniture, but to a lesser
extent than

9 2

Several of its cities came from outside

55 The last fifth level group, ^e, was very stable at
the ninth level.

It made no subdivision of strong relation

ship and the higher level groups had centroid profiles
similar to

as a result.

The complexity of the existing patterns of wholesaling
activity in cities was vividly portrayed by these taxonomic
classes.

The classes formed by the taxonomic procedure had

such distinctive characteristics, high in some specialties
and low in others, that no one characteristic was satis
factory for a single variable of classification.

For this

reason, the taxonomic procedure was superior to the conven
tional method when classifying on the basis of specialization.
Summary of results.— The taxonomic approach success
fully produced classes of cities based on their 1963 whole
saling specialization characteristics, as represented by the
proportion of each city's total wholesaling revenues gene
rated by each of the sixteen wholesaling groups which were
studied.

The 1963 specialization classes, as represented by

a phenogram and by tabulations of centroids, had character
istics different from those of the 1963 wholesaling revenue
classes.
The 1963 specialization classes were not a distinct
hierarchy based on overall size, but showed widely fluctuating
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centroid profiles.

The number of cities in the specializa

tion classes was relatively equal.

Also, there was much more

transferring of cities among groups in the specialization
analysis than in the revenue analysis.

The usefulness of

the polythetic approach was demonstrated by the specializa
tion analysis, because the class patterns of specialization
were complex and a class determined by any one characteristic
could not have portrayed the multidimensional nature of the
patterns.
Analysis of 1958 Wholesaling Specialization
The taxonomic analysis of 1958 wholesaling specializa
tion was discussed in two parts:

(1 ) presentation and dis

cussion of the classes formed at representative levels of
classification, and (2) comparison of the centroids of
various classes at a representative level of classification.
The higher order 1958 wholesaling specialization centroids
were not presented or discussed in detail, as their pattern
was similar to those of the 1963 wholesaling classification.
Characteristics of the classification.— The results
of the 1958 wholesaling specialization classification are
summarized in Figure 4:7.

This phenogram is a representation

of the sixth, tenth, and fifteenth levels of classification.
These levels were chosen to illustrate levels different from
the 1963 specialization examples.

The taxonomic procedure

was again successful in clustering the cities at

'

NAME O F CITY

SELECTED LEVELS OF CLASSIFICATION A N D CLASS
DESIGNATIONS FOR 100 CITY T A X O N O M IC CLASSIFICATION
CLASS

Baltim ore, M d .
Birmingham, A la ,
B u ffa lo , N . Y .
C harleston, W . V a .
C h a rlo tte , N . C .
C in c in n a ti, O h io
C le ve la n d , O h io
Columbus, O h io

a
a

a
a
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75
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97
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m
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90
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1
7
9
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7
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W
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14
19
23
27
36
39

NAM E OF CITY

Beaumont, Texas
Fresno, C a lif.
Grand Rapids, M ic h .
H o n o lu lu , H aw aii
K n o x v ille , Tenn.
M o b ile , A la ,
N ew O rle an s, La.
N o rfo lk , V a .
O rla n d o , F la .
Phoenix, A r lz .
Sacramento, C a lif.
San A n to n io , Texas
San Bernardino, C a lif.
San D tega, C a lif.
San Jose, C a lif.
Tam pa, F la .
W ilkes-Barre,
C olum bia, S, C .
M ia m i. F la .

V

6

\
\\

15^

1

\

\

\
\
\

15e 2

y

\/l

\
\
\

\
\

\v
\ / \
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25
26
29
36
41
45
48
50
54
62
73
90
96
34
72
92

G a ry , In d .
Reading, Pa.
Tucson. A r lz .

98

A k ro n , O h io
W llm ln a to n , D e l.

U
15■o 01 1

K' \ ! !
/
\ 1/,
... r , ,i

B akersfield, C a lit.
D u lu th , M in n .
Fort W o rth , Texas
Lancaster, Pa.
M em phis, Term.
Om aha, N e b .
Peoria. 111.
Charleston, W . V o .
D a lla s, Texas
D enver, C o lo .
Des M oines, Iowa
El Paso, Texas
H arrisburg, Pa.
India n a po lis, In d .
Kansas C it y , M o .
Lansing, M ic h .
L o u is v ille , K y .
M inn e a po lis, M in n .
Oklahom a C it y , O k la .
Richmond, V o .
Toledo, O h io
W ic h ita . Kan.

14

22

\

.

28
32
47
51
63

66
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1.5
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96
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35
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46
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33
35
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CITY
NO.

i A lbuquerqus, N . M e x .

8

33
37
38
44
46
52
55
59
61

28
79
31
32
42
45
47
48
50
51
54
62
63

CLASS

3

3

fo c o c v llle , Tenn.
M ia m i, F la .
M o b ile , A la .
N e w O rleans, L a .
N o rfo lk , V o .
O rla n d o , F la .
Fhoentx, A r lz .
Sacramento, C a lif.
San A n to n io , Texas
San Bernardino, C allF .
San D ie g o , C a lif.
San Jose, C a lif,
Shreveport, L a.
Tampa, F la .
U tlca-R om o, N . Y .
W ilkes-Barre, Fb.

A kro n , O h io

CITY
NO.

CLASS

2
8
16
20

A lb a n y , N . Y .
Albuquerque, N . M a x.
Beaumont, Texat
Chattanooga, Tenn.
C olum bia, S .C .
Fresno, C a lif.
H a rtfo rd , C onn.
H on o lulu , Haw aii

Bakersfield, C a lif.
D u lu th , M in n .
El Faso, Texos
F lin t , M ic h .
Fort W o rth , Texas
Ja ckso n ville , F la .
Kansas C it y , M o .
Lancaster, Pa.
Lansing, M ic h .
L o u is v ille , K y .
Memphis, Tenn.
M in n e a p o lis , M in n .
Oklahom a C it y , C k la .
O m aha, N e b .
Peoria, I I I .
Richmond, V a .
Toledo, O h io
W ic h ita , Kan.

C ITY
NO.

2

12

Birm ingham , A la .
B u ffa lo , N . Y .

C h a rlo tte , N .C .
C in c in n a ti, O h io
C le ve la n d , O h io
Columbus, O h io
D avenport, Iowa
D e tro it, M ic h .
H arrisburg, Fa.
Houston, Texas
H un tington, W . V a .
Indianapolis, In d .
M ilw a u k e e , W ise.
N e w a rk, N . J .
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Syracuse, N . Y .
Tulsa, O k la .
W ilm in g to n , D e l.
Youngstown, O hio
A lle n to w n , Pa.
Bridgeport, C onn.
C anton, O hio
G a ry , In d .
N e w H aven, C onn.
Providence, R .l.
Reading, Pa.
Rochester, N . Y .
S p rin g fie ld , Mass.
Trenton, N . J .
Tucson, A r lz .
W orcester, Mass.
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A
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C anton. O hio
A lb a n y , N . Y .
A lle n to w n , Pa.
Bridgeport, C onn.
Johnstown, Pa.
N ew H aven, Conn.
Providence, R. I .
Trenton, N . J .
Utlea-R om e, N . Y .
W orcester. M ats.

f
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—
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G
o
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15 C h a rlo tte , N .C .
27 D e tro it, M ic h .
31 F lin t, M ic h .
42 J a c k s o n v ille , F la .
43 ^Jersey C lt v . N . J .

I

86 \

5

15

z
a
o

\
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A k ro n , O h io
W llm ln a to n , D e l.
B trm ir^bom , A la *
B u ffa lo , N . Y .
C le v e la n d , O h to
D avenport, Iowa
Houston, Texas
H un tin g to n, W . V a .
M ilw a u k e e , W ise.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tulsa, O k la .
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99
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100

A tla n ta , Ga<
Boston, M a s .
C hica g o, III.
D allas, Texas
D ayton, O h io
Denver, C o lo .
Jersey C it y , N . J .
Los A ngeles, C a ltf.
N a s h v ille , Tenn.
N e w Y o rk , N . Y .
Paterson, N . J .
P hila d elp hia , Pa.
S t. Louis, M o .,
S alt Lake C ity , Utah
San Francisco, C a lif.

Des M oines, Iowa
b i e , Pa.
Grand Rapids, M ic h .
Portland, O re .
S e a ttle , Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Tacoma, Wash.

TTI
A \

T \

. 6 0 1 N ew Y o rk . N .Y .
5

A tla n ta , G o .

7 B altim ore, M d .
\
10 Boston, Mass.
17 ^C hicago, I I I .
'\ &rHX 2
1 Columbus, O h io
15
21* 30 E rie , Pa.

y

37
49
67
76
81
83

86

H a rtfo rd , C onn.
Los Angeles, C a lif.
P h ila d elp hia , Pa.
S t. Louis, M o ,
San Francisco, C a lif.
S e a ttle , Wash.
S o rln a fle ld . Mass.

IB
24
65
77

C in c in n a ti, O h io
D ayton, O h io
Paterson, N . J .
Salt Lake C it y . Utah

S i

16
56
57
74
84
87
95

Chattanooga, Tenn.
N a s h v ille , TennN e w a rk , N . J .
Rochester, N . Y .
Shreveport, La.
Syracuse, N . Y .
Washington, D .C .

J

70
85

P ortland, O re .
Spokane, Wash.
Tacom a, Wash.

\

\
\
1S^22
\

\

15

23

70
85

88

88

Source: Personal computations by the author, based on 1958 Census o f Business dntn.
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.
^ oe*’ e' ° “ wa* esljpiated by Greek le tte rs, beginning In the classification leve l w ith six groups. The subscript proceeding the letters Indicates the number o f classes,
o r level o f classification a t w hich the group occurred. A subscript fa llo w in g a class designation appears when a class subdivided Into two o r more component groups a t a higher leve l o f
c ld u lfic a tid i.
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progressively higher levels.

The number of cities assigned

to the 1958 classes varied from a low of seven (g£) to a
high of twenty-five

(ga)-

As in the previously discussed

taxonomic classifications, the cities of each class are
geographically dispersed.

The logic of the 1958 specializa

tion classes was demonstrated by joint study of the phenogram
and the class centroids of a representative level of classi
fication .
Sixth level 1958 wholesaling specialization centroids.
— The centroids of the six classes in the sixth level
specialization classification are tabulated in Table 4:4.
The class designations of Table 4:4 correspond to the sixth
level classes of Figure 4:7.

The six 1958 specialization

classes had widely varying specialization profiles.

Class

go; was characterized by a moderately high level of special
ization in metals wholesaling, and lesser degrees of
specialization in chemicals and machinery.

The cities of

class gO! were, in general, diversified in their pattern of
wholesaling.

One or a few categories did not dominate their

specialization profiles.
The cities of class g£ were also diversified in whole
saling activity, but in a different way than the cities of
go;.

The

cities showed moderate specialization in grocery

wholesaling and liquor wholesaling.
The cities of class gy were more specialized than
either ga or g£.

The gy cities had fairly high levels of

TABLE 4:4
CENTROIDS OP TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN 1958 SIXTH LEVEL
WHOLESALING SPECIALIZATION CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)

Class Designations
SIC Groupa
6a
Automobiles (SIC 501)
Chemicals (SIC 502)
Apparel (SIC 503)
Groceries (SIC 504)
Farm Products (SIC 505)
Electrical Goods (SIC 506)
Hardware (SIC 507)
Machinery (SIC 508)
Metals (SIC 5091)
Petroleum Products (SIC 5092)
Scrap (SIC 5093)
Tobacco (SIC 5094)
Liquors (SIC 5095)
Paper Products (SIC 5096)
Furniture (SIC 5097)
Lumber (SIC 5098)

0.26
0.63
-0.33
-0.62
-0.39
0.07
-0.50
0.59
1.18
-0.35
0.16
-0.20
-0.55
-0.54
-0.12
-0.21

60
-0.63
-0.27
-0.21
1.13
-0.32
0.15
0.48
-0.21
-0.56
0.39
-0.37
0.23
0.72
-0.08
-0.27
0.06

6?
-0.85
-0.07
0.22
-0.18
-0.62
-0.14
0.32
-0.49
-0.19
1.36
1.65
1.45
0.71
0.43
0.72
-0.24

66
0.41
0.15
1.19
-0.23
-0.26
0.65
-0.26
-0.06
0.27
-0.71
-0.21
-0.50
-0.23
1.08
0.57
-0.27

6^

6e
0.78
-0.37
-0.41
-0.68
1.57
-0.71
0.00
-0.01
-0.58
-0.27
-0.39
-0.37
-0.28
-0.48
-0.59
-0.43

-0 .06
-0 .28
-0 .23
0 .51
0 .01
-0 .18
-0 .11
-0 .11
-0 .51
-0 .30
-0 .52
-0 .56
-0 .83
-0 .01
0 .35
2.55

aFor complete SIC group titles, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:
Business data.

Personal computations of the author, based on 1958 Census of
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specialization

(all lcr or more above the means) in petroleum

products, scrap and tobacco wholesaling.
The three other sixth level classes each had diversi
fied specialization patterns.

Class g6 showed specialization

in apparel and paper products wholesaling.

Class ge was

slightly specialized in automobile wholesaling.

Class

showed its greatest specialization in lumber wholesaling,
and lesser specialization in grocery wholesaling and furni
ture wholesaling.
These patterns of wholesaling specialization were
similar to those exhibited in the 1963 wholesaling special
ization.

The 1963 and 1958 specialization classes are com

pared in a following section.
Summary of results.— The taxonomic classes based on
1958 wholesaling specialization had widely varying centroid
profiles.

The centroid profiles were not a discrete hier

archy, but revealed complex specialization patterns.

The

taxonomic method successfully grouped the cities on the basis
of these patterns.

The taxonomic method was a useful way of

forming specialization classes because no one variable was
sufficient to indicate the complexity of specialization
patterns that existed among the sample cities.
Comparison of 1963 and 1958 Specialization Analyses
There were certain similarities between the 1958 and
1963 specialization classifications.

For example, the 1958
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^(3 class was similar in centroid profile to the ,.0 class of
1963, as illustrated in Table 4s4 for 1958 and Table 4:2 for
1963.

Both classes were moderately specialized in grocery,

hardware and liquor wholesaling.

In addition, there were

twenty cities common to both classes.
The

class of 1958 was somewhat similar to the

class of 1963.

The e classes shared high specialization in

the agricultural raw material wholesaling activity.

The two

classes also had fifteen cities in common.
Class g« of 1958 was the apparent counterpart of
1963's g<y.

Both classes were specialists in machinery and

equipment wholesaling and metals-minerals wholesaling.
Seventeen cities were common to both groups.
The 1958 ^5 class was paralleled by the ^6 class of
1963.

The 1958

y

class specialized in wholesaling of

petroleum products, scrap materials, and tobacco, just as
did 1963's

y

.

The twelve cities of the 1958

y

class

included eight that were also listed in 1963's gy.
Class

Q of 1958 was somewhat similar to (-6 °f 1963.
D
^
Both classes shared three wholesaling specialties. The 5
classes were groups specializing in apparel wholesaling,
paper wholesaling, and furniture wholesaling, but their
profiles were not identical.

Eleven cities are common to

the two groups.
Finally, the 1958 fifth level classification had one
group, 5£, which was not comparable to any of the 1963
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clar-ses.

Class

was extremely specialized in lumber whole

saling and had a secondary specialty in grocery wholesaling.
Though the cities of the class were geographically dispersed,
included four northwestern cities among the seven cities
assigned.
In the higher level classes, complex divisions made •
comparison of the 1958 and 1963 classifications almost
impossible.

The 1958 specialization classification had a

tendency to exchange many cities with subdivisions not
joined by strong linkages, making the pattern difficult to
follow.

However, several groups were noted in common between

the two years.
The Akron, Charlotte, and Wilmington class ^^0!^
appeared in the 1958 specialization classification, just as
it had in the previous revenue and specialization classi
fications.

New York also defined a class of its own in the

1958 classification, showing once again its unique place in
apparel, furniture, and paper wholesaling.

Other groups

exhibited various forms of similarity with the 1963 classes,
but none was apparently close enough to be of particular
note.
In summary, the 1963 and 1958 specialization classifi
cations were not identical, but the classes of each had
similarities with the other.

These similarities occurred in

the assignment of cities to classes, as illustrated in the
phenograms and in the specialization profiles of classes, as
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shown by the values of class centroids.

Thus, the taxonomic

method was a useful means of comparing specialization
patterns over time.
Summary of Findings
The second taxonomic analyses were based on whole
saling specialization data for the years 1963 and 1958.

The

taxonomic method successfully assigned the cities to classes
on the basis of the data themselves.

The classes were as

homogeneous within themselves as was mathematically possible.
The patterns of specialization centroids were markedly
different from those of the revenue centroids.

The special

ization centroids were complex patterns, and not a clear
hierarchy based on size.

The taxonomic method was a valuable

means of recognizing these patterns, because any classifica
tion based on the value of one variable alone could not have
characterized the complex patterns.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, several taxonomic analyses of whole
saling activity were presented.

The empirical results of

these taxonomic analyses were the evidence used to test
partially two research hypotheses.

The hypotheses concerned

were that natural groupings of cities can be identified by
numerical taxonomy and that the groupings of cities provided
by numerical taxonomy are a suitable basis for a physical
distribution classification scheme.

The conclusion of the
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chapter was that these hypotheses were accepted in the case
of wholesaling activity.
The tests of these hypotheses were not possible by
direct examination of an existing taxonomic classification
procedure, because there were no completely pertinent methods
reported in the literature.

A clustering procedure that

grouped the sample cities so as to minimize total within
group variance was applied to wholesaling data from the 1958
and 1963 Censuses of Business.

The results of the analyses

were described by phonograms and class centroids, and used
as background information for the tests of hypotheses.
The wholesaling revenue results were basically a
classification of cities as a discrete hierarchy of overall
size, with only one notable exception in the case of agricul
tural raw products wholesaling.

In contrast, the specializa

tion analyses grouped the cities in such a manner that the
class centroids fluctuated widely.
specialized in a few SIC groups.

Classes were typically
The value of the taxonomic

procedure in classifying on a multidimensional basis was
apparent when the two sets of results were considered.

The

method was successful in classifying on the basis of both
size and specialization, a feature not possessed by any of
the conventional methods.

Also, the taxonomic method recog

nized patterns typified by a hierarchy and by widely varying
centroid patterns.

The taxonomic method was demonstrated to

group the cities logically into progressively higher levels
of classification.
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Thus, the taxonomic method was seen to have several
desirable features and was judged to be a satisfactory means
for wholesaling classification.

However, to be completely

suitable for a physical distribution classification of cities,
the method must be adaptable to other types of physical
distribution activity and must provide groupings based on
data of different dimensions.

In Chapter V, taxonomic

analyses of storage-warehousing and transportation data are
presented so that these features may be examined.

CHAPTER V
TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS OP STORAGE AND
TRANSPORTATION
Although the taxonomic analysis of wholesaling activity
was generally successful, wholesaling represents only one part
of physical distribution.

Consequently, the wholesaling

classifications were not alone sufficient as a test of the
hypothesis that numerical taxonomy is suitable for a physical
distribution classification of cities.

Taxonomic classifica

tions based on the storage and transportation subareas of
physical distribution were also necessary to demonstrate the
suitability of the method.

The next phase of the research

focused on these two subareas.

The methodology of this

phase of the research is outlined in the following section.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The taxonomic analyses of storage and transportation
were based on the same type of statistical analysis as used
for the wholesaling analyses:

a clustering method that

grouped the sample cities into a specified number of classes
such that the total “within class" variance was minimized.
No predetermined class boundaries were used to define the
classes.
129
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Two type.s of analyses were necessary in this chapter:
analysis of storage activity and analysis of transportation
activity.

The storage analysis was based on eight variables

for the year 1963 and six variables for the year 1958.^

The

transportation analysis was based on four variables for the
year 1960:

employment by railroads, employment by truck

firms, employment by air transport firms and employment by
water transport firms.
These analyses were designed to demonstrate taxonomic
results based on:

(1) storage data for two different years;

(2 ) transportation data for port and non-port cities for one
year;

(3) standardized and nonstandardized data;

ferent numbers of variables; and
unlike dimensional units.^

(4) dif

(5) variables of like and

The transportation analyses were

made using nonstandardized data, while the other analyses
were standardized data.

The transportation data were badly

skewed, and not suitable for standardization.
The results of these analyses are presented in the
next sections.

First, the taxonomic analyses of storage

activity for 1963 and for 1958 are discussed.

Then, the

-*-The 1958 variables for each sample city were: number,
revenues and square footage of household goods warehouses; and
number, revenue and square footage of general goods ware
houses. For 1963, these six variables were used and, in
addition, the value of end of year wholesale inventories and
the square footage of wholesale storage space were used.
^Standardized data is raw data converted to zero mean
and unit standard deviation.
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analyses of 1960 transportation activity in the port and non
port sample cities are presented.
TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS OF STORAGE
The analysis of storage was undertaken after the
analyses of wholesaling and transportation.
was accomplished in three stages.

The discussion

First# the cities were

classified on the basis of 1963 storage activity.

Next, the

cities were classified on the basis of 1958 storage activity.
Finally, the 1963 and 1958 storage classification were com
pared.

This procedure made it possible to examine the

classifications over time and with different numbers of
variables for possible problems with the taxonomic method
and variations in the results.
Analysis of Storage:

1963

The taxonomic analysis of storage for 1963 was divided
into three stages.

These three stages were:

(1) explaining

the general characteristics of the classification;

(2) com

parison of the centroids of the classes at a representative
level of classification; and (3) comparison of class centroids
at two levels of classification.

Each of these three stages

is discussed in turn.
Characteristics of the classification.— The class
assignments of the 1963 storage classification are summarized
in the phenogram of Figure 5:1.

The phenogram is a
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representation of the sixth, ninth, and thirteenth levels of
3
a classification of scope 95.
The diagram is an indication
that the taxonomic method was a successful means of grouping
the sample cities at progressively higher levels of classifi
cation on the basis of storage data.

As in the wholesaling

classifications, many strong linkages existed between classes
at different levels, so that subclasses were identified with
the parent groups from which they were drawn.

There was no

apparent geographic concentration of cities in any of the
1963 storage classes.

Also, the number of cities assigned

to classes varied widely.

In the 1963 sixth level classifica

tion, for example, the maximum number of cities assigned to a
class was 47 (class

a ) and the minimum number assigned to a
6
class was four (Class ^y). These characteristics, when

studied in conjunction with the centroids of the classes at
the example levels of classification, showed that the taxo
nomic classes were logically formed at progressively higher
levels of classification.

q
The five cities, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York,
Philadelphia, and San Francisco, defined a class of their
own at all levels of storage classification because their
magnitudes of storage variables were so large in comparison
to the other sample cities. The different units of the
variables used in this analysis made the use of standardized
variables desirable. A skewed distribution was to be avoided.
For this reason, the five cities were deleted, and the pro
gram rerun with the remaining 95 cities. Chicago, Los Angeles,
New York, Philadelphia, and San Francisco are included in
Figure 5:1 as cities A, B, C, D, and E for clarity, but the
classifications are of scope 95. The level of classification
does not include the Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Phila
delphia and San Francisco group.
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Sixth level 1963 storage centroids.— The centroids of
the sixth level 1963 storage classification are listed in
Table 5:1.

The sixth level storage classification, as typi

fied by the values of the class centroids, was essentially a
hierarchy of discrete classes based on overall size of
storage activity.

However, there were exceptions to the

hierarchy and the patterns of classification were complicated
by these exceptions.

Even so, the taxonomic results, as

reflected in the centroid values, were easily recognized and
interpreted.
The

q

OL

class of the 1963 storage classification had

centroid profiles that lay slightly below the sample variable
means.

This large class seemed to be a group of cities

"common" or "typical" of the entire sample, because the
centroids were so close to the variable means.
The remaining classes of the 1963 sixth level storage
classification were in the now familiar pattern of a discrete
hierarchy of classes, based on overall size of storage
activity.

This pattern was similar to the wholesaling

revenue classification.

The centroids of each sixth level

1963 storage class were at distinctly different values, so
that the class centroids were a useful way of characterizing
the classes.

Examination of Table 5:1 showed that the cen

troids of class

were generally above those of

a

-

Then,

in ascending order of overall storage activity size, came
class

.

Classes

and ^6 were at about the same overall

TABLE 5:1
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN SIXTH LEVEL
1963 STORAGE-WAREHOUSING CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)
Class Designations
Storage-Warehousing Characteristic36a

60

6?

6«

6e

eC

No. of Household Goods Warehouses

-0.72

1.69

2.43

0.68

0.43

0.05

Revenue of Household Goods Warehouses

-0.70

2.08

2.07

0.47

0.40

0.02

Floor Space of Household Goods Warehouses

-0.69

1.69

2.99

0.30

0.33

0.09

No. of General Goods Warehouses

-0.54

0.78

2.64

2.02 -0.52

0.26

Revenue of General Goods Warehouses

-0.52

0.57

2.63

2.18 -0.50

0.20

Floor Space of General Goods Warehouses

-0.54

0.49

2.71

1.97 -0.44

0.31

Value of Wholesalers' Inventories

-0.62

1.28

2.76

1.44 -0.37

0,33

Floor Space of Wholesalers1 Storage

-0.61

1.34

2.86

1.29 -0.38

0.35

aFor complete descriptions of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:
Business data.

Personal computations of the author, based on 1963 Census of
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level, but

^3 had higher activity in the variables of house

hold goods warehousing, while ^6 was more active in general
goods warehousing.

Here, again, the value of a polythetic

classification approach in portraying rather complex rela
tionships was demonstrated.
group

Finally, the four cities of

had the highest class centroids in the sixth level

storage classification.

The storage centroids of this four-

city class were more than two standard deviations above the
sample means of every variable.
Thus, the taxonomic method produced 1963 storage
classes of distinctly different characteristics at the sixth
level of classification.

The centroid profiles of the six

classes were, in general, a discrete hierarchy based on over
all size of storage activity, but there were exceptions.
For example, the average level of household goods warehousing
in class

was well above the 1.5a value, while the ^{3

levels of general goods warehousing activity were about 0.6a.
The cities of class ^6 had a generally opposite pattern,
with about 2a levels in general goods warehousing, but only
about 0.5a values for household goods warehousing.

A

monothetic classification could not have recognized such a
difference in profiles, because only one characteristic is
used in the monothetic procedure.

Therefore, the polythetic

feature of the taxonomic approach was valuable in portraying
complex resemblances among the sample cities, and the joint
use of the phenogram and the centroid profiles was a useful
way of representing the classification results.
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In the higher level 1963 storage classifications,
other characteristics of the taxonomic method were demon
strated.

The ninth level centroids are compared to the sixth

level centroids in the following section.
Sixth and ninth level centroids compared.— The 1963
storage classes at the ninth level of classification all had
strong relationships with classes at the sixth level of
classification, except one class,

e£.

Seven cities were in common with class

(See Figure 5:1„)
.

The gOde£ class

had a centroid profile somewhat between those of gOd and
as shown by comparing the ninth level centroid values of
Table 5:2 with the sixth level values of Table 5:1.
even in the case of this rather large class

Thus,

(gOe£) formed

only by weak relationships, it is possible to trace the
manner in which the class was formed by the joint use of a
phenogram and class centroid profiles.
The other ninth level classes were all formed by
strong relationships with sixth level classes, and this fact
simplified understanding of the progressive clustering
process for the 1963 storage classification.

Glass gOi con

tained the 40 cities remaining in ^od after the seven cities
had been given to gode£.

The centroid profile of gOd was

slightly below that of ^ a , as seen in Tables 5:1 and 5:2,
because the seven cities that went to gQ!e£ were slightly
above the averages for gCd.

Class gOd, like class gO, was

still a large class of "typical" or "common" cities with

TABLE 5:2
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN 1963 NINTH LEVEL
STORAGE-WAREHOUSING CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)

Class Designations

Storage-Warehousing
Characteristic3
9ai

9^2

9?

951

952

9e

9C

-0.74

-0.42

1.66

3.24

2.43

0.89

1.02

0.32

0.17

-0.72

-0.40

1.39

4.80

2.07

0.16

1.10

0.34

0.29

-0.70

cn
CM
•
0
1

No. of Household Goods
Warehouses
Revenue of Household Goods
Warehouses
Floor Space of Household Goods
Warehouses
No. of General Goods
Warehouses
Revenue of General Goods
Warehouses
Floor Space of General
Goods Warehouses
Value of Wholesalers'
Inventories
Floor Space of Wholesalers’
Storage

9^1

1.07

3.75

2.99 -0.07

0.90

0.27

0.21

-0.61

-0.10

0.45

-0.07

2.64

3.26

1.36 -0.49

0.56

-0.56

-0.15

0.11

-0.22

2.63

3.69

1.32 -0.50

0.61

-0.58

-0.09

-0.04

-0.50

2.71

3.35

1.40 -0.46

0.63

-0.69

-0.03

0.48

0.59

2.76

0.45

2.01 -0.37

0.61

-0.70

0.02

0.64

0.38

2.86

0.21

1.91 -0.39

0.63

aFor complete description of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:

Personal computations of the author, based on 1963 Census of Business data.
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centroids very close to the variable means.
Classes

and g£^ were formed by strong relation

ships with g£.

The ft division at the ninth level was made

by splitting Washington, D. C.
rest of the g0 class.

(labeled g£^) away from the

Examination of Figure 5:2 shows that

Washington had variable values higher than the rest of the p
cities in the household goods warehousing variables and below
the Qp values in the general goods warehousing variables.
The four cities of gy, all of which had high levels of
storage activity, were identical with the four cities of gy.
The centroid profiles of

g

y and gy were consequently

identical.
The gfi class subdivided into two strongly related
ninth level classes, 961 and 962.

T^ e 56 class had included

cities with activity levels about two standard deviations
above the mean in the general goods warehousing variables
and in the wholesaling storage variables.

The subclasses

followed the typical subdivision process, in that one segment
lay above the parent centroid values and one segment lay
below.

However, this occurred in a somewhat unusual manner,

and illustrated once again the usefulness of the taxonomic
method for detecting complex resemblances among entities.
Refer to the centroid profiles of class g6 in Table 5:1 and
classes

and gfi2

Table 5:2.

For the household goods

warehousing variables, the centroids of

^ 2

^aY above the

values of the parent group g6 , and the centroids of g6^ lay
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below the parent values.

In the case of the general goods

warehousing variables, the relationship was reversed.
centroids of class
troids of

^ 2

The

lay below the ^6 values and the cen

were above the parent values.

This relation

ship and subsequent placing of cities in classes, is unlikely
to have been carried out by any sort of conventional method.
It was in precisely this sort of complex situation that the
usefulness of the taxonomic methods was demonstrated.

The e

classes were fairly stable at higher levels of classifica
tion.

The parent class, ^ e , had been a class of generally

typical cities, with centroids lying close to the sample
means.

The ninth level retained this general characteristic.
The final class,

had been a class of cities with

levels of storage activity slightly above the variable means
of the sample cities.

The

class lost cities to other

classes at the ninth level of classification, and did not
subdivide into strongly related subgroups.

This is another

process for forming more classes— by a parent class giving
up a few cities to other classes.
Thus, the taxonomic method was successful in progres
sively grouping the sample cities into logical classes on
the basis of storage data.

The patterns of centroids,

particularly at the higher levels of classification were
complex.

No one variable was sufficient to characterize

these patterns, but the taxonomic method was a useful means
of revealing the relationships.
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Summary of results,— The results of the 1963 storage
taxonomic classification, as summarized by the phenogram of
Figure 5:1 and the centroid values in Tables 5:1 and 5:2
were further illustrations of the usefulness of the taxonomic
classification method.

The method assigned the cities to

classes on the basis of eight storage variables.

The magni

tude of any one variable was not prerequisite for assignment
to a particular class.
The taxonomic storage centroids were, in general,
arranged in a discrete hierarchy, apparently based on the
overall size of storage activity.
exceptions to the pattern.

However, there were

Certain taxonomic classes had

centroid patterns that were opposite to each other in two
areas of storage activity.

Conventional classification

methods were not adequate to portray such patterns.

The

taxonpmic method was a valuable means of detecting these
patterns.
The study of progressive clustering in the phenogram
of Figure 5:1 showed that, at the sixth level of classifica
tion, the storage classification consisted of a large class
of cities and several classes of fewer cities.

The centroids

of the large class were close to the variable means, indi
cating that these cities were typical of the sample.

The

other five classes had fewer cities, and their centroids
were arranged in the order of overall size.
The joint study of the phenogram and the centroid
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profiles was a useful way of understanding the logic of the
progressive clustering procedure.

The formation of sub

classes was traceable by the use of the centroids and pheno
gram.

Thus, the taxonomic method was successful in progres

sively grouping the sample cities into logical classes on
the basis of 1963 storage data.
Analysis of Storage;

1958

The taxonomic analysis of 1958 storage activity was
discussed in three phases.

These three phases were the same

as used in the analysis of 1963 storage activity, namely:
(1) explaining the general characteristics of the classifica
tion;

(2) comparison of the centroids of classes at a repre

sentative level of classification; and

(3) comparison of

class centroids at two levels of classification.

Each of

these three phases is discussed in turn.
Characteristics of the classification.— The class
assignments of the 1958 storage classification are summarized
in the phenogram of Figure 5:2.

The phenogram is a represen

tation of the sixth, ninth, and thirteenth levels of a
classification of scope 95.

The phenogram was a further

indication that the taxonomic method was a useful means of
grouping the sample cities at progressively higher levels of
classification on the basis of storage data.

As in the 1963

storage classification, many strong linkages existed between
classes at different levels, so that subclasses were readily

FIGURE 5 ; 2

TAXONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF SAMPLE CITIES
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84
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\
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'
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41
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Source: Personal computations by the author, based on 1958 Census o f Business data.
Notes: 1* The class composed o f C hicago, fcLos Angeles, New Y o rk , Philadelphia, and San Francisco Is shown fo r completeness, as I t occurred in the o riginal iO O c lty tnalysis.
These fiv e cities were excluded from the 95 c ity classification end, fo r this reason, the class was n ot given a designation In this figure.
2* Eoch class was designated by Greek tetters, beginning In the classification level w ith six groups. The subscript preceding the letters indicates the number o f classes,
o r level o f classification at which the group occurred. A subscript fo llow ing a class designation appears when a closs subdivided Into two or more component groups at a higher level of
classification.
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identified with the parent groups from which they were drawn.
There was no apparent geographic concentration in the 1958
storage classes.

Again, the number of cities assigned to

classes varied widely.

In the 1958 sixth level classifica

tion, for example, the largest class was class gCi, with 56
cities assigned, and the smallest class was class _y, with
O
one city. These characteristics, when studied with the class
centroids, further reaffirmed the usefulness of the taxo
nomic method.
Sixth level 1958 storage centroids.— The centroids of
the sixth level 1958 storage classification are listed in
Table 5:3.

The centroids were essentially a hierarchy based

on overall size of storage activity, but there were excep
tions.

The patterns of classification were complicated by

these exceptions.

The taxonomic results, as reflected in

the centroid values, were easily recognized and interpreted.
The gCt class of the 1958 storage classification had
centroid profiles that lay slightly below the variable means.
This large class of 56 cities seemed to be "typical" of the
sample cities with respect to storage activity.

The cen

troids of the remaining 1958 storage classes were at
recognizably different levels, so that the class centroids
were a meaningful way of characterizing the classes.

As

shown in Table 5:3, all the reamining classes had centroid
profiles above those of class ga.

Classes ge and g£ had

values only slightly above the gOi values, but ge was higher

TABLE 5:3
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN SIXTH LEVEL 1958
STORAGE-WAREHOUSING CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)

Storage-Warehousing
Characteristic3

Class Designations
6“

6$

6^

66

6e

6C

No. of Household Goods Warehouses

-0.60

2.23

3.25

0.93

0.62

0.01

Revenue of Household Goods Warehouses

-0.57

2.59

2.08

0.83

0.58

-0.11

Floor Space of Household Goods Warehouses

-0.56

2.18

4.72

0.79

0.56

-0.12

N o . of General Goods Warehouses

-0.54

1.41

4.52

1.62

-0.24

0.31

Revenue of General Goods Warehouses

-0.54

1.65

2.86

1.88

-0.37

0.22

Floor Space of General Goods Warehouses

-0.56

1.37

3.92

1.79

-0.26

0.37

aFor complete descriptions of characteristics, see Table 1:1 , page 15.
Source:

Personal computations of the author, based on 1958 Census of Business data
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in household goods warehousing activity.
opposite relationship was true.

In class

the

Then, in ascending order of

overall storage activity size came classes ^6, g/3, and ^ y .
Thus, the taxonomic method produced 1958 storage
classes of recognizably different characteristics at the
sixth level of classification.

A discrete hierarchy based

on overall size of storage activity was detected, but there
were exceptions.

The taxonomic method was a useful way of

recognizing these complex patterns, and the joint study of
phenogram and centroid profiles was a valuable means of
representing the characteristics of the classes.
In the higher level 1958 storage classifications,
other characteristics of the taxonomic method were demon
strated.

As an example, the ninth level 1958 storage cen

troids are compared to the sixth level centroids in the next
section.
Sixth and ninth level centroids compared.— As the
algorithm proceeded to higher orders of storage classifica
tion, the logic of the storage classification became clearer.
As shown in Figure 5:1, all the ninth level 1958 storage
classes had strong relationships with classes at the sixth
level of classification.

The strong relationships made com

parison of centroids at two levels of classification easier.
The centroids of the ninth level 1958 storage
classification are shown in Table 5:4.

Class ga had divided

into two classes, class gO!^ and class gC^ at the ninth level.

TABLE 5:4
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN NINTH LEVEL 1958
STORAGE-WAREHOUSING CLASSIFICATION
(In units of standard deviations)

Storage-Warehousing
Characteristic
No. of Household Goods
Warehouses
Revenue of Household
Goods Warehouses
Floor Space of Household
Goods Warehouses
No. of General Goods
Warehouses
Revenue of General Goods
Warehouses
Floor Space of General
Goods Warehouses

Class Designations
9“l

9a2

901

902

9V

961

9fi2

9e

-0.73

-0.17

2.63

2.56

3.25

0.98

1.13

0.42

0.41

-0.69

-0.24

2.26

4.39

2.08

0.02

1.53

0.57

0.27

-0.69

-0.20

2.06

3.78

4.72

0.23

1.29

0.59

0.19

-0.56

-0.34

2.04

-0.26

4.52

2.62

1.25 -0.54

0.68

-0.55

-0.43

1.69

-0.07

2.86

3.12

1.89 -0.53

0.55

-0.55

-0.43

1.51

0.13

3.92

2.78

1.79 -0.40

0.55

9^

aFor complete descriptions of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source;

Personal conputations of the author, based on 1958 Census of Business data.
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The ninth level a related classes had centroid profiles
above and below the g a. class, but were still characterized
by values very close to the m e a n s .
in the formation of the ninth level
level {} classes, g/3^* ancl

^ 2

A similar effect occurred
classes-

Two ninth

were formed with centroids

above and below the g0 profiles.

The only other major sub

division of a sixth level class occurred when class g6 sub
divided into

and ^ > 2 '

Again* the ninth level classes

were identified as upper and lower centroid components of
the sixth level class.
Thus, the taxonomic method was again successful in
progressively grouping the sample cities into classes on the
basis of storage data.

The 1958 classification was a

modified hierarchy based on overall size of storage activity,
with some exceptions.

No one variable was sufficient to

characterize these patterns, so the taxonomic method was a
useful means of studying the relationships.
Summary of results.— The taxonomic method successfully
produced classes of cities based on their 1958 storage
characteristics as represented by six variables.

The 1958

storage classes were, in general, a discrete hierarchy based
on overall size of storage activity, with some complex
exceptions.

The number of cities in the 1958 storage classes

varied widely and there was no apparent geographic pattern.
The taxonomic method was a useful means of characterizing
the complex patterns of storage activity that existed among
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the sample cities.

The 1963 and 1958 storage classifica

tions exhibited several similarities.

The results of the

two sets of classification are compared in the next section.
Comparison of 1963 and 1958 Analyses
The 1963 and 1958 storage classification were similar
but not identical.

For example, the

qC
x,

class of 1958 was a

large class of cities typical of the sample cities, just as
Qd

of the 1963 classification was.

Forty-five cities were

common to both gOi classes.
The g|9 classes of the 1963 and 1958 storage classifica
tions had three cities in common.

Also, the centroid pro

files of both classes were characterized by a higher level
of activity in household goods warehousing than in general
goods warehousing.

However, the centroids of the 1958 g/3

class was recognizably higher than the centroids of the 1963
g£ class.
The gy class of the 1958 storage classification was a
single city, Boston, and it had high storage activity in all
six categories.

Boston was not defined as a class in the

1963 results.
The g5 class of the 1958 storage classification had
five cities in common with the 1963 g6 class.

The centroid

profiles of the two g6 classes were similar both being below
the variable means in the household goods variables and
about 2a above the means in the general goods warehousing
variables.

As in the 1963 storage classification, the
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taxonomic procedure was valuable in differentiating the gj3
and gfi classes by recognizing the difference in patterns of
activity among the variables.
The ge class of the 1958 storage classification had a
profile slightly above that of the ^ce class, but very close
to the variable means.

The ge centroid pattern of the 1963

and 1958 storage classifications was similar.

The two e

classes had seven cities in common.
The centroid profiles of the 1958 and 1963 ninth level
storage classes also had some similarities.

The a - related

classes in both years were two branches of the g0£ class,
with profiles above and below the sixth level profile.
Similar effects existed in the formation of the

and g6

groups, where two components of the sixth level class were
identified.
In general, the differences in structure of the 1958
and 1963 storage classifications increased as each classifi
cation became more detailed at the higher levels of
classification.

This increasing difference was the same

effect noted in the wholesaling revenue classifications.
Summary of Findings
A third set of taxonomic classification was based on
storage data for the year 1963 and 1958.

The purpose of

these analyses was to provide for a physical distribution
classification of cities.

The storage analyses were used to

demonstrate the use of the taxonomic method in classifying
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the sample cities on the basis of data which was representa
tive of a physical distribution activity other than whole
saling.
The taxonomic method was successful in assigning the
cities to logical classes at progressively higher levels of
classification on the basis of the data themselves.

No

predetermined, arbitrary class boundaries were used.

Pheno-

grams and centroid profiles were used to portray the results
of the classifications.

The storage classes of a given

level, like the wholesaling revenue classifications, were
essentially a hierarchy of discrete classes based on overall
size of activity.

However, some storage classes at a given

level of classification had the same overall size of
activity, but different activity patterns.

A conventional

classification scheme is of limited use in detecting such
complex differences, but the taxonomic method was a useful
means of characterizing the differences.
Another set of classifications, based on transporta
tion activity in the sample cities, was made to demonstrate
the taxonomic method under a fourth set of data conditions.
The results of the transportation classifications are
reported in the next section.
TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORTATION ACTIVITY
The final taxonomic analyses were based on four trans
portation variables for 1960:

employment by railroads.
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employment by truck firms, employment by air transport firms,
and employment by water transport firms.

The transportation

analyses were accomplished in three phases.

First, the

sample port cities were classified on the basis of their 1960
employment in each of the four modes of transportation.
Next, the sample "non-port" cities were classified on the
basis of their 1960 employment in each of the four modes of
transportation. 4

Finally, the theoretical implications of

the transportation classifications were demonstrated by com
paring the transportation results with the results of the
other classifications.

This procedure permitted a test of

the taxonomic method using transportation data in a non
standardized form.
Transportation Classification of Port Cities
The taxonomic analysis of transportation in the port
cities was discussed in three phases.
were:

These three phases

(1) presentation and discussion of the classes formed

at two representative levels of classification;

(2) compari

son of the centroids of various classes at a representative
level of classification; and

(3) comparison of class centroids

at two different levels of classification.

Each of these is

discussed in turn.

^ h e port cities were defined as those sample cities
that had 1960 employment in water transportation of greater
than 150 employees. The non-port cities were defined as
those sample cities with less than 150 employees in water
transportation.
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Characteristics of the classification.— The class
assignments of the third and ninth levels of the port cities
transportation classification are shown as Figure 5:3.

The

diagram is an indication that the port cities were success
fully classified by the taxonomic procedure at progressively
higher levels of classification.

All the classes at the

ninth level of classification had strong links with the third
level classes, so that subclasses were readily identified
with the parent groups from which they were drawn.
Each of the classes seemed to contain cities that
were geographically dispersed, particularly at the third
level.

Also, no particular number of cities was character

istic of a class.

For example, at the third level, the

number of cities assigned varied from two cities in class 3y
to thirty-three cities in class 30i.

Study of this phenogram

in conjunction with the centroids of the classes at the
various levels of classification showed the logic by which
the port cities were progressively grouped into classes.
Third level centroids.

The centroids of the third

level classification are listed in Table 5:5.

The implica

tion was drawn from the third level centroids that a dis
tinct hierarchy of port cities exists.

Class

is a group

of "average" or "typical" port cities geographically dis
persed around the nation.

The cities of class

have a

distinctly higher level of transportation activity than the
cities of 3a, and finally, Chicago and New York are literally
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TABLE 5:5
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN THIRD LEVEL 1960 TRANSPORTATION
CLASSIFICATION OF 44 SAMPLE PORT CITIES
(In units of total employment)

Class Designation
Transportation Characteristic3
3a

30

3y

Characteristic
Mean for 44
Sample Cities

Total Employment by Railroads and REA

4439

15930

47421

8743

Total Employment by Trucking Firms

3512

14208

41027

7405

Total Employment by Water Carriers

1901

4266

22458

3319

Total Employment by Air Carriers

1511

4377

20413

2956

aFor complete description of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source: Personal computations of the author, based on 1960 Census of
Population data.
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"in a class by themselves” at the top of the hierarchy.

The

class containing the most cities, gOi, had a centroid profile
distinctly below the sample mean in all four variables.
Then, there was a class

(g -y )

of cities very high above the

means of all four variables, and a class
between the other two classes.

(g/J) somewhere

Once again, there was a

large class of cities "typical" or "common” to the sample,
and other classes in an ascending, discrete hierarchy based
on size.

Though nonstandardized data was used because of

the nonnormal data distribution, the same basic pattern of
classification as that of the classifications based on
standardized data was present.
Third and ninth level centroids compared.— Though
each of the third level classes was to some extent, homo
geneous, subclasses existed within the three classes.

The

nature of these subclasses was evident when the third and
ninth level centroids were compared.

The centroids of the

ninth level classes are listed in Table 5:6.
The "typical" class, ga, had four subclasses, or subtypes of cities.
through gC^.

These subtypes were the four classes, gO!^

These four subclasses themselves also followed

the familiar classification pattern.

The first subclass,

gOd]_, was a class containing the largest number of cities in
the ga subclass, and its centroid profile was somewhat below
the means of the parent group, class ga.

Classes g a n d

gttg were somewhat above the means of the parent group, and

TABLE 5:6
CENTROIDS OP TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN NINTH LEVEL 1960 TRANSPORTATION
CLASSIFICATION OF 44 SAMPLE PORT CITIES
(In units of total employment)

Transportation
Characteristic9

Class Designation
9«1

Total Employment
by Railroads
and REA
3012
Total Employment
by Trucking
Firms
1826
Total Employment
by Water
Carriers
1038
Total Employment
by Air
511
Carriers

Characteristic
Mean for 44
Sample Cities

9a4

901

9^2

9^3

9y l

972

7332

2187

16084

15851

18859

59944

34899

8743

6157

6513

2714

19631

19316

10857

41206

40849

7405

6616

1573

1238

11071

3766

567

2001

42915

3319

1587

1596

18182

12169

2220

2897

11237

29589

2956

9a2

9a3

7334

aFor complete description of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:

Personal computations of the author, based on 1960 Census of Population

data.
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the exceptional group, ga^ (Miami), was far above the go;
means in one characteristic, air transportation.

An inter

esting contrast existed between groups ga 2 and go:3 in that
their centroids were almost equal in three categories, but
in water carrier employment, class gOg was w e H
90:3 .

above class

Thus, the original third level "typical" group of g a

was, in turn, subdivided into several distinct subtypes by
the taxonomic method.
The g£ and g y classes also had distinct patterns
within themselves, but the cities were so few in each ninth
level subclass that further statistical study is difficult.
Chicago and New York defined their own classes, and the g£
subclasses had a maximum of three cities.

Summary of results.— The results of the taxonomic
analysis of transportation activity in the port cities had
several implications for the use of the method in a physical
distribution classification system.

The analyses of the

port cities were based on nonstandardized data, but the
results were similar to the results of other classifications
and reaffirmed the usefulness of the taxonomic approach.
Once again, the taxonomic classes had recognizably
different characteristics as shown by the values of class
centroids.

The centroids of the classes were again in the

pattern of a discrete hierarchy.

Subclasses were easily

recognized by their strong linkages with parent classes and
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by the values of-their centroids.

These facts made possible

some understanding of the logic of the taxonomic method.
This, the taxonomic method was a successful means of progres
sively classifying the sample port cities on the basis of
four transportation employment characteristics.
Transportation Classification of Non-Port Cities
The taxonomic analysis of transportation activity in
the non-port cities was discussed in three phases.

These

three phases were the same used in the analysis of port
cities, namely:

(1) presentation and discussion of the

classes formed at two representative levels of classifica
tion;

(2) comparison of the centroids of various classes at

a representative level of classification; and (3) comparison
of class centroids at two different levels of classification.
Each of these is discussed in turn.
Characteristics of the classification.— The results
of the 1960 transportation classification of non-port cities
are summarized in the phenogram of Figure 5:4.

This pheno-

gram is a representation of the fourth and ninth levels of a
classification of scope 56.

The taxonomic method was again

successful in grouping the cities at progressively higher
levels of classification.

Strong links existed between all

the classes at the two representative levels of classifica
tion, so that it was possible to associate subclasses with
their parent groups.

There was no apparent geographic con

centration in any of the classes.
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It was important to note once again that the char
acteristics of the taxonomic classes were advanced by study
of the centroid profiles in conjunction with the phenogram.
The centroids of the classification are discussed in the
following sections.
Fourth level centroids.— The centroids of the fourth
level transportation classification are listed in Table 5:7.
The class hierarchy based on overall size was present in the
non-port fourth level classification, just as in the whole
saling revenue, storage and port lower level classifications.
Class

q OL

contained the highest number of cities of the fourth

level classes, and its centroid profile was below the four
characteristic means.

The 4 a cities were the cities typical

of the 56 non-port sample cities.

Though class

had a

distinctly higher total transportation employment than 4^,
the cities of 4 $ were higher than those of 4 y in employment
by air carriers.
ment.

The opposite was true in railroad employ

The cities of class 4^ were lower employers, on the

average, than the cities of class 4y.

The average employ

ment of the two classes was approximately equal in trucking
and in water transportation.

Thus, the taxonomic method was

once again useful in portraying a complex relationship.

The

final fourth level class, 4 6 , was the two large transporta
tion hubs of the non-port sample, and both had centroids
well above the sample means.

The pattern of this low level

classification is generally like that of the low level

TABLE 5:7
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN FOURTH LEVEL 1960 TRANSPORTATION
CLASSIFICATION OF 56 SAMPLE NON-PORT CITIES
(In units of total employment)

Class Designation
Transportation Characteristic

Characteristic
Mean for 56
Sample Cities

4“

40

47

46

Total Employment by Railroads and REA

1524

2348

5481

9670

2669

Total Employment by Trucking Firms

1470

3049

3138

7681

2271

Total Employment by Water Carriers

35

46

43

87

40

202

1319

588

5830

671

Total Employment by Air Carriers

aFor complete description of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source: Personal computations of the author, based on 1960 Census of
Population data.
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transportation classification of port cities.
Fourth and ninth level centroids compared.— At the
ninth level of classification, the four classes of the
fourth level classification each gave way to subclasses.
Class

£ was divided into two subclasses, or subtypes, gOt^

and 90:2 *

As shown in Table 5:8, the centroid profile of

was generally below that of the parent group, while the
profile of

was generally above.

This pattern was a

common one in previous classifications, and implies that an
increasing homogeneous grouping of cities, based on overall
size, occurred as the classification became more detailed.
The 4)8 class, in contrast, achieved homogeneity among
the cities of its higher level classes in a somewhat more
complex manner.

Class

was formed of cities with average

transportation activity levels below those of the parent
class

in three areas, but above the parent level in

trucking activity.^

Class g^2

centroids close to the

values in three characteristics, but was well above the
values in employment by air carriers.
The

related ninth level classes departed from the

size hierarchy procedure, and were formed of centroid

^It is interesting to note that two of the
cities,
Akron and Charlotte, had also been classed together at high
levels of classification in the wholesaling revenue and
wholesaling specialization classifications.
Being homo
geneous, or similar, in three classifications, they are
excellent subjects for comparative studies.

TABLE 5:8
CENTROIDS OF TAXONOMIC CLASSES IN NINTH LEVEL 1960 TRANSPORTATION
CLASSIFICATION OF 56 NON-PORT CITIES
(In units of total employment)

Class Designation

Characteristic
Mean for 56
Sample Cities

Transportation
Characteristic

9al

9a2

9^1

got&y

9^2

9*1

9y2

961

Total Employment
by Railroads
and REA

1033

2028

1282

3521

2298

5073

8056

6265 13075

2664

Total Employment
by Trucking
Firms

1662

1142

4071

2182

2606

4082

2626

7818

7544

2271

Total Employment
by Water
Carriers

37

29

36

43

70

39

61

106

68

40

Total Employment
by Air
Carriers

205

213

340

241

5318

764

694

6212

5448

671

962

aFor complete description of characteristics, see Table 1:1, page 15.
Source:
data.

Personal computations of the author, based on 1960 Census of Population
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profiles above the parent means in some characteristics and
below in others.

The same pattern was also true for the ^6

related ninth level classes.
Summary of results.— The transportation classifica
tions of non-port cities had several characteristics in
common with the wholesaling revenue and storage classifica
tions.

Though the transportation classification of non-port

cities was based on fewer cities and fewer nonstandardized
variables than the wholesaling revenue and storage classi
fications, the transportation classes were also a generalized
hierarchy.

Also, the lower level transportation classifica

tions had one large class of "typical" cities with centroids
close to the variable means, and other classes of fewer
cities with centroids above the variable means.

The

transportation classes were not a pure hierarchy based on
overall size, but had complex patterns of activity.

The

taxonomic method successfully grouped the cities on the
basis of these patterns.
Implications of the Transportation Classifications
The technical characteristics of the 1960 transporta
tion data varied widely from that used in the other taxonomic
analyses.

The transportation data were chosen such that the

taxonomic method was applied to a small number of variables,
for a smaller number of sample cities and to data distribu
tions which necessitated the use of nonstandardized values.
The taxonomic method was a successful means of classifying

cities under these conditions.
While each of the conventional classification methods
classified cities on either standardized or nonstandardized
values, the taxonomic classifications thus far demonstrated
were evidence that the taxonomic method was suitable for
either type of data, depending on the characteristics
involved.

Also, the results of the transportation analyses,

when compared with the other taxonomic analyses, were evi
dence that the taxonomic method was successful in grouping
cities on the basis of complex activity patterns for varying
numbers and magnitudes of variables.

Several of the classes

would not likely have been discovered by a researcher working
without the assistance of the computer and the taxonomic
method.
From the results of the transportation analyses, alone
and when compared with the other taxonomic classifications,
it was concluded that the taxonomic method was suitable for
the classification of cities on the basis of transportation
activity.

This conclusion and the conclusions drawn from

the other taxonomic analyses are combined with classification
theory in Chapter VI for a final test of the research
hypothesis.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the results of taxonomic classifica
tions based on storage and transportation activity in the
sample cities were presented.

The results of the storage
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and transportation analyses were the empirical evidence by
which two research hypotheses were partially tested.

These

hypotheses were that natural groupings of cities can be
identified by numerical taxonomy and that the groupings of
cities provided by numerical taxonomy are a suitable basis
for a physical distribution classification scheme.

The

conclusion of this chapter was that these hypotheses were
accepted in the case of storage and transportation activity.
The tests of these hypotheses were carried out by
examination of the results of a clustering procedure that
grouped the sample cities so as to minimize total within
class variance fo,r a specified number of groups.

The data

used for the storage classifications were eight variables of
differing dimensional units.

These variables were stand

ardized before the cluster variances were computed.

In

contrast, the data used for the transportation analyses were
four variables of the same dimensional units.

These four

variables were not standardized, so that the taxonomic
method was demonstrated under varying data conditions.
The results of the storage classifications were
essentially hierarchies of classes based on overall size.
However, some storage classes had approximately equal levels
of total storage activity, but different patterns among
individual variables-

The taxonomic method was a successful

means of forming classes on the basis of these complex
patterns.
The results of the transportation analyses were also
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evidence that the taxonomic method was a suitable classifica
tion procedure.

The transportation analyses, on the basis

of only four nonstandardized variables, successfully grouped
subsamples of cities into classes.

These classes were also

a generalized hierarchy, but with complex patterns of
activity.

Thus, the taxonomic procedure was successful in

grouping sample cities using both standardized and non
standardized data.

This capacity was not possible using any

one of the conventional classification methods.
As in the wholesaling classifications, several
desirable features of the taxonomic method were demonstrated.
To this point, the taxonomic method was judged a satisfactory
procedure in each of the areas of physical distribution
studied.

This evidence is combined and compared in the next

chapter for a final, overall test of the research hypotheses.

CHAPTER VI
IMPLICATIONS OF TAXONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION THEORY
In the preceding chapters, the technical features of
taxonomic classifications of physical distribution activity
were demonstrated.

The taxonomic method was shown to be a

successful means of progressively grouping the sample cities
into logical classes on the basis of physical distribution
characteristics.

After these investigations had been com

pleted, two tasks remained in the research:

(1) compare the

taxonomic results with the postulates of modern classifica
tion theory, and (2) suggest applications of the taxonomic
results in the development of physical distribution theory.
These two tasks were undertaken in this chapter.

The

hypotheses tested in this chapter were that numerical taxo
nomy based on physical distribution data can identify natural
groupings of cities and that the groupings of cities provided
by numerical taxonomy are a suitable basis for a physical
distribution classification scheme.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The first task of this chapter, to compare the taxo
nomic results with the postulates of modern classification
169

theory, was accomplished in two stages:

{1) by collecting

generally accepted characteristics of a theoretically
desirable classification scheme from the literature, and (2)
comparing these characteristics to the taxonomic method of
this research.

The second task of the chapter, to suggest

applications of the taxonomic method to the development of
physical distribution theory, was accomplished in three
stages.

The first stage of the second task was to show how

a general theory proceeds from rudimentary to advanced phases
of development, and to relate physical distribution theory to
this idealized scheme.

The second stage was to list several

hypotheses for further research suggested by study of the
taxonomic results.

Finally, a suggested procedure for

accelerating the development of physical distribution theory
by using the taxonomic results was discussed.

The results

of these tasks are presented in the following sections.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH
CLASSIFICATION THEORY
The discussions of the taxonomic results in preceding
chapters were an indication that the taxonomic method was a
technically feasible manner of characterizing the physical
distribution activity patterns among cities.

That is, the

classes produced by the taxonomic method were easily repre
sented by phenograms and centroid profiles.

However,

little

was said about the theoretical suitability of the taxonomic
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method and the resulting classes.

The purpose of this sec

tion was to determine if the taxonomic method used in this
research met the requirements of modern classification theory,
as represented in the current literature.
The Postulates of Modern Classification Theory
The theory of classification was sufficiently advanced
at the time of the research to allow the construction of a
1
list of desirable features for a classification system.
A
classification system, according to the postulates of theory
at the time of the research, was theoretically proper when:
1.

The classes defined by the classification method

are natural classes.

In turn, natural classes are classes

that are not based on one characteristic, but on several
characteristics? intended for use by all scientists, rather
than in a specialized application only; and do not have any
single characteristic that is prerequisite to membership in

.

a class.
2•

The classes formed by the method are objective

and contain no bias of the researcher.
3.

The findings of the method are repeatable by any

^This listing is largely based on material from R. R.
Sokal and P. H. A. Sneath, Principles of Numerical Taxonomy
(Sar; Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1963) ; M. B.
Sussman, Community Structure and Analysis (New York: Crowell
Publishing Company, 1959); and R. R. Sokal, "Numerical Taxo
nomy, " Scientific American, CCXV, No. 6 (December, 1966) .
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n
researcher using the same data and procedure.
These three conditions were generally accepted at the
time of the research.

The next section relates the taxonomic

method used in this research to these three criteria.
Comparison with Taxonomic Results
The taxonomic analyses of this research were based on
a clustering procedure that minimized within cluster variance
for a given number of classes.

The classes formed by this

procedure were based on a minimum of four characteristics
(in the transportation classifications) and a maximum of
sixteen characteristics

(in the wholesaling classifications).

The results were begun with the purpose of advancing physical
distribution theory, but their use is not limited to this
task.

As interests dictate, the taxonomic results are suit

able for use by economists, sociologists, demographers, or
urban geographers.

Also, each of the characteristics used in

each classification was weighted equally in forming the
classes, and no single characteristic was prerequisite to
membership in a class.
ments of natural groups.

The method fulfilled the three require
The hypothesis that numerical

taxonomy based on physical distribution data can identify
natural groupings of cities was accepted.

^Chapter IX of this research contains a more elaborate
discussion of the concept of natural groups. See Sokal and
Sneath, loc. cit., for discussion of the objectivity and
repeatability criteria.
■^See Chapter I, page 24, for a mathematical statement
of the method.
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The computer algorithm assigned cities to the classes
on the basis of a mathematical procedure that made the
classes as much alike within themselves as possible.

The

researcher had no control over the formation of these classes,
except to specify the number of classes to be formed.

Thus,

the method was completely objective, with no way for the
researcher to inject bias through choice of boundaries for
classes.
The third postulate of classification theory, repeata
bility, was also fulfilled by the taxonomic method.

The

computer algorithm followed a rigorously stated mathematical
criteria for minimizing within cluster variance.

Given a

set of data and this criteria, the same class assignments
would be made by any researcher.
Summary of Findings
In the previous sections, the postulates of modern
classification theory were compared with the taxonomic method
used in this research.

Three postulates were commonly

accepted in the literature of classification theory.

The

three postulates were identification of natural groups,
objectivity and repeatability.

The taxonomic method was shown

to fulfill all three postulates.

The hypothesis that numeri

cal taxonomy based on physical distribution data could
identify natural groupings of cities was accepted.

The

application of the taxonomic results to physical distribution
theory is discussed in the next sections.
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APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO PHYSICAL
DISTRIBUTION THEORY
For the taxonomic method to be a suitable basis for a
physical distribution classification scheme, the results must
be useful in the development of physical distribution theory.
Once the classes are formed by numerical taxonomy, ways must
be found to determine the relationships on which the classes
were formed.

The objective of this section was to suggest

applications of the taxonomic method to the development of
physical distribution theory.
The Present State of Physical Distribution Theory
In the development of a discipline, the basic facts
regarding phenomena are usually combined and analyzed to form
concepts, theories and laws.

With respect to marketing

phenomena, Schwartz has defined concepts as "; . . elements
of marketing phenomena which are brought together in a larger
whole which has descriptive and analytical utility.

4

In

turn, theories were described as
. . . a few or many verbal statements and/or numerical
statements which describe the behavior of some market
ing phenomenon by reference to other marketing
phenomena.
The purpose of a theory is to enable one to
predict the behavior of this dependent p h e n o m e n o n . 5
A theory differs from a law in that a law has been
demonstrated to explain the dependent phenomenon in every

^G. Schwartz (ed.), Science in Marketing (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1965), p. 6.
^Ibid., p . 7.
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instance,

Specifically, Schwartz says that,

"A law is a

former theory which, over time, and for the geographic area
to which it is supposed to apply, has been demonstrated to
yield perfectly accurate predictions each time it is used."^
Thus, as a discipline, or science becomes increasingly
advanced, it follows this general path of development—
beginning with the statement of concepts, and then proceeding
with the formation of theory until the construction of laws
is achieved.
The present state of the physical distribution disci
pline is far down the scale of scientific development.

The

statement of concepts is not yet completely finished, and
the translation of concepts into theory has only begun.

As

another indication of the rudimentary state of physical
distribution theory, consider the findings of John A. Howard,
who has classed theory in three categories:
(1) those (theories)
municating devices?
causal relations but
and (3) those useful

useful as organizing and com
(2) those useful in explaining
that fall short of prediction;
as predictive devices.?

Physical distribution theory, including the findings of this
research, was still in the process of forming organizing and
communicating devices at the time of this research.

Neither

the causes of the structure of physical distribution activity

^Ibid., p . 8.
7John A. Howard, "Operations Research and Market
Research," Journal of Marketing, XX, No. 2 (October, 1955),
144.
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nor predictions as to future structure had been satis
factorily stated.

Thus, the taxonomic results of this

research were only an aid to the formation of new concepts.
To translate these findings into theory, hypotheses for
further research must be formed from the taxonomic results.
"A hypothesis differs from a theory in that the accuracy of
its predictive power has not yet been tested."®

A hypothesis

is a device for translating apparent relationships into a
generalized statement which can be empirically tested and
proved or disproved.

The results of hypothesis testing are

the links between concepts and theory.

The taxonomic results

of this research were relevant as the link between concepts
and theory in the development of physical distribution
theory.

The next section contains several hypotheses for

future research.
Hypotheses for Future Research
The following hypotheses suggested for future research
were inferred by study of the class assignments and centroids
of the taxonomic results.

The suggested relationships are a

demonstration of several uses of the taxonomic results in
future research, as well as affording a means for the advance
ment of physical distribution theory.
Hypothesis 1 .

The taxonomic classes of wholesaling,

or storage or transportation cities exist because each class

^Schwartz,

ojd .

c i t ., p. S.
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fulfills a particular competitive niche in the overall struc
ture of physical distribution.

This niche is reflected in

the class's pattern of physical distribution activity as
indicated by the class centroids.
Hypothe sis 2 .

The physical distribution competitive

advantage of a city changes over time in response to innova
tions in channel structure, transportation costs and service
requirements.

These changes are evidenced by reassignments

of cities to taxonomic classes.
Hypothesis 3 .

The hierarchy of wholesaling revenue

classes is related to differences in wholesaling tasks per
formed by cities in each class as well as to the overall
size of wholesaling activity carried out by cities in the
class.

That is, a class of cities with very large whole

saling revenues

(say Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York) may

be wholesaling or distributing different types of goods
within a SIC group than a class of cities with somewhat
smaller revenues, such as Boston, Detroit, Philadelphia, and
San Francisco.

Also, the market areas served by the different

classes may be related to the position of the classes in the
wholesaling revenue hierarchy.
Hypothesis 4 .

The structure of wholesaling revenue

classes is related to the structure of manufacturing activity
in the market area served by the individual cities.

Classes

of cities that are positioned to serve as a collection point
for many products manufactured at different plants in the
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city can be distinguished from classes that serve the basic
function of inventory replenishment to retail stores and/or
merchandise delivery to consumers.
Hypothesis 5 .

The structure of wholesaling special

ization is related to the structure of manufacturing or
production activity in the city.

Concentrations of manufac

turing activity requiring production-positioned wholesaling
were recognizable in the taxonomic classes.
Hypothesis 6 .

The structure of storage classes is

related to the structure of manufacturing activity in the
city.

That is, the structure of storage activity in a city

is directly influenced by the structure of manufacturing
activity in the city.
Hypothesis 7 .

The relationship between the patterns

of physical distribution activity and the structure of manu
facturing activity within classes is dynamic, changing over
time as the capabilities and costs of transportation services
change.

This changing relationship is evidenced by comparison

of taxonomic classes based on physical distribution activity
and taxonomic classes based on manufacturing activity.
Hypothesis 8 .

Developments in physical distribution

techniques cause increasing differences in the patterns of
physical distribution activities among cities, because each
city becomes more specialized in the physical distribution
tasks it performs.

These changes are reflected in the

structure of the taxonomic classes.
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These hypotheses were suggested as a representative
listing of research tasks using the taxonomic results.

The

hypotheses were not by themselves a viable procedure for the
advancement of physical distribution theory.

The next section

contains the general form of a plan for further research
based on the taxonomic results.
A Procedure to Advance Physical Distribution Theory
The macrostructure of physical distribution activity
is so complex that even so elementary a step as the formation
of hypotheses for testing is difficult.

Much of this diffi

culty exists because the researcher is severely limited by
his ability to evaluate consciously and rationally more than
a few characteristics of a phenomenon at one time.

Numerical

taxonomy is a means by which the researcher can use machines,
such as the computer, to detect resemblances, or patterns,
in large groups of data.

Without the assistance of such

methods, it is likely that many relationships go undetected.
The use of numerical taxonomy becomes increasingly
suitable for the study of marketing phenomena as large amounts
of data continue to be available.

However, numerical taxo

nomy, by itself, is only a descriptive tool.

It is a means

of describing what is and does not itself have the power to
explain the cause and effect relationships that condition
the workings of the phenomena.

Even so, numerical taxonomy

can advance the theory of physical distribution when used in
combination with other newly available techniques.
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This research was a demonstration that numerical
taxonomy was useful in forming homogeneous groups of cities
on the basis of readily available physical distribution data,
and in recognizing patterns of similarity among cities.
These patterns of physical distribution activity were complex,
and had not been previously hypothesized.

The next step in

the advancement of physical distribution theory is to explain
the relationships that cause the similarities in physical
distribution activity patterns.

The hypotheses of the

previous section are one way to proceed with the construction
of causal relationships.

However, there are other techniques

available that can use the taxonomic classes to good advan
tage .
One of these techniques is a type of multivariate
analysis called factor analysis.

The primary purpose of

factor analysis is to reduce the original number of explana
tory variables to a smaller number of independent factors in
terms of which the whole set of variables can be understood.
Thus, factor analysis provides a simpler explanation of the
regularities present in the original empirical results.^
The application of this technique to the taxonomic classes
should hasten the testing of hypotheses considerably.
For example, it was hypothesized that physical dis
tribution activity was related to manufacturing activity.

^For an elementary discussion of factor analysis, see
B. Fruchter, Introduction to Factor Analysis (Princeton, N.J.:
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc.), 1954.
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It is probably also true that physical distribution activity
was related to numerous other economic indicators which were,
in turn, correlated to each other.

Factor analysis is

capable of reducing the large set of economic or demographic
variables, such as manufacturing activity, retailing activity,
and so on, to a smaller set of factors.

In turn, this

smaller set of factors is useful in identifying the under
lying forces that have caused the originally observed
phenomenon.
The opinion was that such multivariate techniques were
of great potential in the advancement of physical distribu
tion theory.

The taxonomic analyses of this research met

the postulates of modern classification theory, produced
logical groupings of the sample cities at progressively
higher levels of classification and gave promise of potential
for future research.

Consequently, the hypothesis that

numerical taxonomy was a suitable basis for a physical dis
tribution classification system was accepted.

This con

clusion did not imply that all methodological procedures
used in the research were optimal, however.
the method were still possible.

Improvements in

Several of the unanswered

methodological questions regarding numerical taxonomy are
posed in the next section.

■**°An excellent example of factor analysis applied to
the explanation of macroeconomic phenomena is I . Adelman and
C. T. Norris, Society, Politics and Economic Development
(Baltimore: The Johns Hophins Press, 1967).
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A Note on Optimal Classification
When a classification problem is begun, classification
theory postulates that the researcher must have no external
criterion for grouping the entities into subsets of similar
characteristics.

The reason for this criteria is that the

classification must recognize natural groupings, and not
groupings according to a preconceived bias of the researcher.
As Frank and Green have posed the problem, "How should
objects be assigned to groups so there will be as much like
ness as possible within groups and as much difference among
groups as p o s s i b l e ? F o u r questions implied by the problem
itself have only received partial answers.
First, what technique is to be used to summarize the
likeness of the entities to be classified?

The clustering

procedure used in this research is only one technique.

There

are many taxonomic procedures, and there was at the time of
this research, no objective rule for choosing a technique for
a particular application.
Secondly, after these likenesses have been determined,
how should the objects or entities be grouped?

Singly, a

decision must be made as to how many clusters or classes are
to be formed.

Again, no objective decision rule existed at

the time of this research.

11

R. E. Frank and P. E. Green, "Numerical Taxonomy in
Marketing Analysis," Journal of Marketing Research, V, No. 1
(February, 1968), 85.
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Thirdly, what descriptive measures are suitable for
portraying the characteristics of the classes?

The pheno-

grams and centroid profiles of this research were a demon
stration of jne method.

This area of classification theory

was not well developed and much progress was needed.
Fourth, and lastly, are the classes really different
from each other?

Little is known from either mathematical

or empirical sources about the sampling distributions of
taxonomic methods.

Consequently, the tools of classical

statistical analysis are of little or no value in answering
this final question. 12
Thus, numerical taxonomy was at the task of defining
an optimal classification, in the mathematical sense, at the
time of this research.

When this hurdle has been passed,

the problems of portraying taxonomic results in a useful
summary form must still be answered.
Summary of Findings
In this section, physical distribution theory was
shown to be in a beginning stage of development.

Concepts

were still being formed, and the formation of individual
theories had only begun.

As a device for proceeding from

concepts to theory, several hypotheses for future research
were stated.

These hypotheses were based on inferences from

12Sokal and Sneath, Principles of Numerical Taxonomy
was the best compendium of information on the present state
of the art in numerical taxonomy found by the author.
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the taxonomic results and were a demonstration of the uses
of the taxonomic results in future research.
In addition to the suggested hypotheses, a plan for
advancing physical distribution theory was outlined.

Factor

analysis was suggested as a technique to analyze the relation
ships between physical distribution activity in the taxonomic
classes and socioeconomic factors in the cities of the same
class.

Such multivariate procedures were felt to be valuable

in analyzing such complex phenomena as the physical distribu
tion patterns of the sample cities.

Finally, several unan

swered questions in numerical taxonomy were posed as guides
to future work on the method itself.

Because the taxonomic

analyses of the research met the postulates of modern
classification theory, produced logical groupings of the
sample cities at progressively higher levels of classification
and gave promise of potential for future research, the
hypothesis was accepted that numerical taxonomy was a suitable
basis for a physical distribution classification system.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the taxonomic results of this research
were compared with the postulates of modern classification
theory and several applications of the taxonomic results to
physical distribution theory were outlined.

The hypotheses

were tested that numerical taxonomy can identify natural
groupings of cities based on physical distribution activity
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measures and that numerical taxonomy is a suitable basis for
a physical distribution classification system.
eses were accepted.

Both hypoth

The classes produced by the taxonomic

method were considered natural classes because they were
based on several characteristics, were potentially useful to
many kinds of scientists, and did not have any one character
istic prerequisite to membership in a class.

Also, numerical

taxonomy was judged to be a suitable basis for a physical
distribution classification of cities because it met the
postulates of modern classification theory, produced logical
groupings of the sample cities, and showed promise of potential
for future research.

However, numerical taxonomy was shown

to be an incompletely documented method.

Several unanswered

theoretical questions regarding use of the techniques existed
at the time of this research.

Until these questions are

answered, the choice of numerical taxonomic procedures must
be based on the judgment of the researcher and the presenta
tion of results must be tailored to the individual project
needs.

CHAPTER VII
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
The research of this thesis is summarized and evalu
ated in this chapter.

Physical distribution activity as the

basis for a classification scheme for cities was the focus of
the research.

Though the physical distribution concept has

received much attention recently, understanding of the
development of physical distribution activities among cities
is limited.

This research was undertaken to advance physical

distribution theory by demonstrating a method for classifying
cities according to their respective patterns of physical
distribution activity.

As a guide for the research, it was

hypothesized that it was possible for physical distribution
activity to serve as the basis for a meaningful classifica
tion scheme for cities.

To test this hypothesis, it was

necessary to examine taxonomic and non-taxonomic classifica
tion procedures as to their suitability for use in physical
distribution classification.

The methodology used in this

research is outlined, and the research findings are dis
cussed.

The significance of the results is noted and the

implications of the classifications for the future advance
ment of physical distribution theory are summarized.
186
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METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
The methodology of this research consisted of three
stages.

Relevant physical distribution characteristics were

selected, a sample of cities was chosen, and classification
schemes of taxonomic and non-taxonomic types were analyzed
for suitability as the basis of the proposed classification
scheme.
Relevant Physical Distribution Characteristics
The physical distribution concept had not been fully
defined at the time of this research.

This fact had two

consequences for the research methodology.

The first conse

quence was that the activities considered to be physical
distribution tasks differed among sources in the literature.
The second consequence was that, because of the recency of
the concept, no physical distribution data were available
from a single source in a comprehensive manner.

Only data

on subareas of physical distribution activity were available.
Thus, some method had to be devised of selecting physical
distribution characteristics relevant to the research.

The

first step in selecting the characteristics was to survey
current physical distribution literature for physical dis
tribution activities that were commonly accepted among
authorities in the field.

Three subareas of physical dis

tribution were selected for study:
and transportation.

wholesaling, storage,

Next, actual data were found and
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selected for study in each area of activity.

The basic type

of wholesaling data used was wholesaling revenues in each of
sixteen SIC categories for two years, 1958 and 1963.

Storage

data were collected for 1958 and 1963 on the number, revenues,
and square footage of general goods and household goods ware
houses , and the value of and square footage available for
wholesalers' inventories.

Transportation data selected were

the 1960 employment by the four modes of transportation— air,
water, truck and railroad.

Data detailing the magnitude of

each of these characteristics were collected for a sample of
100 cities.
The Sample of Cities
The research methodology required that enough cities
be studied to allow several classes of cities to be con
structed for comparison purposes.

All of the data selected

as relevant for the research were available by Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area in the Censuses of Business
and Population for SMSA's having 1960 populations of 250,000
or more.

There were exactly 100 SMSA's of 250,000 or more

1960 population, a sufficient number for the purposes of this
research.

These 100 cities were in all parts of the country

and represented a wide range of physical distribution activity
patterns.

For these reasons, the 100 cities were selected as

the sample of cities for the research.

This selection made

possible the use of data from U. S. Government sources
throughout the research, and only a few adjustments were
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necessary.

These data were analyzed in testing the hypoth

esis of the research project.
Plan of Analysis
The plan of analysis involved four main steps.

First,

the present state of physical distribution location theory
was described and the need for additional theory was demon
strated.

At the time of this research, no generalized theory

had been accepted that explained the location of physical
distribution activities.

Next, the postulates of modern

classification theory were listed and discussed.

The neces

sity of arranging facts or objects in an orderly fashion to
discover unifying principles was shown.

The requirements of

objectivity, repeatability, and natural groupings in classi
fications were reviewed.

Then, the existing conventional

classification methods of urban geographers were compared to
modern classification theory so that their suitability for a
physical distribution classification system could be deter
mined.

Five methods were selected as representative of

existing conventional approaches and each was analyzed
separately.

Finally, a technique of numerical taxonomy was

demonstrated using the data collected for the sample cities.
The results of wholesaling revenue, wholesaling specializa
tion, storage and transportation taxonomic classifications
were compared to the postulates of modern classification
theory.

The conclusions of the research project were based

on the results of this plan of analysis.
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NUMERICAL TAXONOMY:

A USEFUL BASIS FOR

CLASSIFICATION OF CITIES
The results of the investigation of methods for a
physical distribution classification of cities are summarized
under three headings.

First, the results of the analyses of

conventional classification methods are reviewed.

Next, the

taxonomic method used in the research is shown to be a method
of fulfilling the requirements of modern classification
theory because it is a means of identifying natural groups.
Finally, numerical taxonomy is examined as a suitable basis
for a physical distribution classification system.
Conventional Approach Not Adequate
The conventional classification methods of urban
geographers were found to be inadequate for a physical dis
tribution classification of cities, though the methods had
several practical advantages.

The conventional methods

analyzed in the research had the advantages of allowing the
use of available data, being repeatable, simplifying the data
into more easily understood classes, and being computationally
simple.

However, the disadvantages of the conventional

approaches outweighed the advantages.

For example, the con

ventional methods were based on class boundaries predeter
mined by the researcher, and subject to his biases.

Also,

the conventional methods were based on one or a few char
acteristics .

This fact forced the exclusion of available
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information from the convention classes.

A further limita

tion of the conventional methods was that a single classifi
cation method was not used for both magnitude and special
ization criteria.

Two separate approaches were necessary if

size and specialization classification classes were to be
formed by conventional methods.
These analyses permitted the testing of three of the
research hypotheses.

First, the hypothesis that the standard

measures of statistical location and dispersion presently
practiced by urban geographers were suitable for use in a
physical distribution classification system was rejected.
Much physical distribution data, like other economic data,
is typified by a skewed distribution.

The standard devia

tion, a measure of dispersion used in some conventional
schemes, is less useful in skewed distributions.
the hypothesis was rejected.

Therefore,

Secondly, the hypothesis that

predetermined boundaries are a suitable means of defining
physical distribution classes was rejected.

The choice of

boundaries by the researcher is an arbitrary decision and may
have little justification in theory.

Finally, the hypothesis

that conventional methods were suitable for a physical dis
tribution classification system was rejected because the
disadvantages of the methods outweighed the advantages,
because some mathematical techniques used were not theoreti
cally satisfactory and because the method requires the
researcher to make arbitrary decisions as to class boundaries.
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Taxonomy Compatible with Classification Theory
In contrast to the conventional classification methods,
the methods of numerical taxonomy were found to fulfill the
postulates of modern classification theory.

Numerical taxo

nomy is a set of procedures that uses numerical data to
identify natural groupings of entities for classification
purposes.

The taxonomic method demonstrated in this research

was a clustering method that grouped the cities in such a
manner as to minimize within group variance.
The taxonomic method met three requisites of modern
classification theory:

objectivity, repeatability,

capacity to identify natural groups.

and

The procedure was

objective because no externally imposed boundaries or units
were used to define classes.

This decision was not left to

the researcher, but was determined by a computer algorithm
that selected the cities of each class to be as much alike
within classes, and as different from the cities in other
classes as possible.

The taxonomic procedure was repeatable

by any scientist using the same data and classification rule.
This repeatability was possible because the procedure was
rigorously defined in a mathematical sense.

Finally, the

taxonomic procedure was shown to identify natural groupings
of cities because the resulting classes had the character
istics of natural groups.

That is, the classes were poly-

thetic, did not have any single characteristic prerequisite
to membership in a class, and were potentially useful for
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studies by all scientists interested in the structure of
urban activity.
Numerical Taxonomy Suitable for Physical
Distribution Classification
The theoretical correctness of the taxonomic approach
in no way implied that the method was suitable or useful as
the basis for a physical distribution classification of
cities.

Because the taxonomic method had not previously

applied to the physical distribution classification of cities,
it was necessary to demonstrate the results of a taxonomic
procedure using actual physical distribution data.

Examina

tion of these empirical results showed the suitability of
the method.
The physical distribution activity patterns of the
sample cities were complex, and varied widely among cities
and among types of physical distribution activities.

The

taxonomic method was useful in recognizing these complex
patterns, and the results were easily portrayed by the use
of phenograms and centroid profiles.

As an indication of

the complexity and differences of activity patterns, note
that the wholesaling revenue classes were characterized by
centroid profiles arranged in a generalized hierarchy based
on overall size of wholesaling activity.

However, the pro

files of the wholesaling specialization classes were not at
all a hierarchy, but were characterized by high levels of
specialization in a few classes of wholesaling.

The storage
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classes were in a generalized hierarchy, but levels varied
from characteristic to characteristic.

The taxonomic method

was a successful means of grouping the sample cities at
progressively higher levels of classification, and the logic
of the resulting classes was apparent when the phenograms
and centroid profiles were studied concurrently.
Numerical taxonomy was shown to have promise for
future research and for the advancement of physical distribu
tion theory.

The patterns of activity among cities were seen

to be so complex that many such patterns were likely to be
overlooked without the aid of numerical methods.

Because the

classes formed by numerical taxonomy are relatively homoge
neous

within themselves, the cities of the classes were

logical choices for comparative studies using multivariate
techniques.

That is, are the resemblances among physical

distribution activity patterns within classes related to
patterns of socioeconomic activity.in the same classes?
taxonomic classes make such studies possible.

The

Thus, because

the taxonomic method met the postulates of classification
theory, was useful in detecting and portraying the complex
activity patterns among cities, and gave promise of useful
ness for future research, it was judged a useful method for
a physical distribution classification of cities.

The main

research hypothesis that physical distribution was a suitable
basis for a classification scheme for cities was accepted.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH TO MARKETING THEORY
The primary significance of the research to marketing
theory was twofold.

First, the research related modern

classification theory to the problems in marketing theory.
Secondly, a method based on the tenets of modern classifica
tion theory was demonstrated using actual data.

The research

findings themselves were also significant, but the importance
of the research findings has already been discussed.
Relation of Classification Theory to Marketing
The implications of this research go beyond the appli
cation of classification theory to a physical distribution
classification of cities.

Conventional classification methods

are used in many instances of marketing research as it is now
practiced,

classes are formed arbitrarily by researchers as

to income, age, social class, and so on.

Whenever this is

done, the researcher is imposing a self chosen, arbitrary
class boundary.

The fact is that consumer behavior, or

channel structure, or any of many marketing concepts, are
multidimensional in nature.

Income classes alone, or educa

tion classes alone, or religion classes alone, or any other
of the socioeconomic variables commonly used to define one
side of a statistical table are simply not sufficient to use
as an indicator of behavior patterns.
behavior is complex.

It is agreed that

Therefore, it is somewhat surprising

that complex, theoretically sound classification methods are
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not used more widely in marketing.

Thus, the techniques of

numerical taxonomy have potentially wide application in
marketing.

The important fact is that the theoretical basis

of the method is sound, and easily available to marketers.
The theory should be applied more widely.
Empirical Demonstration of Taxonomic Procedures
It was the author1s opinion after the research was
completed that marketing, as a discipline, made little use
of available taxonomic techniques.

At this beginning stage

of development, it is probably important that taxonomic
techniques be demonstrated using data which is familiar, at
least by source, to market researchers.

One value of this

thesis, beyond the research conclusions themselves, is that
it was a demonstration of a taxonomic method using such
readily available, well-known data.

It is possible that

more such demonstrations are one way of expanding the use of
theoretically sound classification methods and accelerating
the development of new techniques.

Obviously, much further

research is needed.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The justification for the use of numerical taxonomy
as the basis for a physical distribution classification of
cities can be stated in a few lines.

Physical distribution

is a new concept, and encompasses complex activities in a
variety of heretofore separate areas of business activity.
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A theory that explains the location and relationships among
these activities has not been developed.

One approach to

the advancement of such a theory is to group cities that have
similar patterns of physical distribution activity and then
attempt to determine the reasons for or causes of the
similarities in patterns.
cities is a classification.

The required grouping of the
Before this research, the

classification of cities had been carried out by conventional
methods of insufficient theoretical origins.

The tenets of

modern classification, the availability of the computer
assisted methods of numerical taxonomy and the availability
of accurate data made the use of a new classification tech
nique available.

This technique was a successful means of

classifying the sample cities into natural groups, according
to the postulates of classification theory and on the basis
of physical distribution activity data.

The classes are

potentially valuable in further research.
The present method does not answer all questions, and
it is only a small step toward the development of a physical
distribution theory.

It is, however, a positive step.

It

is through the continued examination of new techniques that
existing gaps in theory will finally be filled.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
GEOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS OF SAMPLE CITIES
Akron, Ohio

Consists of Portage and Summit
Counties, Ohio

Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y. Consists of Albany, Rensselaer,
Saratoga, and Schenectady
Counties, N. Y.
Albuqueque, N . M e x .

Coextensive with Bernalillo
County, N . M e x .

Allentown-Bethlehem,
Easton, Pa.-N. J.

Consists of Lehigh and North
ampton Counties, Pa.r and
Warren County, N. J.

Atlanta, Ga.

Consists of Clayton, Cobb, De
Kalb, Fulton, and Gwinnett
Counties, Ga.

Bakersfield, Calif.

Coextensive with Kern County,
Calif.

Baltimore, M d .

Consists of Baltimore city and
Anne Arundel, Baltimore,
Carroll, and Howard Counties,
Md.

Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.

Consists of Jefferson and
Orange Counties, Tex.

Birmingham, Ala.

Coextensive with Jefferson
County, A l a .

Boston, Mass.

Consists of all of Suffolk
County, Beverly, Lynn, Pea
body, and Salem cities, and
Danvers, Hamilton, Lynnfield,
Manchester, Marblehead,
Middleton, Nahant, Saugus,
Swampscott, Topsfield, and
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Wenham towns in Essex County;
Cambridge, Everett, Malden,
Medford, Melrose, Newton,
Somerville, Waltham, and W o 
burn cities, and Arlington,
Ashland, Bedford, Belmont,
Burlington, Concord, Framing
ham, Lexington, Lincoln,
Natick, North Reading, Read
ing, Sherborn, Stoneham,
Sudbury, Wakefield, Watertown,
Wayland, Weston, Wilmington,
and Winchester towns in
Middlesex County; Quincy city,
and Braintree, Brookline,
Canton, Cohasset, Dedham,
Dover, Holbrook, Medfield,
Millis, Milton, Needham, Nor
folk, Norwood, Randolph,
Sharon, Walpole, Wellesley,
Westwood, and Weymouth towns
in Norfolk County; and Duxbury, Hanover, Hingham, Hull,
Marshfield, Norwell, Pembroke,
Rockland, and Scituate towns
in Plymouth County, Mass.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Consists of Bridgeport and
Shelton cities, and Easton,
Fairfield, Monroe, Stratford,
and Trumbull towns in Fair
field County; and Milford
town in New Haven County,
Conn.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Consists of Erie and Niagara
Counties, N. Y.

Canton, Ohio

Coextensive with Stark County,
Ohio

Charleston, W. Va.

Coextensive with Kanawha
County, W . V a .

Charlotte, N. C.

Consists of Mecklenburg and
Union Counties, N. C.

Chattanooga, Tenn. -Ga.

Consists of Hamilton County,
Tenn., and Walker County,
Ga.
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Chicago, 111.

Consists of Cook, Du Page,
Kane, Lake, McHenry, and
Will counties, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio-Ky.-Ind.

Consists of Clermont, Hamilton,
and Warren Counties, Ohio;
Boone, Campbell, and Kenton
Counties, Ky.; and Dearborn
County, Ind.

Cleveland, Ohio

Consists of Cuyahoga, Geauga,
Lake, and Medina Counties,
Ohio.

Columbia, S. C.

Consists of Lexington and Rich
land Counties, S. C.

Columbus, Ohio

Consists of Delaware, Franklin,
and Pickaway Counties, Ohio.

Dallas, Tex.

Consists of Collin, Dallas,
Denton, and Ellis Counties,
Tex.

Davenport-Rock Island-Moline, Consists of Scott County, Iowa,
and Henry and Rock Island
Iowa-Ill.
Counties, 111.
Dayton, Ohio

Consists of Greene, Miami,
Montgomery, and Preble
Counties, Ohio.

Denver, Colo.

Consists of Adams, Arapahoe,
Boulder, Denver, and Jeffer
son Counties, Colo.

Des Moines, Iowa

Coextensive with Polk County,
Iowa.

Detroit, M i c h .

Consists of Macomb, Oakland,
and Wayne Counties, Mich.

Duluth-Superior, Minn.-Wis.

Consists of St. Louis County,
Minn., and Douglas County,
Wis.

El Paso, Tex.

Coextensive with El Paso
County, T e x .

Erie, Pa.

Coextensive with Erie County,
Pa.

Flint, Mich.

Consists of Genesee and Lapeer
Counties, Mich.

Fort Worth, Tex.

Consists of Johnson and Tarrant
Countie s , Tex.

Fresno, Calif.

Coextensive with Fresno County,
Calif.

Gary-Hammond-East Chicago,
Ind.

Consists of Lake and Porter
Counties, Indr

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Consists of Kent and Ottawa
Counties, Mich.

Harrisburg, Pa.

Consists of Cumberland,
Dauphin, and Perry Counties,
Pa.

Hartford, conn.

Consists of Hartford city, and
Avon, Bloomfield, canton.
East Granby, East Hartford,
East Windsor, Enfield, Farmington, Glastonbury, Granby,
Manch ester, Newi ngt on, Rocky
Hill, Simsbury, South Wind
sor, Suffield, West Hartford,
Wethersfield, Windsor, and
Windsor Locks towns in Hart
ford County; Cromwell town
in Middlesex County and
Andover, Bolton, Coventry,
Ellington, and Vernon towns
in Tolland County, Conn.

Honolulu, Hawaii

Coextensive with Honolulu
County, Hawaii.

Houston, Tex.

Coextensive with Harris County,
Tex.

Huntington-Ashland, W. Va,K y .-Ohio

Consists of Cabell and Wayne
Counties, W. Va.; Boyd County,
Ky.; and Lawrence County,
Ohio.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Consists of Hamilton, Hancock,
Hendricks, Johnson, Marion,
Morgan, and Shelby Counties,
Ind.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Coextensive with Duval County,
Fla.
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Jersey City, N. J,

Coextensive with Hudson County,
N. J.

Johnstown, Pa.

Consists of Cambria and Somer
set Counties, Pa.

Kansas City, Mo.-Kans

Consists of Cass, Clay, Jack
son, and Platte Counties,
Mo., and Johnson and Wyan
dotte Counties, Kans.

Knoxville, Tenn.

Consists of Anderson, Blount,
and Knox Counties, Tenn.

Lancaster, Pa.

Coextensive with Lancaster
County, Pa.

Lansing, Mich.

Consists of Canton, Eaton, and
Ingham Counties, Mich.

Los Angeles-Long Beach,
Calif.

Coextensive with Los Angeles
County, Calif.

Louisville, Ky.-Ind.

Consists of Jefferson County,
Ky., and Clark and Floyd
Counties, Ind.

Memphis, T e n n .-Ark.

Consists of Shelby County,
Tenn., and Crittenden County,
Ark.

Miami, Fla.

Coextensive with Dade County,
Fla.

Milwaukee, W i s e .

Consists of Milwaukee, Ozaukee,
and Waukesha Counties, Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn,

Consists of Anoka, Dakota,
Hennepin, Ramsey, and Wash
ington Counties, M i n n .

Mobile, Ala.

Consists of Baldwin and Mobile
Counties, Ala.

Nashville, Tenn.

Consists of Davidson, Sumner,
and Wilson Counties, Tenn.

New Haven, Conn,

Consists of New Haven city, and
Bethany, Branford, East Haven,
Guilford, Hamden, North Bran
ford, North Haven, Orange,

West Haven, and Woodbridge
towns in New Haven County,
Conn.
New Orleans, La.

Consistent of Jefferson,
Orleans, St. Bernard, and St.
Tammany Parishes, La.

New York, N. Y.

Consists of New York City, and
Nassau, Rockland, Suffolk,
and Westchester Counties,
N. Y.

Newark, N . J .

Consists of Essex, Morris, and
Union Counties, N. J.

Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.

Consists of Chesapeake, Nor
folk, Portsmouth, and
Virginia Beach cities, Va.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Consists of Canadian, Cleve
land, and Oklahoma Counties,
Okla.

Omaha, Nebr.-lowa

Consists of Douglas and Sarpy
Counties, N e b r ., and Pot
tawattamie County, Iowa.

Orlando, Fla.

Consists of Orange and Seminole
Counties, Fla.

Paterson-Clifton-Passaic,
N. J.

Consists of Bergen and Pas
saic Counties, N. J.

Peoria, 111.

Consists of Peoria, Tazewell,
and Woodford Counties, 111.

Philadelphia, Pa.-N. J.

Consists of Bucks, Chester,
Delaware, Montgomery, and
Philadelphia Counties, Pa.,
and Burlington, Camden, and
Gloucester Counties, N. J.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Coextensive with Maricopa
County, Ariz.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Consists of Allegheny, Beaver,
Washington, and Westmoreland
Counties, Pa.
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Portland, Oreg.-Wash

Consists of Clackamas, Mult
nomah, and Washington Coun
ties, Oreg. and Clark County,
Wash.

Providence-Pawtucket' ■Warwick, Consists of all of Briston
R . I .-Mass.
County; Warwick city, and
Coventry, East Greenwich, and
West Warwick towns in Kent
County; Jamestown town in
Newport County; Central Falls,
Cranston, East Providence,
Pawtucket, Providence, and
Woonsocket cities, and Burrillville, Cumberland, Johnston,
Lincoln, North Providence,
North Smithfield, and Smithfield towns in Providence
County; and Narragansett and
North Kingstown towns in
Washington County, R. I. Also,
Attleboro city and North
Attleborough, Rehoboth, and
Seekonk towns in Bristol
County, Mass.; Bellingham,
Franklin, Plainville, and
Wrentham towns in Norfolk
County, Mass.; and Blackstone
and Millville towns in
Worcester County, Mass.
Reading, Pa.

Coextensive with Berks County,
P.-.

Richmond, Va.

Consists of Richmond city, and
Chesterfield, Hanover, and
Henrico Counties, Va.

Rochester, N. Y.

Consists of Livingston, Monroe,
Orleans, and Wayne Counties,
N. Y.

Sacramento, Calif.

Consists of Placer, Sacramento,
and Yolo Counties, Calif.

St. Louis, Mo.-111.

Consists of St. Louis city, and
Franklin, Jefferson, St.
Charles, and St. Louis Coun
ties, Mo., and Madison and
St. Clair Counties, 111.

Salt Lake City, Utah

Consists of Davis and Salt Lake
Counties, Utah.
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San Antonio, Tex.

Consists of Bexar and Guada
lupe Counties, Tex.

San Bernardino-Riverside
Ontario, Calif.

Consists of Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.

Coextensive with San Diego
County, Calif.

San Francisco-Oakland,
Calif.

Consists of Alameda, Contra
Costa, Marin, San Francisco,
and San Mateo Counties, Calif.

San Jose, Calif.

Coextensive with Santa Clara
County, Calif.

Seattle-Everett, Wash.

Consists of King and Snohomish
Counties, Wash.

Shrevep or t , La.

Consists of Bossier and Caddo
Parishes, La.

Spokane, Wash.

Coextensive with Spokane County,
Wash.

Springfield-chicopeeHolyoke, Mass.-Conn.

Consists of Chicopee, Holyoke,
Springfield, and Westfield
cities, and Agawam, East
Longmeadow, Hampden, Longmeadow, Ludlow, Monson,
Palmer, Southwick, West
Springfield, and Wilbraham
towns in Hampden County;
Northampton city, and Easthampton, Granby, Hadley and
South Hadley towns in Hamp
shire County; and Warren town
in Worcester County, Mass.;
and Somers town in Tolland
County, Conn.

Syracuse, N . Y .

Consists of Madison, Onondaga,
and Oswego Counties, N. Y.

Tacoma, Wash.

Coextensive with Pierce County,
Wash.

Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

Consists of Hillsborough and
Pinellas Counties, Fla.
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Toledo, Ohio-Micn.

Consists of Lucas and Wood
Counties, Ohio, and Monroe
County, Mich.

Trenton, N . J .

Coextensive with Mercer County,
N. J.

Tucson, Ariz.

Coextensive with Pima County,
Ariz.

Tulsa, Okla.

Consists of Creek, Osage, and
Tulsa Counties, Okla.

Utica-Rome, N . Y .

Consists of Herkimer and
Oneida Counties, N. Y.

Washington, D. C.,-Md.Va.

Consists of Washington, D. C.;
Montgomery and Prince Georges
Counties, M d . ; and Alexandria,
Fairfax, and Falls Church
cities, and Arlington and
Fairfax Counties, Va.

Wichita, Kans.

Consists of Butler and Sedgwick
Counties, Kans.

Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton, Pa.

Coextensive with Luzerne
County, Pa.

Wilmington, Del.-N. J.,Md.

Consists of New Castle County,
Del., Salem County, N. J.,
and Cecil County, Md.

Worcester, Mass.

Consists of Worcester city,
and Auburn, Berlin, Boylston,
Brookfield, East Brookfield,
Grafton, Holden, Leicester,
Millbury, Northborough,
Northbridge, North Brookfield,
Oxford, Paxton, Shrewsbury,
spencer, Sterling, Sutton,
Upton, Westhorough, and West
Boylston towns in Worcester
County, Mass.

Youngstown-Warren, Ohio

Consists of Mahoning and Trum
bull Counties, Ohio.
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